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Introduc don

Due to the steady muvement of American writers into lifelong academic

careers, today "colleges are where most of our writers can be found"
(Stegner 1988, 51). Since the late 1930s, most creative writing professors

have been publishing authors who teach graduate students about the
world of contemporary letters. In Master of Fine Arts (M.F.A.) prograrnsand more recently in English Ph.D. programs offering creative

dissertation optionsmany promising apprentice miters ilather to
craft poetry, prose, or drama and share it with peer3 and with their
master-writer/mentor-teacher in a workshop setting.
However, it often seems that creative writers have moved into the
mainstream of English departments without understanding oi rt. jiewing their own historyas part of a changing academic disci Aine called
English studiesand without reconceptualizing graduate and undergraduate creative writing programs. Creative writing teachers are, of
necessity, implicated in questions of theory and practice, primarily
because they now teach large numbers of students at the undergraduate
level. And these students vary widely in their needs and interests.

For instance, students in elective und,:rgraduate creative writing
classe:, may be more similar to students i required composition classes
than they are to the graduate students many academic writers would
preter to teach. Undergraduate students may possess little knowledge
of writing processes or writing products. Especially problematic, mar y
of these students come from different cultu'al backgrounds than their

teachers and have acquaintance with and -alue for a range of noncanonical literaturesfrom popular romance novels to oral story telling
to rap poetry to religious texts to television sitcomsand enjoy those
literatuNs in a variety of languages and dialects.
This book examines the undergraduate creative writing workshop.
To do this, I begin here with a brief review of the history of college
writing instruction as I have Leen able to glean the details from sources
in three areas: writers about institutiona7 history (Arthur Applebee,
Terry Eagleton, Gerald Graff, and Robert Scholes), creative writing
history (George Garrett, Wallace Stegner, and Stephen Wilbers), and
rhetorical history (James Berlin, Robert Connors, and Anne Ruggles
ix
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Gere). The difficulty I have experienced uying to trace these sometimes

overlapping, sometimes widely diverging historkal strands suggests
that more of us should be examining the ways our institutional pasts
inform our teaching presents.
During the early nineteenth century, a college education in America
meant primarily a classical, undergraduate educationthe study of
Latin, Greek, math, history., logic, thellogy, and natural scienceand
was reserved for the nation's all-male elite, aspiring doctors, lawyers,
and, especially, ministers (Graff 1987, 22-23). Theirs was an "oratorical

culture," in which classical cexts were anatomized, memorized, and
recited. The English language and English texts were not considered
proper subjects fol igorous intellectual study.
The study of Enwlsh literature, as we practice it in the late twentieth
century, began in British universities in a slow and piecemeal manner,
and for many reasons that seem surprising today. Early on, the study
of English literature was a proper undertaking for women, who were
beginning to enter the university system, and fer working-class men
attending "Mechanics' irstitt- es." Literature was valued not in the
college lecture 'hall but on the popular lecture circuits and within
informal study groups (Eagleton 1983, 27).
In his book Literary Theory, Terry Eagleton's reading of the invention

of what we now call literature studies is made from a British and,
admittedly, Marxist viewpoint. "Literature;' he says, "in the meaning
of the world we have inherited, is an ideology" (22). In England, the
eventual canonization of certain texts was socially expedient, and he
suggests the growth of English during the late nineteenth century is
a not unexpected result of the failure of religion. Over time, there has
been a narrowing from a broader fieldwhich once included essays,
sermons, histories, letters, journcis, poetry, and novelsto a literature
which includes only what we now term "imaginative"poetry, drama,
fiction (Eagleton 1983, 1-16).

In America, the study of literature and the development of our
familiar English departments occurred with the displacement of the
existing oratorical, classical culture. The effectiveness of the classical

college education was chalknged on many fronts, but it clearly
disappears during the last quarter of the nineteenth century .vith the
development of administrative "departments" of language and literature and the creation of graduate programs. At this point, the classical
college becomes the new university.
Graff attributes much of this change to secularizatio.. and the rise
of a scientific educational model as American colleges began to :Pform

themselves, taking affix. the German universities, and assuring that
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the study of English would acquire a philological and linguistic
emphasis. The drive Mr professionalism resulted in graduate programs
which commenced "in the image of the great European universities"
(Graff 1987, 57). Johns Hopkins instituted the first effective graduate
school model, which was imitated by Harvard, Yale, and the University
of Chkago. The developing graduate programs of the late 1870s, in
turn, reinforced a new vision of asademic professionalism by calling
for programs in which instructors "could not become so 'absorbed in

routine' that they x Amid be 'forced to spend their strength in tLe
discipline of tyros,' as they were doing in the old college. Instead, they
'should have ample time to carry on the higher work for which they
had shown themselves qualified' " (Graff 1987, 57).
Equally important, during the 1870F, the new university evolved
from the classical college because undergraduate education was now

being offered to any student who could "meet the entrance requirements (a growing number, due to the new free high schools), off( 1-tg
upward mobility through certification in such professions as ag.. _ulture,

engineering, journalism, social work, education, and a host of other
new i.rofessional pursuits" (Berlin 1987, 21).
English depdrtment stratificatiGngraduate programs ror the professional scholar and undergraduate program_ for the mass of new college

studentswas supported by the implementation ip 1874 of "a test of

the student's ability to write in English as a part of the Harvard
entrance requirement" (Berlin 1987, 23). Such testing assured that the

burden of writing preparation would be returned to (or blamed on)
the developing free high schools which were producing these large
new ranks of undorgraduate college students. Earlier in the century,
rhetoric (proficiency in oratory and writing) had req&red years of
upper division coursework. When rhetoric was no longer viewed as
the necessary acquisition of and finishing touch for the best educated
minis, rhetoric was delegated to freshman ccmposition and soon
wished upon high school teachers. Wnere formerly experCse in writing

assumed a student's long apprenticeship, the writer in the late nineteenth century was suddenly perceived of as needing to acquire a set
of surface-level skills that could be ,pplied hy teachers-as-technicians.
The freshman composition sequence was started at Harvard in 1874.

The development of such a course represents a "devalorizing of the
writing course in the curriculum." Devalcrization was to continue for
the next one hundred years (Berlin 1987, 20). The newly designated
"freshman composition" tedcher became the overworked, undervalued
member of the developing English department, correcting untold

,,-
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numbers of themes for a newly visible body of seemingly underprepared students (21).
The history of composition instruction during the twentieth century
is complex but worth reviewing briehy. Current-traditional rhetoric,
an objective (scientific) view of instruction which assumes that "reality
[resides] in the material world, in the material objects of experience"
(Berlin 1987, 6), came to dominate the classroom. This view of writing
instruction narrows classical rhecorical aims from invention, arrangement, style, memory and delivery down to arrangement and style,
plathig an unnatural emphasis on "the patterns of arrangement and
superficial c'Trectness [as] the main ends of writing instrucdon" (9).
Not until the 1960s was this pedagogy successfully challenged, resulting

in subjective (expressionistic) and transactional (classical, cognitive,
and epistemic) theories of writing instruction.
Meanwhile, of course, Americans were still writing "imaginative"
literature outside of the academy and within it. Nonacademic writing
groups flourished as early as 1753 (Gere 1987, 14). These groups
developed in most university communities, including the Universities
of Wisconsin and Iowa. And purely "imaginative" writing entered the
curriculum: "Iowa's first course in creative writing, entitied 'VerseMaking Class,' [was offered] in the spring of 1897" (Withers 1981, 20).
The development of creative writing courses at the University of
Iowa provides the archetypal story of the development of creative
writing within the discipline of English studies, although programs
developed, also, at other institutions. Wallace Stegner notes the concurrent rise of conferences like the Bread Loaf Writers' Conference,

but the primary influence on American creative wrng programs
remains the graduate writing degrees like those instituted at Iowa.
There Norman Foerster began the "School of Letters," allowing the
first M.A. creative theses and dissertations from 1931 onward (the
M.F.A. degree was first conferred in 1941). Foerster's justification for
this program reflected a movement away from the scientific, philological

roots of English studies toward a more scholarly prof .ssional view of
the discipline. It reflected a desire among practicing writers (and some
students of literature) to include living authors in the literary canon.
In fact, 'hesi courses adopted the methods of nonacademic writers'
groups and included visits by "famous" living authors, ale sharing of

and responding to each member's work, and so onthe worl shop
approach.
Those who created and nurtured the Iowa workshop in its first year
believed:

1S
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[T]hat "no university could undertake to turn out writers as it
produces physicians, iawyers, chemists, and teachers." He [Wither
Schramm, first director of the Writers' Workshop] observed that

a man [sic] cannot be taught "to write, or for that matter,
practice raty profession," but that "the teacher directs, aids, encourages; the rtudent learns by his own effort1 The necessary
program for the university then, was simply to "open the riches
f the university to the young writer... 1 (Wilbers 1981, 62)

This description reflects an essentially romantic, subjective view of
literary creation and writing instruction; writers can be nurtured but
not really taught. In his own writings, Norman Foerster ms us away
from pedagogy:
,And let us not create an elaborate system of courses in imaginative

writing, but rather keep the relationship as simple as possible.
The "teaching" of i ;fing. Fs has already been suggested, is
essentially a relationsnip of apprentice and master. The most
important requirement is that the "master" be a wise man [sic]
who has been or is a practicing artist and has learned to read
with an artist's eyes. (1941, 210)

In these views, teaching is a relatively unnecessary area of concern for

graduate writing programs. These perceptions have held steady for
many years in the world of academic creative writing.
In the Iowa model, the best young writers in America were to enter
the academic system at the topthrough graduate programs. And,
from the late 1930s on, these programs flourished. Creative writing
programs were at first vitalized and tlni transformed, though, by an
influx of students. Due to the financial support of the GI Bill, colleges
and universities were filled by "millions of young Americans, back
from the wars, who wanted to read the literature of their own age,
and who demanded it" (Garrett 1989, 49). In the 1950s, the GIs helped
change the study of literature and swelled the ranks of zreative writing
programs.

The Iowa program produced many fine, publishing authors. In
Midland: Twenty-Five Yeats of Fiction and Poetry from the Writing
Workshops of the State University of Iowa, workshop director Paul Engle
celebrates them in a sonorous roll call. In his own roll call of successful
graduates of the Iowa Writers' Workshop, Stephen Wilbers intentionally

notes those writer/alumni who have gone to other universities and
colleges to start graduate and undergraduate programs in creative
writing. Undergraduate workshops had been instituted at Iowa as early
as 1949, while course offerings were broadened in 1957 to help the

"many graduate students !who] were handicapped in their attempts
at creative writing by a poor background in literature" (Wilbers 1981,
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97). However, as graduates from the writing programs moved into
other universities, they would not have academic positions unless they

could generate an interest in undergraduate instruction in creative
writing. By instituting undergraduate workshops, M.F.A.-trained writers, though, were increasingly faced with more varied students drawn
from a broader set of open-admissions applicants.
From the 1940s to the present, "professional" writers have remained
in English departments for various reasons. More and more, they stay
because the situation is familiar and English departments represent
relativelyfriendly territory, these writers having themselves come of
age in writing programs. 'The combination of modest academic salaries
plus the incremental additions that were potentially available through

grants, fellowships, prizes, awards, and, above all, public readings
added up to a kind of precarious security for writers ..." (Garrett
1989, 53).

As the numbers of graduate and undergraduate creative writing
programs increased,
need for a professional organization became
apparent; in the 196 R. V. Cassill organized the Assoziated Writing
Programs (AWP). Interestingly, successful graduate programs like Iowa
did not rush to become charter members of AWP (Garrett 1989, 55).
This period coincides with a burgeoning undergraduate enrollment in

most American colleges, an enrollment that also revolutionized the
teaching of composition. It is in the 1960s, then, that the intersection
of creative writing and composition studies becomes especially important; teachers in these areas beg
regularly, to teach the same
undergraduates.
Professional organizations for composition teachers had developed

much earlier than did AWP. The National Coundl of Teachers of
English (NCTE) begar it 1911. The Conference on College Composition
and Comn:inication (CCCC) formed as a special interest group of that
organization with its first meeting held in 1947. In the 1960s, members

of AWP were responding to the marked growth of their profession
and to the complicated issues engendered by such growth. That is, it
was not until creative writing blossomed into a graduate and undergraduate system that professional management thiough AWP seemed
called for in order to ser.e the many degree-holding writers who were
(re)turning to the university for academic employment. Currently,
membership in AWP is still increasing, representing a greater number
of programs and writers each year.

This already long, brief introduction to the history of writing
instruction in America cannot encompass a full discussion of English
studies in the 1960s. The rise of alternative critical theories challenged

15
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the donunance of New Critical methodolcgy and has been described
in Graff's Professing Literature (1987). Dwing the same period there
occurred a surge of professional growth in conit.....iition studies, which
is best understood by reading James Berlin's Rhetoric and Reality (1987);

essentially, rurrent-traditional rhetoric was challenged by subjective
theories of instruction that were not Jssimilar to those promulgated
in graduate creative writing workshops. Writing was advocated as a
medium for self-knowledge and self-expression; models for instruction
were varied and experimental, including a workshop approach as well

as the " happening; an art form distinguished by its making the
audience part of its very existence" (Berlin 1987, 150). Published in
1973, Peter Elbow's influential book Writing without Teachers both
rest...As from and illustrates the changes in pedagogical thinking of the

period. In its most idealistic manifestationpower to the writer as
well as pow2r to the peoplewriting instruction was revisualized; it
should serve students and no longer be utilized as a way to discriminate
against students.
Working against student empowerment, in many senses, has been
the dominance of literature studies and, perhaps, an overvaluation of

the importance of graduate scholarship and research. Over the last
two hundred years, literature has moved from its place as a product
for popular consumption to a property of the scholarly elite. Not
every-me is allowed to write imaginative literature. "We may consume
'literature,' which comes from outside our ciassrooms, but we cannot
produce literature in classes, nor can we teach its production. Instead,
we teach something called 'creative writing'the production of pseudo-

literary texts" (Scholes 1985, 5). The dominance of "literature" is
maintained by having an Otherboth creative writing and composihonwith which to compare itself favorably. In a similar way, creati-e

writing has an Othercomposition to whh it feels superior. Writers
of modem imaginative texts have had a long-standing desire to align
themselves with privileged texts (literature) and have preferred to see

themselves as having little in common with teachers of a :urther

debased type of textcomposition or "pseudo-non-literaturr in
this sense, wrXng instruction has
Scholes's hierarchical description.
lived an artificially divided life within English studies.
Today, L English departments, lively controversies are afoot. There

has been a rapid growth in literary theory and practice, feminist and
Marxist critiques of English studies, and composition research and
theory (including a movement from expressioAst rhetorics to a more
sophisticated model now called transactional, with variants termed
social-constructivist and epistemic [see Berlin 1987]). These develop-

E3
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ments are changing English studies, and thinking in these ireas has
helped me inform this text although this text cannot in ar y manner
do full justice to the work being generated by such excitin ,and often
contentious) academic growth.

Released into Language
At the bedrock level of my thiAing about this is the sense that
language is power, and that, as Simone Weil say:, those who
suffer from injustice most are the least able to articulate their
suffering; and that the silent majority, if released into language,
would not be content with a perpetuation of the conditions wnich
have betrayed them. But this notion hangs on a special conception
of what it means to be released into language: not simply learning
the jargon of an elite, fitting unexceptionably into the status quo,

but learning that language can be used as a means of changing
reality. What inteiests me in teaching is less ths: emergence of the

occasional genius than ihe cverall finding of language by those

who did not have it.... I too am most interested in helping
students find language.

Adrienne Rich, On Lives,
Secrets, and Silence:
Selected Prose 1966-1978

It is my belief that academ

cieaCve writing has not been responsive

enough to theoretical and pedagogical changes now goLeg on in
literature studies and composition studies (not
mentien cultura:
studies, feminist studies, and linguistics). For instance, not enough
questions have been asked about hi.,v we can (re)form graduate zreathe
writing workshops and (in)form unck-graduate workshops, composed
as they are, increasingly, of multi.: :Rural students. Even though some
c

us are offering critiques (see Haake, Alcosser, and Bishop 1989;

Moxley 1989b; Ostrom 1989; Thelnutt 1989; Stewart 1989; and others),
we need to move beyond critique and begin to institute more ivoductive
practices. Both Stewart and Ost_om, for instance, sugse:,t that creative
writing courses might become core requirements of a newly fashioned
undergraduate English degree.

Composition and creative writing instruction in Arnakan colleges
are affected by concerns of both the undergraduate and the graduate
curriculum. But it is no longer effective to remain t;.:cl to hierarchical
ways of thinking about such instruction. We should not assume that
"basic" writing instruction should take place at "lower levels," while
upper-level classes exist merely to solt "best" writers into smaller and
smaller cadres. Instead, teachers need to look at their beliefs, goals,

47
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and pedagogy for each of these levels and to dismantle artificial "class"
boundaries that have been formed, mainly, by a relatively unstructured
historical progression. George Garrett suggests that our "distortions of
the past derive from the simple and familiar error of working backward
from our present state of things, comfortably imagining that somebody
planned or intended things to be the way they are now. .. (1989,
47). I am hopeful that we can begin to bring our past experiences to
bear on a more responsible present.
In this book, I attempt to reduce some of our hierarchical thinking
and to reweave the currently separate strands of college-level creative

writing instruction and composition instruction in the belief that

developments in these perhaps artificially severed areas can and should

enrich the other. In design, this book should serve the students in
creative writing workshops to the extent that it asks their teachers to
consider new ways of approaching their academic subject.
To perform my reweavirg, I have had to make claims about our
current understandings of writing and reading processeswhat we
know about writers, texts, and readers. In combining fields, knowledges,
experiences and understandings, I hope to help redefine what I now,
for convenience, call the traditional undergraduate creative writing
workshop. I point out directions, options, and possibilities that will
help concerned teachers develop a full.°r view of the creative writing
workshop. To do tais, I have called tne model I am advocating the
transactional .,orkshop. By naming this model, I am not merely seeking
to discover new (and perhaps necessary) terminology. More simply, I
want to distinguish between one pedagogical vision/reality and an-

otherI hope more comprehensivepedagogical vision/reality.
Intentionally, I have filled my text with the traces of my research.
I have tried to share the knowledge and advice of the best writer/
educators in the several fields I consulted. Since I view this text as a
sourcebook, as well as an argument with illustrations, I have included
references to readings that influenced me or that say in greater detail
what I am trying to say. I hope that first-time readers will ignore the
necessary distraction of parenthetical sources. I also hope that readers
will return and dip into the text and its contributing texts more than
once.
Finally, this book is ambitious but, perhaps, not ambitious enough.

Although I have not focused my discussion on the secondary or
elementary creative writing classroom or on the graduate creative
writing workshop, I should mention my belief that much of the
material covered here is applicable to writers and teachers in those
classrooms (and there is much that I owe to writers and teachers in
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tbose classrooms). It is my hope that this book will encourage all
creative writing teachers to join in conversation. It should also encourage more research and thoughtful introspection on issues of
concern to academic teachers of creative writing.
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1 Writers in Motion

Of course we have to define creative writing. Like most writers I
detest the term. Its connotation seems to imply precious writing,
useless writing, flowery writing, writing that is a luxury rather
than a necessity, something that is produced under the influence
of drugs or leisure, a hobby.
Donald Murray, Learning by
Teaching, 198'2

Professional writers are notoriously opinionated, but most would agree
with a simple observation: writers are people who write. Students who
enroll in undergraduate creative writing classes sense this. Students

begin a writing workshop hoping to learn many things about themselves. They may be trying to decide if they should become nologiss
or historians or English majors. They may be trying to find out if their
writing promise, identified by a favorite high school teacher, really
exists. Student writers may have published work in the high school
newspaper, done well in English classes, and garnered reputations for

being creative. Some undergraduate creative writing students are loners,
and they find important outlets in writing extremely personal, songlike
lyrics which they have never shared with anyone before. A few may
be shopping for an easy class. Others believe that writers have more
fun, for apocryphal anecdotes portray writers as driven creatures who
take drugs, drink, commit suicide, and still, or because of such dubious

habits, create lasting works of art. And many students are interested
readers who want to learn what it feels like to write.
College writing teachers want to conduct workshops for as many
reasons as students want to enroll in their classes. Some teachers are
practicing and publishing writers who hold Master of Fine Arts (M.F.A.)
degrees. Some teachers have specialized in literature and composition
studies but are also writers; they publish journalism, or an occasional
poem in z. .iterary magazine, or share elegant letters with their
acquaintances. A few teachers have less than honorable reasons for
deciding to teach ..-earive writing classes. They imagine teaching
creative writing will be less demanding than lecturing about literature,

or they long for any alternativi, to what feels like a constrictive
composition teaching load.
1
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Most mien though, teachers of undergraduate creative writing find

real rewards through their involvement with student writers. An
involved teacher, as Donald Murray observes, "will find that he has
entered into an t xciting and productive relationship with his students.
He will not be a teacher, he will be a senior learner, what a teachzr
ought to be" (1982b, 138).
When varied students and varied teachers meet, however, curricular
questions arise. What is the most productive form and content of an
undergraduate creative writing workshop? Bow should activities in

this workshop be sequenced? What is the :,eacher's role on the
continuum from senior learner to master writer? How should the
teacher grade students' creative work? What happens in a mixed genre

workshop; can students actually learn much about writing prose,
poetry and drama in nine or fourteen weeks? Are there models for
instruction that writers, as teachers of other writers, have found useful?
To explore these questions, I'll look at three areas: students' expectations, English department expectations, and current writing workshop
models.

Students' Expectations

Creative writing students want to know, overall, if they can write.
They can, of course, but like many of us they are unsure of themselves

and driven by some myths about writing: that creative writing

is

something done by a few geniuses; that good writing protAeds inevitably from good ideas; thM good writers compose nearly perfect drafts,
often at a single sitting; that writers pack one overriding theme into
a text to be construed later by a well-trained reader; that writing is a
rather magical, solitary occupation; and that writers are more interesting
than other people (see Bishop 1988b; Crowley 1989; Moxley 1989b;
Ostrom 1989; and F. Smith 1981).
Linda Brodkey (1987) calls one of these primary myths the "scene
of writing!' In the modern scene of writing, the artist is locked into a
garret, writing masterpieces alone. Writing ;s an arduous and highly
individual process. Brodkey warns of the danger of this romantic
devotion to the image of the individual writer: "[T]hose who teach as
well as those who take composition [and all writing] course3 are
influenced by the scene of writing, namely, that all of us try to recreate
a garret and all that it portends whether we are writing in a study, a
library, a classroom, or at a kitchen table, simply because we learned
this lesson in writing first" (397).
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Certainly there am ways to deconstruct this overwhelming image.
It can be done when teachers design innovative classes. For example,
Valerie Miner (1989) designed a seminar for advanced writers entitled
''Social Issues in Publishing,' which includes theoretical and practical
discussions on literacy, publishing economics, and minorities and
publishing. In addition, students "follow a book from author's conception to reader's bookshelf" (228) and participate in a publishing
internship. The seminar was not designed to commercialize a writer
but to allow a writer to understand the forces that are already at work
in the. publishing world and so enhance understanding of the "society"
the writer wishes to enter, someday, as a professional. Robert Scholes
argues for new curricular directions in his influential book Textual
Power (1988). He suggests that teachers at all levels can help students
reverse what has become almost a worship of Literature"the attitude
of the exegete before the sacred text" (16). Scholes feels that we should
help students to replace worship with a "judicious attitude: scrupulor,-,
to understand, alert to probe for blind spots and hidden agendas, and
finally, critical, questioning, skeptical" (16).

Before undertaking ambitious classroom agendas, however, it is
important, first, to see that prejudices, myths, models, and culturally
determined practices drive us and our students. Not surprisingly, the
image of "solitary genesis," as Miner calls It, coupled with years of
New Critical reading instruction, has resulted in close feadings of
poems and fiction in classrooms at all levels. Undergraduates naturally
tend to rebel against such readings since, for years, they have been
forced to battle with texts, to hunt and peck for overriding symbols
or monolithic themes. Their varied and confusing experiences often
turn them away from a seemingly dense and unfriendly "Literature."
Even while students rebel against canonLed texts, they enroll in
creative writing classes, hoping to find out from :he teacher if they are
among the anointed few who can escape to a garre ,. and reappear
hours later with a soon-to-be-acknowledged masterpiece. The role of

author is seductive. Arid the conflicting impulses experienced by student

creative writers as they move into the author position can be seen in
their journals. In this example, a freshman creative writer, John, was
asked to discuss those writers he reads and why:
I like several different writers. i think my favorites are Stephen
King and J.R.R. Tolkien for the simple fact that their writings are

entertaining, and not meant to be anything else, and George
Orwell for his economical writing style; he does not include
extraneous B.S. in his writing.
In addition to simply entertaining writing (such as Tolkien's or
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King's), I like writing that makes one think, such as Orwell's.
1984 was one of my favaite books because after I finished rcading

it, I thought about all the ideas that were floating around in the
story I especially like Orwell's writing because I didn't have to
dig to figure out what he was saying; his thoughts and values
were all up front.

In this journal entry, John is letting me, his teacher, know that he likes
writing which engages ideas, but he suspects "extraneous B.S." and
dislikes digging for hidden messages.
John's class journal taught me a lot about a writer's development,

and I quote from it several times in this book. Although he was
responding to his experiences in an introduction to creative writing
(poetry) class, his experiences are quite representative of any novice
writer who is exploring his or her creative potential. John's opinions
are similar to opinions expressed by beginning fiction writers and
dramatists in my wi, ag classes.
For instance, here is John describing why he enrolled in a .eative
writing class:

I think the first time that I realized that I enjoyed writing was
about 5 years ago in ninth grade. I was taking a cla;,s where we
read a lot of Shakespeare and Hemingway, and (sort of a strange
combination ...) although the aim of the class was to instill some
sort of literary appreciation into our ninth grade heathen minds,
the way the teacher did so was perhaps a bit unconventional. Mr.

Givens would have us read the material and then would let us
respond to it through projects. For examp!e, for "Romeo and
Juliet," my friend and I made a 16th century newspapct, The
Verona Enquirer; it had atticles about "rumbles" between the
Montagites and the Capulets, articles about two certain youths
who kilted themselves in a bizarre suicide pact, and so forth. For

"Old Man and the Sea;' the same friend and I made a slide
presentation about the life of Hemingway. I can honestly say that
not only did Mr. Givens give me a sense of literary appreciation

of the books we read, but ..e also showed me how me,h fun
aeative writing could be.
You may notice that I have not mentioned any poetry. You
know why? Because there weren't any poetry classes to take.
Beyond learning rhyme patterns and Joyce Kilmer's poem about

trees, there simply was not much in the way of poetry at my
school.

John explores his own reasons for enrolling in a writing class, similar

to those I mentioned earlier. Overall, John had positive experiences

during high school in an active literature classone that did not
privilege the author, the text, or the reader. In this class, John was
allowed to write new, creative material in respc,ise to literature; he
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was not simply asked to explicate texts. Also, in this high school class,
John was allowed to collaborate with a fliend on his projects, and he

sensed that his teacher, Mr. Givens, enjoyed literature and creative
writing.

At the same time, John is almost surprised at himself for choosing
to enroll in m. college-level poetry writing class since he felt he had
never encountered poetry as a subject in high school (although he
seems to have encountered it as punishment when he had to learn
the rhyme patterns in Kilmer's poetry). Luckily for John, his teacher,
Mr. Givens, had looked beyond the text-centered approach of New
Criticism and the romantic, author-centered approach of traditional
creative wraing instruction to develop a broader view of writers and
readers.

W. Ross Winterowd, in an introduction to Sharon Crowley's

A

Teacher's Introduction to Deconstruction (1989), describes three current
models which inform writing (and I would argue reading) instruction:
"It is defensible (though hardly neat and incisive) to say that composition theories and practices can be classed as text-centered, author-

centered, or transactional. The images are clear: that of pages in an
open book; that of the lone writer producing text; and that of a writer
on one side, a text in the middle, -nd a reader on the other side" (xi).
During high school, John was given the opportunity to participate in
a transactional approach to reading and writing, and John four.:! much
to engage him in this instructional model.
Then John carried into the classroom what he had gained from Mr.
Givens's approach. In undergraduate creative writing, John challenged
received myths concerning the proper" subject for poems and the
"ideal" identity for a poet. In his journal, he explains:
I wrote the poem as a reaction to a lot of the poems I've read
lately, which are usually gushy love poems, or death or other
things that the good sensitive poet should write about. Call me
unsentimental, insensitive or whatever, but I haven't seen much
humor at all in the poetry I've read lately. I guess I don't take a
whole lot seriously, but [my poem) "Doin' Da Funky Chicken" is
my answer to all the sp,:r.,ed lovers, suicides, etc., that are popular
subjects with poets. Not only that, but I hope it was an enlightening
description of what chickers really do at night....

John was typical of a new .ollege student who wanted to explore a
subject area that had started to intvest him in high school, but he
was somewhat atypical in his humorous questioning c received
wisdom. He saw himself as a novice, but he was a pleasantly skeptical
one.
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Some freshman writers, though, already view thenselves as "writers" and enroll in creative writing classes for the structure such a class

can offer them. In doing this. the individual begins to submit to a
writer's discipline while trying to maintain the very high standards
posed by his personal images of writing and wr.ters. Freshman writer
Paul, who had never before written poetry, says: "Okay, I admit that

my poems suck, but so did Shakespeare's first thee or four poems
(so it's okay):' Paul . very high standards indeed for his first works.
Other student writers crave the discipline of clasc assignments but
worry (rightly) about their ability to be self-disriplined after the class

is over. At the end of an introduction to creative writing-fiction
workshop, Sharon says:
My only complaint is that your not hard enough. I think that
there were times that you could've nailed us (to complete assignments) and probably should have. I know there are times that I

need that push. I still need to learn to discipline myself. This
summer will be the real test. I'm just glad that I had this course
to fall on to. It has definitely helped me as a writer by teaching
me critiquing techniques, style, and it has given me hope, believe

it or not.

As writers, Paul and Sharon are already exploring their own scenes
of writing and images of themselves as authors. Paul imagined himself

a budding Shakespeare, emulating the best work in the canon, and
Sharon, wl- already considered herself a lifelong writer, had plenty
of projects and hoped to test herself in the summer following our
class, seeing if she Add write regularly.
Other students come to undergraduate workshops with much more
hesitation. These individuals have only recently devt.loped a need to
share their work; they are looking for readers. In a study of college-

level writers, Gene Ktupa and Robert Tremmel (1983) found that
college students produce an enormous amount of what the researchers

call "underground writing" that is, personal letters, journals, and
exploratory writing that reviews the writers' own feelings and helps
them deal with the ideas they are encountering in college. Srudents
often enroll !ti an undPrgraduate creative writing workshop as a first
step in learning to share writing of this sort, whether or not they have
intentions of becoming professional writers.
The workshop provides a first audience, yet it is rarely easy for
these novice writers to share their work publicly, even with receptive
peers. At firs underbround writers do not understand just how cryptic
their writing can be. For instance, they may have
translate their
own mysterious, almost hidden, thoughts into a readable format. Paul
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describes MIA/ he "used to keep a journal and write in a very personal,

spur-of-the-moment fashion that I thought was so personally me no
one else would ever understand it, and I didn't care. The thing was,
when I read it now I can't understand if because it was too personal
to the moment which has long passed. It's written in a foreign language

and I can't derive what life was like back then by reading it:' Paul
came to value audience by the end of th,. semester. He writes: "I am
more conscious of audiencesomething I completely forsaked in the
very beginningI've become more aware of public, or typical, interpretation, and I understand more that if I'm really going to mite all
for myself then there's no purpose in learning, is there?"
Sharing personal writing can help student writers understand and
develop an awareness of audience. Exploring audiences' expectations,
in turn, helps these novice writers better understand academic conventions. This sequence was illustrated by an entry in Ginger's fiction
writing journal. Near the end of the semester, she says:
I have gotten better in aitiquing stories. I know more of what to
look for and what more there needs to be. I find a spot I didn't
enjoy in the story and I try to figure out why and then I tell the
person how they might improve that section. I used to never be
able to pick things out as right or wrong and what could be better.
Everything sounded good to me. Now I know better. I have read
things in my English class that were pretty good stories. I saw
how they developed the characters and how information was
packed into ihe words without telling what it was right out. The
story I liked the best was Good Country People by Flanne^
O'Connor. You could tell so much about the characters just from
the reading. How the characters acted and talked told everything

the reader needed to know about them.

While Paul found that the workshop helped him to move into an
acceptance of public sharing, Ginger found that the workshop helped
her to segment and differentiate what had previously seemed like a
uniformly competent literature ("Everything sounded good to me").
Writers also enroll in single-genre creative writing classes to explore
a less familiar genre. This was true for Paul, who wrote in his poetry
journal, "I am a writer of prose and I don't know how unusual it ts
for someone who has written prose all his life to completely ignore
verse, but I have, at any rate. So, this is my introduction to the subject
(this class, I mean):'
The creative writing workshop provides a student writer with a
community, and the community also contributes to the writer's developing sense of audience. A writing community helps writers discover

readers' tastes and explore the effects of stylistic experimentation. A

f"
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writing community also provides the student writer with a forum for
trying on the personality of a writer. The creative writing workshop
provides an important, primary peer community, but that community
disbands quickly at the end of most class meetings. The teacher offers
mentoring and insider's knowledge about writing. But often the teacher
is busy or so much older and more experienced than the students that
he or she cannot comfortably be considered a colleague.
Yet student writers, like writers anywhere, need others with whom
they can just talk. John, in his poetry writing journal, discusses the
usefulness of an extended community, the campus writing center.
Students in John's class could visit a writing center where they were
tutored by M.F.A. program teaching assistants. The tutors provided an
important alternative audience. John explains the value of these tutors:
"Just hanging around with Ken on Mondays and Wednesdays and
talking about poetry has really been helpful. It's nice to have someone

just to talk with about ptry The Writing Center does this for me,
because none of my friends really understand what poetry is about.
They don't have a problem with the fact that I am taking a poetry
class (which some people do, if you're a guy at least), but they just
don't KNOW anything about it." In this instance, at the writing center

with other writers, John could say he was writing poetry without
ri5Idng what seemed to be the stigma of female behavior, and he could

talk to an insider in the system, an M.F.A. student, someone whom
he respected as "KNOW"-ing something.
Student journal responses like these show that novice writers enroll
in creative writing classes for many reasons. They may approach their

learning by valorizing the text (product), author (writer), or reader
(audience) viewpoint, or they may already be willing to consider the
interactive nature of all three positions. The undergraduate creative
writing workshop can be a turbulent place, filled with shallows and
crosscurrents and exhilarating rapids. Students are seduced by the
image of becoming "great" writers and repelled by the den nds of
craft. They are weary of experiencing their insights alone, yet terrified
of sharing them with an unknown audience. They have some habits,
or bad habit , or no habits. They ha%, ,pontaneity and enthusiasm,

and the ability to work hard, almost doggedly, when the creative
writing workshop offers them opportunities to move more deeply into
language.

Departmental Expectations
Most English departments today offer courses in literature, in critical
theory, in composition (sometimes rhetoric ar.d advanced professional
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writing), and in creative writing. Over several decades, the creative
writing course has been inducted into existing, predominantly literature-based curiculurns because there were academic writers eager to
teach such courses. In turn, English departments were interested in
boosting enrollment and developing readers through these popular
elective classes. In workshops, students were encouraged to learn to
read critically, to write, and to discuss their own and model writers'
writing in a workshop conducted by a "professional" creative writer.
Several problems exist with undergraduate creative writing workshops and programs in this version of their development. First, the
field divisions of course offerings that I have mentioned above are
value-laden (see Emig 1983; Graff 1987; Scholes 1985). In many
departments, literature courses, as "content" bearing courses, are
considered much more valuable than writing courses, which may be
viewed as contentless craft courses, or worse, as therapeutic (see
Ostrom 1989). Department divisions fragment what should be interrelated reading-and-response and writing-and-response activities (see
Moxley 1989b).

At the most practical level, literature and writing fight for status
and department funding. In this fight, creative writing classes may
function as "bait" to lure students to enrollment in literature classes,
and creative writing students are not valued for themselves, for the
learning they hope to achieve. In such an English department, only
the best creative writing students are strongly supported and encour-

aged (in direct proportion to the slot available to them in the
department's graduate program in writing, if it has one). Students of
creative writing, then, in general, are viewed as future readers of
literature or as students who may be converted into enrollment in
literature studies. These students do develop as readers and do change
majors to English, and some of them do continue their careers as
writers through enrollment in graduate programs. But undergraduate
creative writing students, as seen in the journal entries that I shared
above, have important reasons of their own for taking English department workshops; they do not exist primarily to swell the rosters
of English departments.
Graduate and Undergraduate Writing Workshops

just as there is tension between strands of study in college English
departmentsliterature, criticism, composiu.,,., and creative writing
there is disjunction between the goals of graduate and undergraduate
creati 'e writing programs. Graduate programs work to find the un-
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dergraduate genius and to recruit him to the graduate M.F.A. program
where he will study with a master writer and fit himself for a "writer's

life." Recently, there have been indications that such a life is less
exhilarating than it may seem. Eve Shelnutt (1)89) claims that creative

writing programs have intentionally stunted their own intellectual
development, in part, by becoming isolated within the discipline of
English studies, by engaging in a workshop method that assumes
students already know how to write, and by placing M.EA. students
in the untenable position of producing "publishat '-" work while
learning the traditional canon of literature and umertaking heavy
composition teaching loads. At the same time, M.F.A. students are not

being encouraged to write academic prose; Shelnutt finds M.F.A.
students feel untutored in academic and schola y writing due to a
lack of critical theory in their programs and coursework. She critiques
the traditional graduate workshop, "most teachers of creative writing
find the workshop format effective because it is the only format they

know" (16), and suggests that in such a workshop students are not
pushed to take risks, to experiment, to "produce awkward work on
the way to a broader understanding and polishing of forms" (18).
This type of graduate program pedagogy transfers poorly to the
undergraduate workshop. In spite of this, the dominant teaching model
it, graduate and un-lergraduate courses ri:mains the traditional workshop.

In this classroom, the master writer or mentor discusses drafts of
student writing in a near-finished state. Students work through the
semester to write a piece they feel "safe" sharing in public, and have
their moment of glory or dismay when the entire class, under the
direction of the mentor, responds in detail to their work. Overall, at
the undergraduate tevel, this model is limiting rather than empowering.
Mentors can only work with the few, not with the many, and are, by

the nature of their goalsto find, train, and support the "best" new

writers in the countryonly partially attentive to the average or
underprepared student. In addition, students in a mentor-model class
rarely write informally or share consecutive drafts or, as Shelnutt
reminds us, take risks- or learn from publicly shared experiments.
Creative Writing before College

Just as problematic, at the precollege level, creative writing instruction
takes place in a different, but equally unreceptive, environment. Studies
of writing in secondary schools conducted in the last decade indicated

that students may write ten minutes a day or less overall and direct
their compositions exclusively to a teacher-as-examiner. In addition,
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students are allowed few opportunities to explore their worlds and
expand their thinking through imaginative writing (see Emig 1983;
Moxley 1989b). Professional poets and prose writers teach at the
elementary and secondary levels under the auspices of national, and
state arts councils or with the support of groups like Teachers and
Writers Collaborative in New York City, but their effect on student
writers is regrettably fragmented. These professional writers work with
too few students and for only a short time. Therefore, the best precollege
creative writing experiences, of necessity, occur through the intercession
of sensitive elementary and secondary teachers, like the Mr. Givens
,nentioned in John's poetry :ournal. These teachers allow students to
explore literature by reading and writing, and by sharing their reading
and writing.
of the occasional Mr. Givensand the growing influence
In
of teachers trained in writing thdory through national, writing-teacher

training projects (see Daniels and Zemelman 1985)there seems to
be a significant gap between the goals and practices of the precollege
teacher and the graduate creative writing professor. Too often, the
elementary or secondary teacher is viewed by those at higher grade
levels as being mired in record-keeping and practical, uncreative, dayto-day concerns. The secondary teacher, in turn, may become skeptical
of the graduate-level English professor who seems irresponsibly lax in

the classroom and who appears engaged in rarefied and irrelevant
battles: Can creative writing really be taught? Or which is the appropriate terminal degree for a graduate program, the M.F.A. or Ph.D.?
Misunderstandings arise in both directions. Academic creative writers are always working to legitimize their "pseudo-literary" activities
in increasingly theory-dominated English departments. Those individuals, in turn, scoin any art-as-therapy tendency in the public schools.
For instance, John Ciardi (1974), at one point, seems to blame precollege
teachers for all the ills of the college writing classroom:
I worry about one thing in the public school classroom. I don't
have an answer. There seems to be a need to praise the young,
no matter what they've doneat least the public school system
is dedicated to this. It starts when you have them put their grubby
little fingers into finger paints in kindergarten, and then you tell
them how wonderful their smear is. You don't point out to them

that it's impossible to do bad fingerpaint and therefore it's impossible to do a good one. I don't know the balance in this, but
there's also a need, it seems to me, if we are going toward the
arts, to begin to develop criteria much sooner than they appear
in the public school system. I think it's lack of criteria that sends
freshmen into the college illiterate. (64)
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These remarks represent Ciardi's thinking in 1974, and perhaps his
feelings changed, or perhaps his remarks are best received by remembering the cultural upheav?; or the late 1960s and early 1970s. But
Ciardi's words highlight fr miliar prejudices that still can be found on
the elementary to graduate school continuum.
The journal comments of my undergraduate creative writers reflect
the tensions a novice writer experiences when she tries to move along
this academic tightrope. Sometime3 she is encouraged to "express"
ev:_ry thought freely and extensively, and sometimes she is castigated
for not having better basic skills or critical insights. Equally, a student
feels mounting confusion when her creative writing teacher at a later

time distrusts or downgrades the professionalism of her previous
teachers or writing instruction performed at other educational levels.

Writing Workshop Models

Not too long ago, the creative writing workshop was held up as a
model for composition class:ooms. In 1978, Randy Freisinger described
a productive creative writing workshop in this manner:
Creative writing classes usually establish a workshop atmosphere.
They are places where students write and talk about their writing.
The writing process is more important than the product, in that
students' stories and poems are never really finished. How these
pieces were written, what problems were met along the way, what

themes and stylistic effects were aitemptedthese are the issues
that dominate creative writing classes. The teacher is a writer/
friend who is there to offer advice, but generally not to dictate.
(85)

lowever, recent observers feel that today influences are moving in
.ne opposite direction. Writing teachers have begun to question whether

such a benign workshop model ever really took hold in most departments. In fact, some writers feel that undergraduate creative writing
classes have remained pedagogically static or bccome more conservative, even as composition studies and rhetoric have experienced a
theoretical and practical renaissance. Virginia Chestek (1986) claims
that "it a time when lower-ievel composition courses are increasingly
process-oriented and devoted to teaching students rhetorical mecha
nisms to generate, focus, and organize their ideas, creative writing
courses tend to stress final products only. Class time is devoted first
to a study of the final products of published writers, and then to the
final products of class members. The processes by which creative
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writing students initially develop their ideas and assemble them into
these final products are largely ignored" (16-17).
Don Bogan (1981) also feels that the creative writing workshop can
become too static, and he advocates a version that places more emphasis

on reading like a writer and gives attention to process by using
imitation, guided assignments, and other exercises that illuminate
writers' activities of generation, arrangement, and revision.
Reviewing undergraduate creative writing courses as she and colleagues teach them, Doris Betts (1984) suggests that teachers of such
workshops usually follow one of two models. In the first, what she
calls large-scale teaching, the teacher avoids line-by-line criticism and
requires that students write a lot before looking at particular issues of

=ft. In the second, unnamed model, Betts sees instruction moving
from parts to whole, that is, scene to story or line to poem. Teaching
success, she feels, denends not on method but on teacher and student
seriousness of undertaking, while Bogan feels that students in thE.
effeclve workshop will be learning to become writers rather than
simply learning to produce writing (see Brooke 1988, who holds a
similar view for composition students).

Similar to Betts's models of parts-to-whole and whole-to-parts
creative writing instruction, Patrick Bizarro (1983) reviews poetry
teaching practices and finds three main approaches: models, activities,

and models and activities. Not content with these rather simplistic
definitions, Bizarro argues that, rather than follow a single teaching
approach, teachers should teach creative writing in a manner that is
consistent with the way they themselves compose. Bizarro's suggestions
propose a creative writing teacher who is familiar with writing research

and the field of composition studies and who is, also, a practicing,
self-reflective writer.
Virginia Chestek also advocates a composition-studies-derived, pro-

cess-writing approach that emphasizes four elements. (1) recognizing
the use of emotion in writing and defining audience, that is, student
investment in writing equals better writing, (2) teaching students to
control such emotion by focusing on a question raised by personally
relevant writing, (3) balancing personal and emotional investment with
informal research, and (4) wurking extensively with analogy. Chestek's
advocacy of Ang student emotion in writing echoes work mentioned
earlier, that of Krupa and Tremmel, who suggest that students' "underground" writing offers a strong starting point for writing teachers
and writing students.
Several of these teacher-writers suggest that composition studies,
defined here simply as the study of writers writing, has much to offer
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the creative writ. -; teacher. They suggest that creative writing teachers

must broaden the focus of their workshops to include analysis and
discussion of students as writers. This, in turn, requires that teachers
should understand and sha:2 their own writing processes and products.

Several feel more class time should be devoted to inventionhelping
students begin their writing projectssince the traditional creative
writing workshop focuses on revision, and cthers suggest looking at
ways to integrate oral performance or publication into the workshop.
In essence, these teacher-writers advocate transactional creative
writing workshops. Workshops that put writers in motion. Workshops
that allow students to understand and to develop texts within contexts
and to discuss what Robert Scholes, Nancy Com ley, and Gregory
Ulmer (1988) call "intertextuality," the ways in which individual writers

borrow, adapt, steal from, acknowledge, end are consiously or unconsciously influenced by other texts they have encountered. These
teacher-writers understand that students du not come to undergraduate
classrooms simply to be harvested into M.F.A. programs, to learn about

their own emotions, or to become better readers of Li:erature with a
capital L. Students come for all these reasons and for otl.er reasons
as well. Writing stud,' .its have complicated writing histories and
different energy levels and degrees of commitment. Because this is so,
creative writing teachers will be looking fur methods to optimize each
student's potential while keeping in tune with complicated and changing English department perceptions about this portion of the curricu-

lum. The chapters that follow describe how such difficult harmony
might be achieved.

34

2 Writers and Researchers
on Writing

I want to underline the fact that a good essay or biography requires

just as much creativity as a good poem; and that a good poem
requires just as much truth as a good essay. It's tot good
giving creative witing a monopoly on the benefits of .r mition or
giving nonfiction writing a monopoly on the benefits of conscious
awareness.

Peter Elbow, Writing with
Power, 1981

As creative writers, we know we have writing processes. We may
guard them, worry about them, nurture them, or wrestle with them,
but the novice writer knows little about the composing issues that
practitioners take for granted. Our knowledge has been gained through

years of hard work, and, as teachers of creative writing, we must
commit ourselves t3 sharing our knowledge with our students. By
looking at our own processes and by studying current writing research,

we can build a toundational understanding of composing that will
help us to choose and evaluate our own pedagogy
Teachers need to realize that it is possible to hold unexamined or
conflicting theories and to be resiNtant to theoretical and practical
changes. Sharon Crowley describes the teacher who does not pursue
pedagogical self-knowledge. He is"liable to confuse his students in
fundamental ways. For example, if a practitioner accepts recent lore
concerning 'process pedagogy,' but has not altogether rejected tradiZional composition theory, it will be difficult for him to disern whether
his particular combination of the two pedagogies entails contradictions
or confusions" (1989, 28).
Not only may a teacher implement conflicting pedagogical practices,
sh .! may overapply a model, which leads to classroom conditions that

are just as restrictive as the ones she has abandoned. Anne Martin
Portions of this chapter have appeared in somewhat different form in Bishop, Wendy.
1990. "Learning about Invention by Calling on the Muse: Anzona Enghsh Bulletin 32
(2): 7-10. Used with permission.
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(1989) explains: "It is not surprising that in many classrooms of
teachers newly converted to 'the writing process; the suggestions and

recommendations gleaned hastily from workshops and books are
followed to the letter with excessive zeal and punctiliousness, far
beyond what was intended originally by the pioneers in the field. The
result can be a reformed program just as rigid as the one discarded,

though presented with currently approved language and trappings
that give the appearance of enlightened change"(i).
Concerned writing teachers cannot afford to be hasty or to glean
activities from every sourcebook and then inseir activities into an
ongoing, and possibly ineffective, classroom model. Teachers do not
really experience atheoretical classroomshaving teaching practices,
of necessity, implies that they have models of teaching -but they may
avoid the serious thinking about an entire curriculum that will lead to
a more informed writing workshop.
Useful sources for thinking about curricular -flange can be found
in professional writers' stories, anecdotes, aphorisms, .:171c1 other forms

of self-report, in write-aloud protocols and model building and testing
as it has been reported by cognitive researchers in composition; and
in discourse systems, the authors of which compete to develop comprehensive taxonomies of written texts. By reviet.ing these sources, I
hope to show creative writing teachers why it is worth examining
their workshops, frorn the practical surfaces to the theoretical bt irock.

Writers' Self-Reports
Writers' stories and observations have long provided a highly engaging,
yet fallible, source of information about the creative writing process.
For instance, throughout his essays and books, Donald Murray shares

hundreds of professional writers' observations about writing. These
quotes offer moments of insight into the writers' composing processes
as well as frustrating contradictions about what writers actually do.
During interviews, writers will tell the story of their composition habits
as they wish this story to appear and are liable lc,: certain amounts of
self-deception and mythmaking.
For instance, John Berryman claims, "Writing is just a man alone

in the room with the English language, trying to make it come out
right." Berryman's statement reproduces the "scene of writing," that I
menrioned in chapter 1, by ignorhig the physical alicl emotional support

systems required to place and to keep that writer in a rwm of his
own. And Berryman, I'll hope unintentionally, liir:ts writers to men.
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Berryman holds some prejudicial views, yet his words also ring true
to many writers' experiences as he evokes a writer writing hard to
perfect "his" craft (authors' quotes here and following are taken from

Murray's worksespecially Murray 1989, 1982a, and 1968unless
otherwise noted).

Elizabeth Bowen observes, "I am dead against art's being selfexpression. I see an inherent failure in any story which fails to detach
itself from the author:' In her claims, Bowen seems much less invested

in the scene of writing than, say, Berryman. And she also differs
markedly from Ray Bradbury, who says, "Writing is continual surprise."

Bradbury's observation conjures up some of the self-expression that
Bowen's words denigrate. A more pragmatic view of writing-asdiscovery comes from Ann Sexton: "Craft is a trick you make up in
let you write the poem" (Packard 1987, 17).
In a similar manner, Joyce Cary offers a matter of fact, "Inspiration
is another name for knowing your job and getting down to it." And
we find him in some agreement with Sinclair Lewis's claim, "Writing
is just workthere's no secret. If you dictate or use a pen or type or

write with your toesit is still just work:' In these authors' views,
the writer is agent, whereas in Friedrich Nietzche's claim, "The author
must keep his mouth shut when his work starts to speak," the writer
is vehicle for inspired expression.
Sometimes writers contradict themselves in the same interview. At

other times. they offer intriguing yet often opaque messages, like
ges itself
Wallace Stevens's, "It is not every day that the world t
into a poem" (Madden 1988, 10) or W. Somerset Maugham's, "There

are three rules for wriing the novel. unfortunately, no one knows
what they are" (Madden 1988, 2).
It is not a surprise that writers fall into the trap of offering rub
sometimes seriously, sometimes with a cliched tongue in chea. These
rules can be expected to help in certain situation:: Ilut certainly not in
all, for instance, Winston Churchill's observation that "the short words
are best and the old words are best of all" might cramp the writing
style of Virginia Woolf or James Joyce, while the romantic view of r.
Scott Fitzgerald, that "'to have something to say lc a question of
sleepless nights and w orry and endless ratiocination of a s, ject of
endless trying to dig out the essential truth, the essential justice," could
lead to life-threatening habits for some of us.
In the reports of creative writers on their own writing processes,
there is some unison, much contradiction, and a wealth of unsubstan
tiated yet intuitivdy accurate knowledge. A novice writer certainly
gains from reading through collections of writers wisdom. However,
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such words should also be read with the understanding that each
writer is telling us, primarily, about his or her own writing process as
he or sne understands it at that moment. That process will change and
those understandings will alter as the writer moves thr -nigh a lifetime
and a writing career.

The difficulty involved in trying to understand these complex
interactions that result in written texts may be summed up in W. H.
Auden's observation: "The relationship between life and art is so
obvious that nothing need be said and so compl;cated that nothing
can be said" (Packard 1987, 5). Still, it is worth looking into these
writers complicated and semi-obscured writing processes, for writers'
knowledge can illuminate why some writers succeed at their art.
Useful collections of writers on writing include those by Berg,
Bart let, Bunge, Murry, Packard, and Plimpton (and Waldrup for
compositionists talking about their writing processes). Writers' observations about composing can be used in class to augment and encourage

sharing of students' own, self-observed, writing-habit anecdotes as
they are solicited during in-class writing sessions, collected in journal
enliies, or shared during class discussions. Additionally, these writers'
insights can be joined to composition research and theory to further
clarify what it mears to be a writer and have a writing process.

Research on Writing
in composition studies, cognitive research on writing processes begins

with Rohman and Wlecke's 1964 model of writing, which includes
three stages: prewriting, writing, and rewriting. However, this model

is linear nd derives from productswritten textsrather than from
the observed process of writing, writers at work. By 1971, Janet Emig
had conducted her influential study The Composing Process of Twelfth
Graders. Emig expanded Rohman and Wlecke's categories of prewriting,
writing, and rewriting. Fe- instance, in the writing stage she obcf
that writers exhibit sile, ces and hesitations. She further subdiv,...:s
the rewriting stage into correcting, revising, and rewriting (which for
her purposes means stopping and starting over). One of Emig's most
important discoveries involves the iecursive nature of the composing
activitywriters plan in the prewriting and the writing stages, and so
on.

Soon, researchers confirmed empirically what many professional
writers knew intuitively, that the composing process is much more
Lomplex than had been commonly thought. Writers' self-reports con-
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ceming revision often illuminate such complexity. For instance, during
an interview Anne Sexton claims that "I've revised as much as three

hundred times on one lyric poem.... I showed it to Robert Lowell
after I'd rewritten it fifty times. He said the ending wasn't right.... He
said the dead don't speak. The more I tilt ight about it, the more I
agreed with him, and that's when I turned them into stone" (Packard
1987, 15). But, cognitive researchers moved beyond writers' self-reports
to observe writers as they composed. This research proved that a great

deal can be inferred about writers' cognitive activities, and more
questions for study grew from these projects. Specifically, what are
the differences between bask and expert or professional writers, what
i'xe the steps in the revision process, and what keeps certain writers
from becoming more successfyl in their composing?
Mina Shaughnessy's 1977 study explores the problems er basic
writers. Basic writers, writers with inadequate or unproductive composing processes, she finds, are usually working within a rule-governed

system. Their mistakes are often the result of misapplying or overapplying rules in their writing. This is why rules like Churchill's,

quoted abovethat writers should use only short and old words
can be destructive. And when Theodor Seuss Geisel (Dr. Seuss) offers
guidelines"No dependent clauses, no dangling things, no flashbacks,
and keeping the subject near the predicate. We throw in as many fresh
words as we can get away with.... Virtually every page is a cliffhanger

you've got to force them to turn it"he may be offering advice that
has been profoundly effective in producing his own, well-loved children's books. The advice would be disastrous, though, if applied by
novice writers to every type of writing occasion. The basic writer too
often tries earnestly to apply the expert's "rules:' In the creative writing
classroom, the experts are the textbooks and the teacher, so teachers
need to ask themselves to what extent the texts they employ and their
own miting "rules" are culture-, genre-, and context-based.
After Shaughnessy, researchers began to study the differences between basic writers ..0.nposing strategies and the strategies of traditional college students or experienced professional writers. Researcher
Sondra Perl (1979) finds that basic writers often stop and scan and
correct their papers at the sentence or word level. This self-imposed

interruption keeps the students frum achieving any type of globai
development in a piece of writing.
Perl alsu finds that more efficient miters participate in projective
structuring (worrying about audiencethink of Anne Sexton's atten

tion to Robert Lowell's remarks, quoted above) and retrospective
structuring (checking the text so far in order to guide future devel-
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opment). Peri finds that successful writers listen to what she terms a
"felt sense" that helps them negotiate the demands of their text in
process. Felt sense appears in creative writers' discussions. They talk

about listening fox direction or being taken over by the text. For
instance, Nietzche's author works to keep his mouth shut; Updike
claims that "writing and rewriting are a constant search for what one
is saying"; and Faulkner observes "it [writing the novel) begins with
a chancler, usually, and once he stands up on his feet and begins to
move, all I dO is trot alone bt hind him with a paper and pencil Lying
to keep up long enough to put down what he says and does:'
Nancy Sommers (1980) and Lillian Bridwell (1980) each studied
revision. Sommers finds that basic writers rely on two main types of

revisionaddition and deletionneglecting substitution and reorder
ing. Howe% er, experienced writers use all four types of revision
techniques. Experienced writers also have a metacognitive awareness

ofan abdity to articulatetheir revision process, w:.ile student
writers, on the other hand, speak of "cleaning up" their writing and
have underdeveloped revision strategies.
Professional writers make constant observations regarding the need
for scrupulous revision. These observations range from Ernest HeminFway's claim that he rewrote the ending to A Farewell to Arms thirtynine times because he was working on "getting the ords right," to
James Michener, who observes, "I can never recall anything of mine
that's ever been printed in less than three drafts;' to Sydney Sm.th's
more facetious, "in composing, as a general rule, run your pen through

every other word you have written; you have no idea what vigor it
will give your style." Anne Sexton observes bluntly: "How do I write?

Expand, expand, cut, cut, expand, expand, cut, cut. Do not trust
spontaneous first drafts. Yuu can always write more fully," and she
adds, for good measure, the encouragement that. "The beautiful feeling

after writing a poem is on the whole better even than after sex, and
that's saying a lot" (Packard 1987, V).
The work of researchers like Bridwell and Sommers was extended
when Linda F:..e.ver and John R. Hayes (1981) developed a full-scale,
cognitive moa...I of the composing process. They divide composing into
generating, translating, and reviewing. In their model, the compc :ing
process is also dependent on the text so far and the rhetorical situation
(audience demands, and so on) and is limited by the capacity of the

writer's long-term memuy. In this case, memory is linked to metacognitive and metalinguistic abilityabnies to talk about thinking
processes and language processeswhich are developed through previous writing experienues. The taxing reality of metacognitive and
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metalinguistic demands is echoed in many writers' observations. Stan-

ley Kunitz explains that "in the very act of writing a poem one is
playing with language, playing with the capacities of the mind to hold
together its most disparate elements. The object of the game is to fuse
as many of onc's contradictions and possibilities as one can" (Packard
1987, 23).

Finally, and most important to the Flower and Hayes model of
composing, writers are influenced by self-developed goals. Flower and
Hayes found at successful writers rely Olt a hierarchy of sub-, mid-,
and higher-level goals which take them from sentence-level to global
concerns, and back. Less successful writers seemed to lack mid-level
goals and became stuck at the sentence level (picking and choosing a
word when more pressing difficulties exist with content or organization)
or on more global concerns (perhaps for creative writers, planning but
never executing the great American novel).
Professional writers often discuss similar complexes of writing goals,

from sentence-level clarity (Ben Burman: "My goal in everything I
write is simplicity. . I revise, revise, revise, until every word is the
one I want.") to more ^lobal concerns, including those of audience
(Joseph Conrad: "My tash ... is, by the power of the written word,
to make you hear, to make you feel it is, before all, to make you
see.") and meaning (Alberto Moravia: "One writes a novel in order to

know why one writes it. It is the same with lifeyr u live not for
some end, but in order to know why you live.").

A few other studies are especially important to help teachers
understand problems that arise in the undergraduate creative writing
workshop. In these classes, students may actually be basic writers, or
have underdeveloped writing processes, and/or be blocked in spite of
their strongly stated desires to write. Mike Rose has studied blocked
and unblocked writers. He finds that blocked writers are often applying
inappropriate, algorithmic rules to their writing, a characteristic of

basic writers. On the other hand, unblocked writers have flexible
planning and composing strategies which allow them to write in a
variety of situations for a variety of audiences. John Daly and Michael
Miller (1985) developed a survey to assess writers' apprehension which,

while it does not predict individual writing performance, does illuminate writers' avoidance and hesitations when faced with writing
tasks.
The work of researcher Robert Boice (1985) suggests that behavioral

techniqueswriters learning to set their own system of deadlines/

demands and rewardswill best help writers c . ercome blocking
behaviors. Some of the writers Boice studied under% lit the interesting
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constraint of not allowing themselves to take a daily shower until
writing tasks were completed, and so on. Anecdotes from professional
writers support a contingency-management view; writers during interviews often explain that completing a set number of writing hours
in the morning allows them to feel they have earned and may enjoy
the rest of their day.

Linda Flower (1981) discusses writer-based prose. Writer-based
prose, she claims, is generally narrative and associational in structure,
internal, expressive, and intended by the writer to explore a situation.

Nonetheless, many 1-rriters have trouble moving from the useful
medium of writer-based prose to the more public medium which
Flower terms reader-based pose. Reader-based prose is expository in
nature and organized with the reader in mind. Flower's observations
are echoed in John Ciardi's words: "The last act of ... writing must
be to become one's own reader. It is, I suppose, a schizophrenic process.
To begin passionately and to end critically, to begin hot and to end
cold and, more important, to try to be passion-hot and critic-cold at
the same time."
Given such complexity in the act of composing written products, it

is no wonder the demands of the writing workshop are so great.
Cognitive research helps writing teach,rs understand the basic writer
as someone who is rule-5overned (generally inappropriately so), who

has trouble imagining audiences otria than herself, and who has
inflexible revising and writing strategies and an underdeveloped sense
of the composing process. Successful writers are much more closely
aligned to the Flower and Hayes modelable to dec de upon audience
and to tailor the developing text to audience demai is and rhetorical
demands. The successful writer not only has flexible composing and
revising strategies but also has a wealth of successfil, previous writing

experience to draw upon, enabling her to make and adjust writing
goals to suit a particular writing situation. And it is this fluency,
flexibility, and sense of a writer as someone who writes that can be
highlighted in the creative wiiting workshop.
It is worth mYling a few critics of cognitive research to understand
that, for a teacher's purpose, it is important Iv w eave together research

and writers' experiences as I have started to do here, for neither
cognitive research nor writers' memories appear to be totally reliable
guides. For instance, theorists like C. H. Knoblauch and Lil Brannon
(1984) claim that breaking down the writing process . into stages (like
prewn. ig, writing, and revision) greatly misrepresents the composing
process and encourages teachers to take a smorgasbord aoproach to
writing instructionpicking and choosing those stages or those models
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they wish to emphasizeand that such an approach will lead to
nisinformed instruction. They prefer to emphasize a holistic approach
to the teaching of writing.
Expressive theorists have mde valuable contributions to composition instruction. They suggest that we start where the student is, use
student-centered classrooms, and help students develop as individuals
as they develop as writers. Additionally, a new outlook for composing
theory comes from the social theorists. Structural social theorists like
Pat Bizzell (1984), Marilyn Cooper (1986), and Kenneth Bruffee (1984)
insist that neither cognitive models nor expressive models are complete,
for composing does not occur only for an individual (expressive) or in
the head (cognitive) but also in complex social settings which affect

the ways in which both basic and professional writers write. And
ethnographic studies of writers (see Heath [1983], Harste, Woodward,
and Burke [1984]) let us see that composing is transactional, negotiated

by writers within households, schools, and communities, and that
social/biographical factors also affect the writing of any individual
(for more on these theories and theorists see Faigley 'My or Berlin
1987, 1984).
More recentil, writing teachers are asking students to provide insight
into their actual proccsses. Certain students only appear to learn writing

process methods; for class purposes, they will use "ideal" models of
composing, participat.ng in invention exercises leading to several drafts

of a paper. In their own school composing, however, many students
revert to previous composing habits which include a great deal of
proc-astination and last- minute single-drafting (the first draft is the
final draft). Students may normally have a low investment in writing
projects leading to nonproductive writing behaviors, or they may
disbelieve their teachers' models (see Brocke and Hendricks 1989;
Nelson and Hayes 1988; Ronald and Volknier 1989).
Providing students insight into composing, then, is only the first
step in helping students develop as writers. They will need to participate
Li classroom activities that nurture metacognitive awareness (writing
process journals, peer group discussions of writing, inv ention activities,
in-class writing and discussion of that writing). This awareness should
result in more fluent texts and longer ones, as creative writing students
begin to write more freely and for longer periods.

Fluency and freedom are goals equally desired by well-known
writers; as William Hazlitt notes, "the more a man writes, the more
he can write:' This will be true for women writers, too, and all students
will appreciate having teachers who help them set reaso..able writing
goals and deadlines, who provide them with real audiences, such as

A
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supportive writing work groups to encourage the transition from writer-

based to reader-based prose. As they invest in their own writing,
students will want to write for their groups and their workshop because
they have expectations of change, through experimentation and selfanalysis, and experiences of writing success.

Combining Writers' Self-Reports and Research on Writing

Several composition researchers have an equal interest in creative
writing. These individuals have begun to study creative writers' processes (as opposed to studying composition students and professional
writers such as journalists or writers in business settings). Barbara
Tomlinson (1986) reviewed the published interviews of over 2,000
creative writers and discovered the metaphors they used regularly to

discus; the writing process in general and the revision process in
particular. Tomlinson finds four major metaphorical stories used by
creative writers to discuss their composing. Writers compare the writing

process to cooking, mining, gardening, and hunting. Tomlinson observes that each "story" of writing predicts a writer's attitudes toward
writing and highlights certain elements while excluding other elements
of the process. For instance:
WRITING IS COOKING presents a unified conception of the
writing process by describing it as a process of mixing ideas,
transforming them through ardor and inspiration, and waiting for
the transformaiion to be complete.
WRITING IS MINING makes writing process activ.ties coherent
by emphasizing the search for valuable, buried ideas; backbreaking
libor is required to find, obtain, and refine the ideas.

WRITING IS GARDENING creates a coherent structure for the
intricate reality of composing by implying that ideas are organic
and capable of independent growth and transformation; nurturance and time for growth to take place are required for the ideas.

WRITING IS HUNTIN( OR FISHiNG provides oructure to
conceptions and representations of the writing process by stressing
the elusiveness of ide.3 and the ned for the writer to wait quietly
to trap them. (1986, 74)

Tomlinson's work rernincts us that every model leaves out parts of

process, and it is possible to see that some models are grounded in
different "myths" of writing or prejudices than are others. For instance,
the metaphors of writing is cooking and writing is gardening are craft
oriented while writing is fishing and writing is mining are more inspi-
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ration driven. Here is writer James Dickey choosing and-exploring the
writing is mining metaphor. In this example he focuses on revision and
emphasizes his belief that writing and revision are hard work:
If I have one principle, rule of thumb, I guess you could say, as
a writer, it's to work on something a long, long time. And try it
all different ways... . (L]et me see if I can come up with a metaphor

or analogyon the principle of refining low-grade ore. I assume
that the first fifty ways I try it are going to be wrong. I do it by
a process of elimination. No matter how back-breaking the shoveling is and running it through the sluices and whatever you have
to do to refine low-grade ore, you just have the dubious consolation

that what you get out of it is just as much real gold as it would

be if you were just going around picking up nuggets off the
ground. It's just that it takes so damn much labor to get it. (Packard
1987, 119)

I find it significant that the authors of cieative writing texts naturally
use extended composing metaphors. In Writing Poems, David Kirby
(1989) uses the comparison of writing as a walk to introduce students
to poetry writing. Jnfortunately, such metaphors are not as prevalent
in the composition texts I have examined recently. Once a teacher
starts to look for a writer's compozing metaphms, he finds them, and
often they vary from the ones analyzed by Tomlinson. Novelist Janet
Burroway (1987), for example, compares writing to child-rearing, and

the writing of her novel-in-piogress as beingat the time of that
particular interviewat the toddler stage.
A study of metaphors by Lakoff and Johnson 1980) asserts, in the
book's very title, Metaphors We Live By, that metaphorical language

and concept mapping may represent the primary way we have for
uncler.tanciing the world In that case, further research by Tomlinson
(1988)which shows writers comparing the revision stage of writing
to refining ore (as in the Dickey example, above), casting and recasting,
sculpt..ig, painting, sewing and tailoring, tying things off, fixing things,

and cuttingcan help to amplify our understanding of the writing
process. By looking at these writers' metaphors, we add linguistic and
analogic insights to cognitive research.
Teachers may use students' journals or direct class discussions in a
way that elicits students' metaphors. Asking students to tell us what

writing is like for them can give us insights into their composing
strategies and writing blocks. I have heard students compare revising
to housework, to diluting a brew, and to giving birth to the same child

a second time (see chapter 3). Teachers and students will find it
worthwhile to add their own observations to those collected from
professional writers. Writing teachers I have surveyed compare their
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composing to driving down a foggy highway, bowling, throwing pots,

spelunking with no light, running, or trying to build a boat while
already in the water. And writing students have told me they find it
reassuring to find that writing teachers have such interestinghumorous and humaneimages for composing.
Additionally, we will want to ask questions about the writing
population that Tomlinson's studies analyzeare enough women a.'d
other minority writers represented? Fur instance, in one feminist studies
class that explored women's writing processes, students came up with
very different images and metaphors than the ones Tomlinson extracted
from published interviews with writers (as did my students mentioned
above):

One student imaged her writing process as putting together a
jigsaw puzzle; another said it was similar to finding an old chair
in a ga age pile and slowly and lovingly refinishing it; a third
saw it as birthing a child. One woman wrote: "Each time I am

assigned a paper I suck in my breath as if I had to move a
hundred-pound stone from the entrance to my apartment in order
to go on living!' (Annas 1987, 10)

The point of sharing writing metaphors with novice writers will be

to enlarge each studenes understanding of her own process and to
see where her experiences intersect with the experiences of other
writers (not to slavishly try to change our .netaphorsa predictably
doomed task, anyway). Additionally, metaph,srs can offer insights into
composing difficulties and problem as they clearly do for the woman,
quoted above, who sees writing papers as equal to the task of moving
a hu Ared-pound stone. For this student, writing apprehension must
be overcome in ord:r for her to go on living, and writing (see T "sin
1989).

Students do not always choose different metaphors from those of
profession?l writers, pointing to the cultural prevalence of many of
the metaphors that Tomlinson's research uncovers. For instance, after
reading her research, I happened to review John's poetry writing
journal and came across a metaphor I had not, previously, noticed.
John, like many professional writers, chooses "sculpting" as a way to
describe revision. He says:
I don't devise too much while I write. I may read the sentence
I've just written and change a word or two, but I save the real
revising until I've finished. I sort of look at writing like sculpture;

my first aim is to get my ideas on paper (the rough form of a
statue) then I change paragraphs, ideas or whatever (carving the
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head, extremities, etc.) and then change inappropriate words or
word order (carving the hair, fingernails, etc.).

Not only had John developed an operative metaphor for revision, but
he also had explored it and worked out the conceit. Retrospectively, I
need to acknowledge that John must have had a fairly sophisticated
sense of himself as a writer even as he enrolled in my introduction to
poetry writing course, calling himself a novice. Yet h early class
journal entries made it clear that John did not know and trust himself
as a writer in spite of his metaphorical understanding of his process.
Workshop metacognitive and metalinguistic discussions take plce to
help tudents to make these connectionsto come to know what they
know.

It is worth mentioning another piece of research that takes place at
the intersection of composition and creative writing studies. Cheryl
Armstrong (1984) has studied poets' revision processes to find that
they have habits similar to those of the writers mentioned in cognitive
composition research, but she also found that poets revise for purely
aesthetic reasonsbecause they are users and lovers of language and
have strong linguistic interests in wordplay and analysis. W. H. Auden
observed this impulse in his own writing when he said: "I have two
things workingsome kind of theme, and certain formal problems
metrical structure, diction. The language looL for the subject, and the
subject finds the language" (Packard 1987, 3). Research like Armstrong's

starts to map creative writing processes from the base material of
cognitive research but also ',tarts to explore what it is that, parOcularly,

makes creative writing dilerent from, say, essay writing (realizing,
also, that in many ways all writing is similar, as pointed out in ,he
Peter Elbow quote which opens this c'oapter).

Theories of Writing
Discourse theorists seek to understand the varieties of writing through
an examination of texts and the ways texts interact. In composition,
the theories of Kenneth Burke, James Moffett, James Britton, James
Kinneavy, and Frank D'Angelo are the most well known, and a good
review of each is found in David Foster's A Primer for Writing Teachers
(1983: see also Coe 1988). In my opinion, the two systems that offer
the most to creative writing teachers are those of James Moffett (1968)
and James Britton (1975). Theories of discourse are worth considering
because they help pose questions of the greatest interest to creative

writing teachers: What types of writing should occur in a creative
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Writing workshop? And what is the most effective sequence of writing
activities for learning writing? While teachers can study these theories

to explore such questions, it should always be remembered that
discourse theorists base their understandings on text analysis. Text
analysis can only prnvide product-based understandings. The process
of writing is more dependably examined through cognitive and contextbased studies of writers at work.
James Moffett has developed a scheme of discourse that distinguishes
distances between the writer and listener or audience (the I-You scale)
and the distances between the writer and the waiter's subject (an I-It
scale). He suggests. that the relations between the writer and audience
change with movement along this scale from (1) reflection which is
intrapersonal (writer writing for the self), to (2) cnnversation which is
interpersonal (speech with an indmate listener), to (3) correspondence
which is also interpersonal (writing for an intimate audience); to (4)
publication which is impersonal (writing for a general audience). He
also scales types of writing along a continuum, from drama to narrative
to exposition to (what he calls) logical audience.
Although not intendt...: for classroom applicationrather, Moffett

attempts a description of writers and their relationships to textshis
ideas have been used to help organize classroom sequences. For
instance, the composition teacher often asks students to write reflections

and then movc to informal correspondence and then to seemingly
more public forms of writing like expository or argumentative essays.

In "Moffett and Point of View: A Creative Writing Assignment
Sequence," Stephen Wilhoit (1986) adapts Moffett's work to the fict;In

writing workshop. He suggests a sequence based not on imagined
difficulty of writing activities but on the I-You scale, increasing the
distance between the narrator, narrative, and audience. Hc does this
by asking students to write interior monologues, followed by correspondence, dramatic monologues, diaries, detached autobiography,
memoir or observed narration, and ending with four types of biography,

each with a different point of view. Looking at Moffett's scales, it is
easy to see how this teacher developed a classroom writing sequence
by designing assignments that moved along those scales.
Personally, I find James Britton's taxonomy of discourse useful for
both creative writing and composition courses. In the early 1970s,
researchers for the London University's Writing Across 'he Curriculum
Project studied the writing of British schoolchildren and 1, alidated a
theory of discourse from their findinba. Student writing was categorized

as either transactional, expressive, or pcetic (see Britton, Burgess,
Martin, McLeod, and Rosen 1975). Most of the work done in both
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British and American schools is of a transactional nature, short essay
answers, lab reports, book reports, and term papers; writing is used
instrumentally to get things done. Little attention is given to the other
two types of writing, poetic and expressive. Poetic language is closer
to what we think of as creative or imaginative writing, language artfully
shaped. Poetic writing includes fiction, sc Igs, and so on, and is rarely
used outside of English classes.
The final category of language use included what the researchers
call expressive writing. Britton and his colleagues found that expressive
writing was used in schools far less often than transactional writing.

A writer uses expressive language when keeping learning logs or
writing drafts. Expressive writing is an exploratory and learning medium

closest to speech, which develops in an author a strong sense of
audience. The nearness and comprehensibility of audience is an
important aspea of expressive writing. Nancy Martin (1975) and other
researchers found that not only were students using mainly transactional writing in school, but they were most often writing to a distant
audience, a teacher-as-examiner, which kept them frcrn exploring and
learning through writing.
Expressive writing for these researchers was seen as the base from
which transactional and poetic writing naturally develop. They also
found it to have a heuristic effect. It helps students explore concepts
and focus lea.ning. Many writing across-the-curriculum programs now
call for the use of more expressive and poetic writing tasks.
Britton and his colleagues' discourse taxonom) helps me to understand the division of writing labor as it now exists in English departments, and why, somewhat backwardly, we divide writing .1nstruction

by types of written products. As well as discussing genres (poetry,
short fiction, drama, the novel) with creative writing students, I find
it useful to discuss the differences between expressive, transactional,
and poetic (creative) writing. For instalice, three major types of English
classes require distinctly different proportions of each of these kinds

of writing. To avoid confusioi, with the term transactional creative
writing workshopderived from an epistemological view of composing

as a process involving writers, texts, and readers in an interactive
relationshipI substitute the descriptive terms instrumental, explornto; y, and imaginative for Britton's terms in figures 1 and 2. I present

approximate percentages of writing types as I have seen them in
classes at institutions where I have taught. My goal in this listing is
to show how courses swing the emphasis of discourse types from
instrumental to, say, imaginative writing. My goal in the undergraduate
writing workshop is tu achieve a bett:r balance of discourse exploration.
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Also, the lists of activities I provide are ideas for types of writing
which teachers might require. The lists are not ir,clusive, and teachers
would not want to try to include, for instance, all the nossible types
of writing I have listed under my ideal writing workshop description
in figure 2.
It is important not to derive any genre rules from the Britton
taxonomy. Sharon Crowley (1989) offers one of the most concise
discussions of the "genre" problem: "While generic distinctions are
useful to readers, since they may (or may not) announce a text's
lineage (the texts claimed as progenitors), they apparently do not

entirely constrain the writing process as it occurs. When professional
writers write, they ordinarily do not begin with generic constraints in

mind. Often they do not know what sort of piece will result from
their work; sometimes they are unsure even whether it will become
prose or poetry" (42; see pp. 41-45 of her book for a fuller discussion

of genre). Examples of the genre problem abound in the creative
writing workshop. For instame, Rim McPhee writes exploratory and
transactional (and many woulvi laim imaginative) nonfiction narratives.
Norman Mailer's novel The Execlitioner's Song confounds mi.st genre
distinctions as do women's joitznals and diaries that are now being
used as reading texts in composition and literature classrooms (see
Hoffman and Culley 1985).
Contemporary writers are often interested in exploring intergenre
forms like the prose poem or short short story and many, these days,

freely between poetry and prose. Ishmael Reed, cit. ing an
interview, explains. ''Well, there's a thin line between fiction and poetry.

After all, twiy're both fictional. A lot o poetry I read appears to be
short stories to me ..." (Bartlett 1987, 169). In other words, these
categories are nothing more than categoriesuseful for making observations and for deriving overviews but not any more valuable than
the fluid texts they hold within their confines.
The lists in figures 1 and 2 address the issues of content--discourse

typesbut not sequencing in a creative writing class. If ;s my belief
that by adding strong components of exploratory a;tcl instrumental
writing to the undergraduate writing workshop, we better help novice

writers understand what it is to become a writer. Additionally, by
informing the creative writing classroom with the intuitive knowledge
of prefessioi,z1 writers, the cognitive research of compositionists, and
the theoretical problems of discourse theorists, wr introrluce students
more realistically to the world of writing. writers, texts, and readers.

To do this,

I

use, particularly, guided journal writing, in-class

freewntes, and creative writing about the aa of writing to help students
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explore these issues. For example, early in the semester, I regularly ask

students to answer prompts about themselves ab writers. Here is a
writer telling in some detail about hi:: writer's rituals (see Susan Wychedirectly on
Smith's 1987 article, suggesting basic writers sht,.,.
such rituals):
1 find that only a quiet environment is conducive to writing. I
generally do all of my writing on the 6th Boa of the library, as
I am now. Noise easily distracts me, so I usually write in the
morning or at night when there aren't quite so many people
trundling around. Being tired also distracts me, so I generally
write when I am rested.

Many process composition textbooks start with questions writers
can ask themselves about theit writing process, and these can be
adapted to the creative writing classroom. My own prompt list,
borrowed over the years from various teachers' handouts, can be
found in figure 3.
The writer's journal can also help students track the process of
composing a single piece of writing or even every piece they write. It
is useful for sttHents to report formally on the generation, revision,

;lad final presentation of one piece of creative writing in the final
portfolio. Questions develope I by Alberta Turner for Fifty Contemporary

Poets (1977) are useful for this pioject. Turner sent questions about
writing process to well-known poets, and I have turned her poetry
prompts into the more general, multigenre prompts found in figure 4
By answering such prompts, the writer performs a self-interview
Having students read a section of Turner's book may encourage them
to provide the ma- t thorough answers and set them to thinking about
writers' composing habits and rituals.
To enhance students' thinking about writing, I include guided class
freewrites about writing early in the semester (to assess students'
attitudes) and late in the ..mester (to help students summarize their
learning). Tu my great interest, must students take these freewrites and
turn them into final portfolio pieces that show a great investment of
time, energy, and belief. For this writing-about-writing, guided freewrite, I list the following prompts on the board: "Writing is a ..." and

"Recipe ;or ..." and "Why write?" and ask students to choose one
prom pt and write with me, nonstop, for ten minutes.
At the end of ten minutes, I ask them to read to themselves whatever
they have just written and then see if they would iike tc. share their
writing by reading it aloud to the class. If no one volunteers 1 read
my own freewrite and then ask again for volunteers. After students
have read, I ask them to choose a different prompt, and we write for

t
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another ten minutes and then share once again. At this point, the
class may spen..: time discussing ideas raised by the in-class writing,
or read aloud writing-about-writing which the teacher can glean from
anthologies, or share first journal entries on writing processes to see
how each class member views writing.
This chapter ends with samples of each of these types of writingabout-writing--in-class writings that students valued enough to revise,
share in workshop, and then submit at the end of the semester (except
for the last selecticin, these pieces appear in Bishop 1990d and are
used with permission).
Writing Is a Bear
by June Cook

At its worst, writing is a grizzly: a scavenger who makes
ordinary garbage his haute cuisine. The grizzly can attack without
warning, nibbling the soft underbelly of your conscience, te
your heart and devouring your blood. Contrariwise, . AL,, you

search for him he often flees into camouflage, eluding you,
frustrating you for days, months or years.
At its best, however, writing is a teddy bear: a ne
friend in the process of Finding Yourself. This bear is soundingbaard who keeps all secrets and lives on dreams. He believes
in breeing any and all rules and he never criticizes. He is special
because he believes. It doesn't matter what he believes; it's enough
for him just to believe.
Above all, writing is the Great Bear, Ursa Major. She is the
inspiration of Mankind and a symbol of eternity. She is a nightly
wanderer, a mother of the stars seeking her lost childrenthose

that nu longer are visible. As words ark put to paper, the lost
become found.
The Wolf

by Mike de Ruiter
I am a writer.
I am a wolf.
In the beginning, I am a pup, playful and carefree.
I wrestle with ideas, toy with stories and yet,
I am cautious not tc .ray far.
As mature, I must le, n the skill of the hunt. The writing.
I see my quarry but being too inexperienced, I cannot
capture it.
Instead, my prey, the novel, taunts me, staying
just beyond my stride.
I must follow the alphas, the leaders in the hunt,
the masters of fiction.
I must learn their styles, methods and tricks.
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I must be cunning to capture the beast.
I must work at it night and day, wearing it down,
constantly nipping at its heels.
I must be strong, I must persevere.
Eventually, I will bring it down.
I will become the alphas, the leader in the hunt,
the master of fiction.
I will devour the novel.
I will have my own style, methods and tricks
I will leave footprints in the snow for others to follew.
I am the writer.
I ani the wolf.
Strawberry Shortstory
by Heather Jordan

1 qt. fresh strawberries, nurtured in a fertile
patch of ir..5piration
2 cups experience, well sifted
2 tbsp. spirit
3 tsp. imagination
1 tsp. humor

1/2 cup plot
2 eyes

Wash ber-ies well, then pick them over. Weed out cliches, shor,

cuts and hackneyed expressions. Add about 1 cup pressure and
meditate at room temperature to the taste.

Heat workroom to comfort levelmake sure brain is hot.
Gather fuzzyisocks, security blanket, cool drink and paper. With
favorite pen in hand, stir experience, spirit, humor and imagination.
Cut in plot, scraping bowl constantly to insure an ev _n mixture.
Blend in eyes, stiffly beaten for detail. Spread dough on 2 or more

blank sheets, 8 1/2 x 11. Sprinkle with organization. Bake 20
min. to 1 hr.
Place first draft on final paper after ..voling with grammar. For
a less crusty shortstory, spread first draft on second (and third, if
necessary) blank paper. Add 1/2 cup more grammar and organization each to taste. Sprinkle well-polished berries over all and
-erve warm with plain or whipped readers. Savor reviews. Unlimited servings.
Excerpt from "Why Write?"
by Michael Welsh
[This is a single paragraph from th° central section of a four-page
essay.]

If the physicist is concerned with understanding the hardware
of the universe, the artist is concerned with the software. Literature
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writers am word artists. We seek to understand and explain through

Cnion and poetry the dynamics ,-;! the human heart and mind.
The interactions of human hearts and minds with ether human
hearts and minds does not occur in a vacuum: the artist is well
advised to acquaint himself with the rudiments of the physical
world. Fluent.) in quantum mechanks is not necessary out it
doesn't hurt 4 writer to know why and wherefore min forests
exist or to keep in mind that a lphin ;:. after all, an air breathhtg
mammal not altogether unlike your mother-in-law, granted that
a dolphin's disposition towards you may be more benign. My
point in all this physical world business is merely to encourage a
woue.d be wird artist ti read as much nonfiction c.s possible. Unless-

one is unusually gifted with an ability to remember in great detail
the physical attributes of people, places and things, some effort

needs to be made to learn, by rote if necessary, the patterns
discerned and explained by 1-10.tural scientists. Incidentally but not

coincidentally, there are some Enat metaphors lurking About the
halls of physical science. Just ask Thomas Pynchai.

The creative writing teacher who has students writing such pieces
will learn as much as her students. I was interested, looking at the
see how
"The Wolf" and "Strawberry Shortstory" meditations,
these writers evoked some of the same writer s metaphors that were
noted by Tomlinson (Writing is Hunting and Writing is Cooking).
Additionally, Mike Welsh's "Why Writer essay reminded me that a
Vietnam 1.

teran who enrolls in an undergraduate :reative vritg

class has a great wealth of knowledge to share with his classmates
and teacher and All often Ix working through some extremely
sophisticated issues. In his writing, Welsh carefully defines the roles
of artists in general, word artists in particular, and literature wnters
as particular subcategories uf word artists (nut a,h crtismb upywriters,
journalists, or mystery writers). Additionally, he uffcrs suggestions that

are remarkably similar to those offered by roet and teacher Kelley
Cherry, whu suggests that beginning writers should look outside the
narrow confines of literary educa ion. Cherry claims that. "The great
danger in a young writer's concentrating exclusively IA academic
analysis of literature is that he's then likely to spend a :cry lung time
in his own work recycling metaphors, but if hes studyinj geology or
biochemistr: or mathematics or philosophy or histoly Jr French, he
is always learning to use his mind and also building up a store of
knowledge that can be plundered fur metaphor, strucriral m.,..taphur
as well as stylistic metaphor .. (Bunge 1985, 26-27).
Cherry and Welsh come to similar conclusions from different back

grounds and premisesWelsh bdiel,es we should study other fields
to raise political cv:-.,,dousness and to del,elop murt wnting accuracy
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while Cherry believes we become narrow, restricted see-ers if we do

not branch outyet both unite in wishing writers could experience
more bountiful metaphorical experiences. From Welsh and Cherry, we
learn that the views of the novice and professional writer can and do
complement each other.
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Introduction to Literature or (many) Writing with Literature (literaturebased composition) Classes:
15%

Exploratory

80%

reader-response journals
position papers
drafts of interpretations
Instrumental
biographical essays
critical essays
book reviews, etc.

5%

Imaginative
imitations

creative writing options

Rheoric- or Language-based Composition Classes:
20%

Exploratory

75%

process journals
exploratory drafts
in-class freewrites, brainstorming, or invention ac 'vides
Instrumental
essay modes: descriptive, narrative, expository,
argumentative
research papers

5%

Imaginative*

imitations
creative writing options
(*Some composition programs require that no creative writing be
allowed in composition classes.)

Traditional Creative Writer's Works'aop:
10%

Exploratory

suggestion to keep a writer's notebook
reading notes
0%
90%

Instrumental
Imaginative"
poetry
fiction
drama
formal imitations

(Often the imaginative writing is limited by class to a single genre.)
Fig. 1. Writing in three types of English classes.
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Suggested Introductory Creative Writer's Workshop
'7 -40%

Exploratory (personal focus)

writer's journal or notebook with required and free entries

frequent in-class writing opportunities that may or may not be
developed into portfolio drafts
exploratory drafts
20-30%

Instrumental (offers metacognitive [MC] and metalinguistic [ML]
analysis opportunities)
craft presentations
introductions to writers (class members share reviews of professional writers' work)
Why I Write essays (MC)
How I Write essays (MC)
Writing Is Like essays (MC & ML)
summary of Personal Beliefs about poetry (poetics) or fiction or
writing in general (MC & ML)
writing process analysiscover sheet or essay that accompanies a

piece of work and discusses the process of making a piece of
writing (MC & ML)
imitations and analysis of imitative process (ML)

30-40%

Imaginative (includes all categories of "creative" writing)
poetry
fiction

drama
inter-genre forms like prose poems, sketches, dialogues, etc., which
often develop from invention exercises

(Final writing portfolio develops out of genre and inter-genre
explorations.)

Fig. 2. Writing in the transactional workshop.
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Prompts
1. What kinds of experiences with writing in general and creative writing in
particular did you have as a student before college?
2. What approaches and assignments did you like and dislike?

3. What teacher helped you mostwith ycur writing? In what ways? Tell
stories.

4. What kinds of things do you write oit

e of school? Who reads them?

Do you like to share?
5. Writing Process:

(a) How do you get ideas or inspiration for writing? How do you get
started? Get down to what your really do (lake a walk, avoii., stare
into space, make lists, what else?).
(b) What conditions (time, place, etc.) for writing seem to be best for you?
(c) Haw much do you revise as you write? After a first draft?
(d) Do you write drafts in longhand, on typewriter, computer?
(e) Do you need deadlines? Why or why not?

6. What do you think makes writing good? What does one need to be a
good, successful writer? Can everyone be a good writer?
7. What is writing like for you (compare it to something else)?
8. Who are your favorite writers? What do you like about their writing?
9. What would you like to learn this semester about writing? What would
you like to be able to do as a result of this course?

Fig. 3. Prompts for writing about one's own writing process.

Questions
1. How did the piece of writing start:
2. What changes did ii go through from start to finish?
3. What principles of technique did you consciously use?
4. Whom do you visualize as your reader?
5. Can the piece of writing be paraphrased? How?
6. How does this piece of writing differ from an earlier piece of your writing
in:

(c) technique?
(b) theme
(a) quality
Please add any other remarks which you consider pertinent:

rig. 4. Questions about the "history" of a piece of writing.

5
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So the product is expendable, but the process is precious. This is
what I'd like to say.... the process is the process of living centrally
and paying attention to your own life. Surely that's worth doing.
If you don't, who will?
William Staffc cd, from
Finding the Words, edited by
Nancy Bunge, 1985

A group of future creative N:riting teachers helped me explore a difficult

question: "What should writing teachers cover in a fourteen-week,
mixed-genre, college-level creative writing workshop?" We compiled
this list as a partial answer:
Images, metaphors, history of storytelling, rhythm, plot, point of
view, closure, tension, detail, structure, cliché, style, characterization, experimentation, effective openings (first sentence/line/
paragraph), revision, symbolism, overview of poetic forms, detail,
simile, character portrait, narration, impact, dev opment of line,
sound, persona, effective repetition, active/vivio .ersus stale language, place/scene/setting, plot, undirected activities (free time),
telling versus showing (exposition/scene), dialogue, review of
proofreading/editing marks, stanza/scenes (use of white space or
transitions),value of oral reading, flashback, rhyme. t

Not unexpectedly, as we built this wish-list, we were mirrothig ItiOnal
writing concerns. Particularly, these giaduate students echoed the focus

of their own M.F.A. graduate writing program, one that asked them
to enroll not only in writing workshops but also in numerous craft
classes. Several items on this impossible-to-accomplish list interested
me, including history of storytelling, developing closure and tension,
experimentation, learning/teaching ei.cctive openings, and undirected
activities. It is also worth noting that no one listed "being a writer"
as a potential topic, for these individuals already felt like, and in fact
were, writers.
The graduate students were not at fault for neglecting the obvious.
In fact, this list meshes well with topics covered by currently available
craft textbooks. These books encourage students and teachers to review
39
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craft issueslike simile in poetry or point of view in fictionand to
read poems and stories by successful writers who have mastered each

technique. However, novice writers need introductions as well as
reviews. They need to experience techniques, not just to hear about
techniques. Even more, beginning writers need to learn what it feels
like to be a writer, someone who generates, drafts, revises, shares, and
publishes writing, someone who experiences blocks, anxiety, elation,
and success.
Clearly, an introductory creative writing workshop can cover only
a limited amount of material. And a workshop could be organized
according to one of the currently prevalent models discussed in chapter
1, parts to whole or whole to parts teaching. Writer Jim Heynan (1983)
discusses the allure of each model to writing teachers:
I see that I have espoused an approach to teaching poetry from
the outside in. Starting with words and forms and working toward
the students' felt experience. Very well. But I can imagine someone
achieving similar ends with a totally reverse approach! Indeed, I
can recall an argument among teachers of poetry which broke

down into two camps: those who would start by encouraging
self-exression and those who were more inclined toward emphasizing ways of writing, or technique.... Alas, the two camps
do in some way represent that old distinction between the poet
as maker and the poet as seer, as craftsman or visionary. But I do

not believe that distinction has ever been very useful for the
making of poems or even for the instruction and inspiration of
young poets. (93)

If Heynan is right--that neither V craft (text-oriented) ner the
visionary (author-oriented) method is foundational--it is worth considering other possibilities, particularly the transactional model introduced in chapter 1 and discussed taxonomically in chapter 2. Over
-.!

time, I have learned from my students that they value such a classroom
Figure 5 summarizes their observations by Lategory, students felt they

developed audience awareness, an aural appreciation of writing, an
ability to draft, an understanding of response and revision, and a
sense of self as writer. Their remarks are drawn from end uf-semester
class evaluations collected over several semesters.
These students also explored craft issues. They learned they had
trouble with detail and point of view, for instance. And they shared
methods for iesolving their craft problems. But overwhelmingly, novice
Anowed to experience fully
writers described how unusual it felt to
the processes that professional writers eAtA.rience every hour of their
writing lives.
I understand that writing teachers at each college or university will
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have different department requirements and classroom agendas. But
those requirements will need to be realized within a carefully designed
course which has clearly-articulated goals. Thc teaching goals for the
transactional creative writing workshop that my students were responding to included the following:
Students develop a sense of being a writer, by experiencing a full
writer's process, including but not limited to invention, drafting,

revision, performance, editing, and production. They learn to
analyze that process to discover their own strengths, weaknesses,
and goals as a writer.

Students contribute to the class through participation in peer
response groups and by conferencing regularly with peers, teacher,
and writing center tutors.

Students develop the ability to critique their own work and the
work of others and develop an understandhlg of audience concerns.

Students study the basics of craft in their preferred genre(s) and
become more sensitive readers of writing.

To create the transactional writing workshop, teachers must first
believe in the potential of all writing students. This prerequisite is
emphasized by William Stafford. During an interview, he explains:
"The kind of process we are talking about is native to everyone, kids
with their hopscotch and so on. Everyone. Everyone I've ever met,
everyone, has what to me is the essential element of what we're
talking about. They may not write wha, they call poems, but they
make remarks they like better thdn other remarks. They have that
lipsmacking realization of differences in discourse" (Bunge 1985, 115).
The transactional workshop aims for student understanding of what
it means to have a "lipsmacking realization of differences in discourse,"

for each student's own benefit as a lifelong user of language and
writer uf meaningful texts. And this workshop includes expanded rules
for both student and teacher:
One important result of this change of emphasis should be the
validation of the private voice in that the process of discovery

becomes as important, if not more so, than the summarized
product of discovery. Revisionist writing theorists also affirm the

importance of the inner voice, its forms of discourse, and its
language: prewriting, free writing, rough drafts and their revisions,
learning logs, reading diaries, journals, and exploratory essays are
as valued as the more traditional, linear modes of expression. The
teacher, while she must eventually move into the role of evaluator,
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is more of a collaborator with the student in his struggle for
"fluency," a term which includes generating ideas and information,

selecting, focusing, getting started, composing, communicating,
and correcting. When the teacher moves into the role of evaluator,

her "ideal texts" are formed by both the experiences of the
students and her authority as a more practiced and knowledgeable
member of the learning community. (Caywood and Overing 1987,
xiii)

Cynthia Cayw..od and Gillian Overing's extensive definition was
drafted for a composition classroom, but it sufficcs very well for the
transactional creative writing workshop. It is not necessary to avoid
craft issues or models of excellent writing, but it is necessary to refocus
those traditional concerns, inserting them into a curriculum that allows

students to immerse themselves in the exciting, complicated, and
ongoing flow of compo. ag. Opportmities will exist in this workshop
for allowing students a full spectrum of activities that focus on text,
author, and reader concerns.
The overriding goal of a transactional writing workshop, then, is to
release all students into language and in so doing to seek the dramatic
results promised by several teacher-writers. Jim Heynan (1983) clahns,
"This may sound outrageous, but if you can help that mass of students
see the relationship between words and power, you may be opening
the doors to more personal and committed writing" (91). When we

do this, sorting best writers for future graduate work in writing or
developing, primarily, a mass readership for literature no longer are
functional justifications for our pedagogy. Instead, teachers aim for
student empowerment.
During an interview, Clarence Major explains why empowerment
is desirable: "Most students in college today aren't going to have an
opportunity to be in touch with who they are and where they come
from in such an intense way ever again as they will in a workshop.
They will go into different kinds of things. business, engineering, the
sciences, but hopefully, they will remember how important it was to

create a wedding of that voice that was theirs and that history that
was theirs" (Bunge 1985, 67).
Members in the transactional workshop support each other's v,rifing

development and explore, illuminate, and come to understand the
emotional value and the emotional harm of writer's myths, including
the myth that only craft can be taught while talent and genius cannot
be enhanced or nurtured. Kelley Cherry for instance, takes exception
to such views, ..5serting that talmt and genius can be taught. Obviously,
she defines these two terms very precisely:
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Talent has to do with learning what the creative process is,
and that takes us back to the business of draft, critigne, and
revision. Once a student grasps that process, he can incorporate
it. That's all talent islearning to have the courage to do something. And you have to learn to have courage. Learning how to

have the courage to do something; learning how to see yottr
failures; learning how to tolerate those failures long enough to do
them and then learning how to tolerate them for an even longer
period of time so that you can correct them: this is a process that
one can teach oneself, but there's no reason that X cannot teach
it to Y.

Beyond that, genius is a state one reaches when one comes to
understand the nature of one's understanding.... Genius is comprehending not only that process, but also the relation one's own
mmd bears to that process. Once you learn this and then go on
to study and learn the nature of your understanding, the way
your mind works, you can analyze the way your mind works in
relation to that process, and you begin to work with yourself
rather than against yourself. (Bunge 1985, 23-24)

Cherry insists that teachers must allow students opportunities to take
chances. She suggests that the ability to analyze one's own process
(metacognition) provides the backdrop to genius. In the same vein,

developments in composition research, like the work reviewed in
chapter 2, lead a teacher like Joseph Moxley (1989b) to argue that
creativity is "the natural consequence of learning, involvement, .z. id
commitment" (28).
The work of these individuals helps me make important assertions

about the writing classroom: (1) all writin?- students have a natural
interest in discourse, (2) all writing students benefit from the opportunity to explore their own histories in their own voices, and (3) all
writing students benefit from learning more aboi,t the general processes

of writing and their own proce:ses in particular. Acting on these
assertions may require a change in writing teachers' worldviews.
,sroom, creativity will be considered
Further, in the creative writing
a natural consequence of supportive teaching.
Clearly, an option-filled undergraduate creative writing workshop

is required, one which encourages students to work for themselves
rather than against themselves (and each other). Yet tl.e day-to-day
procedures of this workshop rest on definable modes of teaching and
practical activities wnich may help students take Stafford's lipsmacking

realization of the differences in discJurse and elevate those under
standings to artistic insight and practice. The rest of this chapter
reviews traditional and innovative teaching modes.
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Ciass Modes

Traditional class modes are teacher lecture and class discussion. Extended possibilities for the transactional creative writing workshop
include:

teacher lecture and student lecture;
teacher-led discussion and student-led discussion;
in-class writing and sharing of new drafts and out-of-class writing;
full-group critique and small-group critique;
one-to-one conferencingstudent to teacher and peer to peer;
performance (writers reading writing) by class members and visiting
writers; and

piblication through class, department, and public media.

The value of mixing traditional and innovative modes can be
understood by listening to th': creative writing student who wrote a

class evaluation for me, saying: "I don't think there was a most
valuable aspect [of this creative writing workshop]. When it is all
combined together is Alen I learned the most. Teachers will want to
utilize several modes because they understand that each student has
a different learning style. For instance, large-group critique is valuable
for many students, but small-group critique offers other, shyer students
an opportunity to learn by sharing under more comfortable conditions.

There is nothing inherently wrong with a student sometimes experiencing a less-favored class mode. As one student explains, "Some
things [in the class] were boring, however, they1%-iped to improve my

writing a little." Teachers should expe,t to alternate and vary class
modes in order to allow all students to experience some degree of
comfort and success and to allow all students to experience useful
challenges. Because of this, it is worth reviewing the strengths and
weaknesses of each classn,om mode (for research in this area, see
Cazden 1988).

Teacher Lecture and Student Lecture
Since teacher lecture is a fast, efficient method for "covering" subjectspecific information, it has been used extensively for most educational
purposes. Basically, when the teacher is considered the most important

member of the classroom, she literally tells the student what the
student should know. For instance, wishing to review metrical patterns

,
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in poetry or symbols in Faulkner's novels or th ;. social forces shaping
the work of expatriate writers living in France in the 1920s and 1930s,

the teacher reads up on her subject, reviews old notes, studies the
critics, reviews articles, writes new notes, and presents this material
in an orderly fashion to a classroom of students.
However, such a view of learning assumes that teachers are active
and students are passive and that teachers "awn" knowledge and
transmit it to students who are "blank slates" or "empty vessels:'
Most unfortunate, wurking under such assumptions, teachers often
learn more than their student, learn. Ideally, teacher lecture should
add a kinesthetic, aural, v;sual, and perhaps emotional depth to a

topic, ;or, as we know, good lecturers are fascinating to watch (so are
good actors and good television programs). However, lectures that

enforce student passivity are less than desirable; they cannot help
students acquire writing experience and develop a productive writing
process.

Certainly teacher lecture, in moderate doses, can be functional. It
can allow teachers to share their past experiences and knowledge I

feel, however, that such sharing should start off slowly to keep students

from viewing the teacher as the only expert in class rather than as
the trtuy fallible collaborator, the "senior" learner, that she really is.
Lecturing about "wi:ters I have known" works to place the teacher in
the pantheon of gre,.t writers and is satisfying to the teacher's ego,
but a steady diet of these lectures can be detrimental to the new
writer's growth.

Teachers can consider augmenting their presentations with outlines
or readings that allow students to follow the conversation more clearly,
with overhead projection of difficult or key points, or with handouts
that include professional and student writing. In addition, teachers
might plan to stop or interrupt their lectures for a period of freewriting
during which students summarize, question, or extend the points they
have just heard.

Teacher lecture in a creative 1 'ong class may also be saidto

encompass the reading of original w mg. Many writing students recall
with great fondness the dabs periods when their teachers spontaneously
quoted a favorite poem or read a moving passage from a play or story
Equally, these teachers might consider reading thefr own work (in
moderate doses) and student work that they have come to value. These
readings may prove more effective for novice writers if teachers circulate
samples of writing in an unfinished state or in several versions to
illustrate drafting choices.
If teacher lecture allows the teacher to be active and learn, then
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allowing for student lecture in the creative writing classroom creates

the same benefits for students. Lucy Calkins (1986) reminds us that
"I need to teach because my ideas are kept alive by being shared.
And I am not alonewe rue the teaching species. What we sometimes
forget is that our students are also part of the teaching species. They,
too, need to keep ideas alive by teaching them to others" (272). For
instance, there are always too many craft topics that teachers hope to

cover in a quarter or semester, as seen in the list that begins this
chapter. However, teachers car, ask each student to research, write up,
and present a craft talk. Students often learn eagerly from each other
and just may remain more alert when listening to peers. Additionally,
each student becomes intimately involved with one aspect of craft and
so becomes an expert at it, like the professional writer or teacher of
writers. To make an effective presentation he must read not only craft

definitions but also wr ting in an anthology or collection. He will
probah:y need to conference with a group. He will write up an e..ective

handout or cc ribution to a class craft book and, through writing,
solidify his thinking. He will, naturally, begin to look for and use this
technique in his own writing.
By asking students to present craft talks to the whole class, teachers
involve them in performance. Hopefully, students will also be "performing" their own original writing, but some students find it I !ss
threatening to prepare and present a craft talk, and this presentation
can make a useful bridge to performing original work later in the
term. Apprehensive students may be encouraged to explore their
feelings about speaking in public when they write in their journals.
For these students. it is possible to provide an alternati./e to full-group
presentations; they cm move from small group to small group and
present their craft talk in a congenial atmosphere. In addition, moving
from group to group allows students to present material several =ea,
learning it boter.
Craft topics can be taken from the class textbook (if one is used),
in this case, students are reading for each other and simplifying craft
discussions and illustrating their presentations with samples of personally relevant writing. In other cases, topics can be chosen to focus
on basic class issues, and students can be asked to review several craft
books and writing encyclopedias. They Lan also be asked to interview
practicing writers so that they develop a broader understanding of the
topic which will be shared in class. By shifting some of the research
and preparation time from teacher lecture to teacher-guided student
lecture, writing classes become more interactive and more egalitarian.

Ni
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Teacher-led Discussion and Student-led Discussion
Classroom discussion is a natural outgrowth of classroom lecture. In
the discussion mode, a topic is introduced or a talk is given; then
other participants are asked to interact, pooling, sharing, and extending
knowledge. Ideally, everyone would speak and share, and insights
would compound exponentially. Unfortunately, class discussion takes
many forms and shapes, and al1 too often it becomes an event not
very distinct from teacher lecture. The teac's.er maintains control of
the topic and direction of all discussion, guiding a class to a preordained
end result.
In the least productive version of teacher-led discussion, students
are "told" they should particirate but then are not allowed to do so.
Sometimes the teacher cuts off unwanted conversational directions.
Sometimes the teacher is too nervous to allow students time to think

and respond. A teacher may ask only questions with a set "right"

answer or may not allow adequate "wait time," jumping in to answer
a question immediately after aski.s it. In productive teacher-led
discussion, the teacher does not have all the answers and, in fact, may
elicit questions from the students. As class begins, students can be
asked to write down several questions they have about a craft reading
or sample poem, play, r.Jr story. Those questions are shared with the
teacher who uses them to orchestrate a response session Nhere her
interests and student interests are servcd.
Many teachers assume they are committed to a discussion classroom
when, really, they dominate rather than guide the session. To understand if this is so, teachers will want to ask an outside observer to
spend a week tracking their teaching modes, or they may want to
video- or audiotape a few class sessions. Writing researchers often
enter composition classrcoms to do this, and they sometimes find there
is a certain amount of teacher self-deceptio involved, teachers thinking
they are engaged in more sharing of the coiwersational floor than they
really are (see Cazden 1988). Equally, a teacher might spend a few
hours noting his questions. Does he follow studint interests or only
his own agenda? Similarly, teachers may find it enlightening to try
intentionally to extend their wait time, answering their own questions
only after nc student responds and moving from a two-second waiting
period to an unnervingly long (but productive) ten-second waiting
period.
Finally, research into gender and classroom discussion indicates that
teachers may not offer female students as many response opportunities
as they offer male students. In the classroom, females may ask more
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questions and provide more suppertive remarks, br,t males often control

the choice o: topics, and their topics are more ti.aroughly pursued
than the topics raised by females (see Lavine 1987; Frank and TreicMer
1989). Teachers studying discussion patterns in their classrooms will

also want to keep track of thc support they give to female and male
students, fa-iorite and prabl .m students, adept and underprepared
students,
By allowing for regular student ks.d discussions, teachers can avoid

some of the problems I have just described. When students are asked
to lead reading discussions or the wriralg workshop on a week-byweek basis, they are also being asked to undertake some of the learning
that a tcacher usually experiences. A student leading a reading discussion is sure to read more thoroughly than usual. A student leading
a workshop critique session is sure to spend more ;line than usual
reading and responding to the class worksheet of poems, stories, or
scripts. Certain!), the teacher may war.: to lead discussions early in
the term, modeling positive discussion behaviors (which include open-

ended questions, significant wait time, equal attention to all class
discussants). Ideally, a sequence of teacher modeling followed by
student-led discussion preduces a workshop where preparation and
responsibility are assigned to no one and shised by all.
In-Class Writing and Out-of-Class Wrlting
Over the last ten years the largest change in my own creative writing
workshops has occurred In the amounts of Line I provide for in-class
writing and sharing of new drafts and for out-of-class writing. Currently, I try to allow for significant in-class writing and sharing time

to emphasize writing processes and to illustrate the transactional
relationship between writers and readers. When I was a creative writing
student, at both the undergraduate and graduate levels, I was ne'rer

asked to write in class nor did my teachers write in public or show
me their drafts. In fact, they did not show me any work in manuscript
form. I hope this impoverished learning history was an exception, for
I now meet writers and teachers of writers who believe in and use inclass writing, but I am afraid a great many workshops still maintain
an o elusive pattern of in-class Jiscussion followed by out-of-class
writing.
In-class writing can be developed through invention activities which

are, in terms of lineage, integral parts of the rhetorical tradition. Many
compositionists teach invention Ara.egies to help writers get started,
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to help writers continue writing and avoid writing blocks, and to help
explore writers' activities and rituals. One of my goals during in-class
writing is to assure that not a single student leaves the room that day
without a discovery or a surprise that will lead her into productive
cut-of-class writing (see Murray 1984). This does not mean that she
writes exclusively from in-class writing notes; rather, she leaves be-

lieving thai she can write and that she has a "fall-back" position
(notes) or activity (method for generating ideas).
In the text- or author-centered creative writing workshop, students
are asked to bring in copies of their work, which has been produced
entirely on their own time. They are told to return with "a story" or

"three poems" or "a dialogue between two characters who are opposites" or "exercise no. 2, page 116" completed. How they should
achieve such productsgenerate, select, collect, focus, get started again,

shape, and so onis not actively addressed, in spite of the many
techniques professional writers know they use for getting from nowhere

to somewhere (techniques that are discussed in detail in chapters 5
and 6).
For example, Alberta Turner (1977), in asking poets for discussions
of how they composed their poems, noted that:
Aware of the ways that poems take them by surprise, the poets
record every surprise that comes in the form of either their own

words or another's and that might later become a poem. The
commonest method is to keep a notebook of ideas, quotations,
and given yet undeveloped fragments. They hope these scraps
may fuse or generate or trigger the preconscious workings of felt
ideas and present themselves in the form of poems later. Further
conscious stimulation or at least facilitation of the preconscious
given is provided by Stafford, who deliberately free-associated
with no specific expectation; by McPherson, who initiated her
poem by means of a class exercise in sensory perception; by
Francis, who made a list; by Reiss, who played the first mee.ment

of Mahler's Ninth Symphony "over and ovtr again, loud"; by
Chester, who played Ravel's Pavanne pour une infante lefunte,
which was "a perfect complement to my melancholy"; and by
Klappert, who, intrigued by the character of Dr. O'Connor in
Djuna Barnes' Nightwood, retired to the MacDowell Colony and
then to Yaddo to read relevant historical and psychological material, a process he calls reading reactivelythat is, r. ading with
"a pad at hand for anything that might trigger O'Connor's voice.
(4)

These are the possibilities that can be explored with ;n-class writing,
by using the very same prompts, students can be asked to write in
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response to music, in response to reading, in response to guided,
association-generating sentences, anc: so on.
Without attention to such activities, novice creative writers become
basic writers; they become blocked or avoid writing. Inattentive teachers, those interested in sorting good from bad, too often assume these
students do not write because they cannot, not because they cio not
yet have the internalized behaviors and habits of practicing writers.

Such a teacher, who gives out-of-class assignments with mimmal
support, will reenact this discouraging scenario:
This was a young ladyyou know, sometimes in the course of a
semester, writers develop blocks of one kind or another or simply

can't do anythingand we were both reading and writing which

is wbat it's all about, and this lady never could write anything.... This young lady was one that I failed with :ompletely,
because she finally had written nothing. I said, "All right. If you
can't do a story or a poem, we really ought to do something in
a writing course. We've been reading some books, along with our
writinghow about doing me just a little paper, your impressions
of one of them?" She said, "Okay, I'll write a paper on In Cold
Blood7 which was new and which we'd been reading, and I said

that sounded fine, and then she came back and couldn't write
the paper. So finally we reached a compromise. I said, "Well, do
whatever you do best;' and waited to see if it would be singing,

6ancing.... What happened was, I got it wrapped up in tissue
paper and a little note, this necktie with a label on it, since lost,
;:hich said, "This is a Nancy Clutter original." It was worth it.
She got an A in the course. (Garrett 1974, 15)

I feel that this student could have written. she could have written
about how she could not write and why she wanted to write and
what writing meant to her. She could have participated, composing
in-class writings about objects or about her family. She could have
read muse poems and written a request to her absent muse. Finally,
she could have written about doing what she does wellmaking a
handmade tie. And her teacher and peers could have written along
with her, discussing what was or was not happening along the way.
I do not deny a writer's nee 1 to experience self-initiated, out-ofclass writing. I do not assume, either, that all students enjoy in-class
writing or perform such writing well. Still, many find it valuable as
reflected in the responses of these undergraduate writers. "I especially
liked it when we did the in-class writings. They were really interestingand "I would like mcre in class writing activities. I liked those. I really
enjoyed the one where we stalted the story and then passed it on to

the next person to add onto." Some students find they participate
during in-class writings but continue to prefer the writing thPy gen-
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erated from their own sources: "I didn't use any of our in-class writing
to generate poems; it just didn't work our Students' responses to inclass writing will be influenced by the degree to which they feel "safe"
in their workshop community. Teachers who write these exercises with
their students and who share their own, obviously flawed and informal,
wo:k will help produce a congenial atmosphere for experimentation
and response.

Beginning studentsand sometimes advanced studentsneed to

learn their own best methods for generating ideas and forms and also
need to resist the sometimes too dominant "scene of writing" that
makes them assume good writing only occurs if composing is done in
private. Writing teachers who have been raised under the influence
of the scene of writing and who never participated in workshops
where in-class writing was valued will have to overcome their own

hesitations to experiment, share, and appear vulnerable with and
among their students. Sandra Alcosser considers 1^ - own preferences:
At the same time as a writer, I know there are some problems
with collaborative learning. I kn w that I will refrain, in group,
from certain discourse, unless J am given permission for that
discourse. I know that I've withheld c..r shifted language patterns

and thoughts in the presence of others, and I know that as an
artist, alone, with no resistance, no tear of grimace or negative
feedback, I will order these thoughts, examine them d in this
way, put them forward. I know that everything I am offered in a
group context, I must take home, digest, become intimate with.
(Haake, Akosser, and Bishop 1989, 4)

Obviously, teachers -ill need tu find their own balance. I often request

an equal number of in-class and out-of-class writings in a student's
final writing portfolio. Some of either of these types of writing may
usefully come from textbook assignments which can help to connect
process to craft.
Sometimes, in-class writings help develop a sense of class c.,mmunity
early in the term by providing student writing examples for noncompetitive comparison. For instance, in Janet Burroway's text, Writing
Fiction (1987), there is an exercise th- ashs for an original desuiption
of blue eyes. In one of my classes, wt each wrote a description, much
like this one by Regina. "His eyes are the ocean. Deep and blue they
fill my lungs. I start to go under, but not without a fight. I grasp for
olid land, but find none. My body relaxes, and the stru661e is over
His blue eyes drown me." We each wrote our version of the exercise
on the chalkboard and e:(amined them for variations. Our discussion,
along the way, touched on diché, detail, vividness, outrageousness,
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and extended conceit. Most important, we quickly connected to each
other, to the text, and to our invention abilities. We were primed to
write.

For those who prefer to generate their work outside of class and
alone, lists of invention techniques or textbook assignments can still

provide a much needed and much valued composing safety net.
Chapters 4, 5, and 6 discuss geaeration, ir .ention, and imiLtion PI
detail.

Full-Group Critique and Small-Group Critique
The traditional format for creative writing w orkshops is the full-group
response or critique session, led by the teacher w ho is an experienced

writer. Students submit copies of their original work to other class
members before the workshop and then share oral and/or written
comments 4uring class as the teacher orchestrates and directs responses.

On the positive side, the workshop allows writers "to have [their]
work read by all the members of the workshop, and publicly criticized
and praised by your instructors in the weekly meetings, [it] represents

a helpful and at the same time less hazardous form of publication"
(Engle 1961, xxxvi).

For graduate writing students, workshops have also proven tobe
extremely stressful. Here is a journalist's view of a competitive, graduate

writing workshop: "In most programs, weekly seminars tear through
students' works line by line, giving criticism that may or may not be
constructive. 'You're gt.rerally naked here,' said Professor e.arth, 'and
if you've botched it, it's there for all 4.o see. It was fiercely competitive,'

said Miss Robison of her year at Johns Hopkins, 'though now those

students are like family. But it tcok poun± off me (Churchman
1984, 43).
Understandably, undergraduates will find it difficult to participate
in public sharing of their work, especially if it is done in the competitive

atmosphere often foun4 in the gaduate workshop. Instead, undergraduates need to be carefully trained to share and respond to writing,
and it is possible that a movement from dyadic critique (peer sharing

vith a single peer) to small-group critique (sharing early drafts in
groups of three to six students) to full-class critique may hep students
who are new to the workshop format acquire stronger response skills
(see Elbow and Belanoff 1986).
Teachers .....n also teach response skills by modeling them in a

variety of ways. Any remarks a teacher writes o,, otudent work begin
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to transmit useful vocabulary. Additionally, she can hold a mock
critique session during which she illustrates group rules (who reads
and when, who responds and when) and then the class can critique

samples of student writing from previous semesters. A mock critique
can take place wit'l the teacher displaying short works on an overhead
projector and writing down class-negotiated responses. Teachers can
set up "fishbowl" modeling exercises. In the fishbowl exercise, a group

of three or four students acts out the roles of a peer group. They

nominate a "writer" and share copies of a sample student papez The
"writer" reads the paper and the group members respond to his
writing. The rest of the class members observe these "fish in the
fishbowl" and take notes. At the end of the fishbowl activity, the class
discusses what happened in the model group's interactions and what
could have been done to make the critique even more effective. Then.
the entire class "practices" by performing a simulated critique. Finally,
the class moves on to a critique session using class members' own
writing.
Currentiy, in the composition studies literature, there are variety
of useful sources for setting up critique groups (see, especially, Be, ven
1977; BiShop 1988a, 1987a; Bruffee 1984; Elbow 1981, 1977; Gere
1987; Hawkins 1976; lohnson and Johnson 1984, 1975; Weiner 1986).
The role of groups in responding to and evaluating writing is covered
more extensively in chapters 6 nd 7.
Traditional writing workshops, it must be remembered, rely almost
exclusively on the large-group format. However, small groups help to

train writers to critique more ably and help them to develop these
skills in a nonthreatening format. Small groups allow each student
even the shyestto learn by publicly sharing ideas and impressions.
At the same time, student; realize they learn a lot by listening to a
multitude of views about a piece of writing. Sharing work in a largegroup format allows them to gather and evaluate divergent opiniens.
The large group gives nov ce writers a sense of the larger diszourse
community of professional writers.
Responses from my undergraduate students indicate that a mixture
of large- and small-group critique can be valuable for novice writers.
Here is John talking at mid-semester about group critique:
My participation in group work is, I admit, a problem. I do well
in small-group critiques. I contribute comments, and I think I do

fairly well in critiquing others and receive criticism well.... I
don't say a whole lot in large-group critiques, though, and I'm
not sure why. It's really no excuse, but I don't do very well in
large groups (as far as participation goes), even in an open,
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nonjudgemental atmosphere as n, our class.... I do wcil in
critiqui% others' work (in small-group sessions, at least.) i think
I've done well in keeping comments nonpersonal (not contusing
the author with the person in a poem) and keep my comments
as helpful a: possible.

And here is John reflecting on group work, again, at the end of the
semester:
Now, for my albatross. I know that my class participation leaves
a iot to be desired. It's really no excuse ... but I really never feel
comfortable talking in a large group. Blame it on shyness, some
weird hang-up of mine or whatever, tut I really do not do well

in large groups, in ANY of my classes. I do think I do well in
small-group workshops, though, or working with one other person.... I think the most valuable aspect of class, for me, at least,
is (paradoxically) the full-class critiques t'ven though I keep fairly

quiet in them, all of the different vie, and opinions that I get
about my poetry helps me a lot. The suggestions about things
that could be better are just as ' pful as the ones that affirm
what I have written. I always hope to get a few comments that

agree with, or understand, what I'm saying, but if I got only
agreeing opinions, that wouldn't help all that much. And I always
get different opinions. Full-Liass critique has helped me a lot.

Without ...xceptien, undergraduate writers feel critiquing the work
of peers is difficut, but, ultimately, rewarding, with the full-group
activity being the hardest to manage. "It felt like v.hen everyone was
waiting for someone else to start the critique, I was always the one to
open her big moun. I could only think of how awful I'd feel if it was
my story and no one had anything to say," said one writer to explain
why she made herself break the ice and start to respond. Another
observed, "I like the whole-Llass workshops because getting other
readers' opinions helps me to und rstand the poems I read in the
critique sessions. It also helps to hear how poets read their own poems
instead of just reading them inysdf. Sometimes critiquing can be hard,

though, because I know that T would do ihe same thing [make the
same mistakesy'
Students realize they need to develop and are de-reoping as critics.
"I have improved on my critiquing methods in this Li ss since the
beginning of the semester. I find it easier to critique ... small groups
than big groups. You can talk more freely and really get into the story
with the writer" And, for a few, the small groups remain the preferred
method: "The most help I got all semester was probably the day that

we broke into smaller groups and talked about the piece on the
experience as a kid. It was a lot r..)re open in such a small group."
My students' responses nade clear to me the continuing value of
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the traditional writers' workshop format where twelve to tv enty writers
sit in a cixcle and respond to the writing of a given individual. This
model strongly influenced composition classes in the late 1960s and
early 1970s, encouraging teachers to allow for student response to
essays. At the same time, more recent rdagogical developments in
composition studiesa strong commitment to more personalized in-

struction, small-group response, and conferencinghave started to
influence crutive writing classes. More drafts in progress are brought
to these classrooms, and alternatives to response are more fully
explored, with a gain that students themselves can point out. Here is
Paul summarizing his feelings about grout work:
I still don't speak out in group critiquethe whole class, that is.

The small groups are fun. I attend every time. I like to show my
poetry around, I offer what I know, which isn't always on the
same level or proportion as the other peopleand rightfully so.
I think that', great that in workshop [full group] for example you
get sixteen pages back of comments on your poem. Where else
but class would you get that amount of feedback, and unbiased,
by other poets? It's very enlightening.

Paul's end-of-semester comments show how a mixture of small and
large groups achieves several goals of the transactional creative writing
workshop. Small groups help students to enjoy sharing and responding
and to support their fluency, while large-group critique helps introduce
them to academic conventions and the vat Ibility of judgment and
response.

One-to-One Conferencing
One-to-one conferencing has long been a part of the traditional writing
workshop. Some students feel they learn as much outside of class, in
private consultation with the professional writer, as they do inside of

class, when they share with their peers. For graduate students, this
seems to be particularly true since graduate students are hoping to
learn everything possible about the life cycle of a professional writer.
For graduate student writers, the mentoring teacher can help in the
ways that mentors always have helpedby introducing young writers
to editors and fmous authors, by guiding their reading, by explaining
the hidden conventions of the field, and so on. At the undergraduate
level, however, there is a larger distance between the professional life
of the writer-teacher and the life of the student writer.
It may be that the conferencing model at the undergraduate level
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should be broadened and include less reliance on the teacher as
primary conferee. Just as they do for composition students, well-trained

creative writing tutors may act as translators between the students'
and the teacher's worlds, for they participate in both (see Hawkins
1980).

While responding in his journal to a writing center vislt, John
explains the value of such tutor support:
My first poem for cla...s was "The Whales." The way I en, d up
is sort of weird. To shorten the story, I was absolutely nowhere

as to getting the poem done, so I took it to the W.C. [writing
center] where Ken & John helped me. The problem iN;.s.s that I
knew what I wanted to write about, but simply didli't know how;
it was my first one, and I guess I had "poem fright:' What we
ehded up doing was to make a list of fifteen words pertaining to
the ocean (my topic), each of us contributing five; this was the
"Safety List:' We started to write our own poems, and whenever

we got stuck, we'd pick a word from the list, which usually
helped.

In this instance, the writing center tutors provided an audience and
aid that the teacher could not have provided.
Peer and writing center conferences provide students with valuable
alternative learning situations and support a teacher's classroom without overloading his already busy schedule. Additionally, while small
groups are working together in the classroom, it is possible for the
teacher to conduct several EI ort conferences. This variaticn is especially

useful for the part-time teacher who may commute to a campus and
who may not have adequate office space or energy for extensive outof-class conferencing.
The single most useful book on the one-to-one conference is Muriel
Harris's Teaching One-to-One (1986). Harris examines the benefits of
this type of instruction: it encourages student exploration, it allows for
a direct discussion of a writer's composing process; it stimulates
independent learning; it helps the writer focus on specific strategies;
it provides instant feedback. The one-to-one conference also provides
a time to focus on editing concerns, many of which cannot be covered
during the more freewheeling full-class workshops.

Performance by Class Members and Visiting Writers

In the writing workshop, it is easy to begrudge the time for oral
presentation of student work or to forge:. the performance tradition
upon which vvting is based, storytelling and poetry in particular.
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Teachers of writing and literature are comfortable reading examples of
moving prose and poetry to their classes (what I classified above as a
form of teacher-led lecture). It is equally important to allow students
opportunities to hear their original work read aloud.
These readings can help writers revise and edit their work. If they
do not enjoy reading their own work over or cannot read their own
work, due to technical impediments, they will quicidy realize that an
aucdence will not be able to negotiate the material they are presenting
either. The student's peer group offers a good place to begin when

emphasizing the benefits of oral performance. Hearing and then
responding to work in progress that the writer has just read aloud,
the group focuses on meaning first and shares and enjoys a good

story, a revealing di?log, or a rhythmic poem. Also, students who gain
practice by reading in small groups will experience less stage fright
and tension when they do present their writing in larger groups. Smallgroup sharing offers a sa ;:c! practice step before students move to fullclass reading.
Sharing can also occur in the form of reading class freewrites aloud.
To facilitate this sharing, the teacher writes with her class and volunteers
to share her own, imperfect thoughts and musings. Eventually, almost
every student writer in class will want to share writings. I should note,
though, that it i. not that easy for teachers to share their spontaneous
writing. Here are the thoughts of a graduate student who was trying
invention activities for the first time and reading his efforts aloud to

teacher and peers: "It was interesting to share work that was really
spontaneous, when prior to this course the material I would turn in
to a workshop was stuff I thought was polished. I felt much more
exposed in this class:' This writer's experience shows why it car be
vorthwhile for teachers to try any and all classroom modes tc better
understand what they are like for students (see Schwartz 1989).
I often ask campus writers to come and read to my classes. This
proves to be a memorable experience for students, especially since
many undergraduate students do not make tin.e to fp to campus
readings given by famous authors. Here is a student reflecting on an
in-class reading:
I really enjoyed having them [visiting M.F.A. TAs] read their
poems, and realized that it's one thing to read others' poetry, but
a completely different matter to have tnem read it ... I learned
a lot just from hearing the poems being read, a: well as the
insights that each of them gave before or after their poems. I
definitely suggest that this "poetry reading" be wed in future
classesmaybe even more than once per semester, if possible.
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Novice writers should experience performance. They should also be
initiated into the world of publication.

Pnblication through Class, Department, or Public Media
Class publication of student work can be one of the easiest and most
satisfying ways of letting students undertake the full range of writers'
activities from process to product. Two-thirds of the way through the
term, I ask students to select their three favorite pieces from their own
class writing and to bring four copies of each selection to our next
class mLeting. In peer gr. ps, students read another group's submitted
pieces, r.nd the-. each group acts to "edit" another group's writing by
voting on a favorite from the three selections provided by each of that

group's members. These writings will be included in our end-ofsemester anthology. Additionally, the "editing" group chooses a "critics'

choice" piece. their favorite out of the twelve (three pieces each by
the other four group r...mbers) that were submitted. The anthology,
then, is ccmposed of a selected sample of each student's writing and,
from the remaining work, one "best" piece of writing, balancing
sharing and competition. F . My, each editing group suggests changes
a writer might want to consider before publication.
Here is one class member talking about the class book publication
process:
Today in class we got in our mini editorial groups and chose the
poems our classm ... es will be represented by in the class anthology.

I found it was not easy. For instance, my favorite all-around
(critics choice) was not the same as Karina and Lance's favorite,
but by the system of democratic majority, I was over-ridden. (It's
true, I didn't argue muchmaybe I should have.... It would

have meant the difference of having two of Donna's poems in
the anthology instead of two of John's.). Our group spent a lot of
time critiquing the four poems we chosealthough they were our
fa orites, we felt they could be even stronger.
When we were informed which of our poems had been chosen

by the other group, both Karina and I were disappointed with
their decision. But that's life, eh? Your particular favorite poem
may not be everyone else's favorite poem. All in all, today was
"enlightening." We all gained insight.

As we compile a class anthology, we turn from issues of revision
and development to editorial concerns, checking punctuation and
spelling, considering a new title or an alternative format, and so on.
Additionally, I use this week to introduce students to literary magazines.

I show them the campus magazine and other local or regional publi-
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cations. I also ask students to wrie contributors' notes for our anthology,
and they come up with statements that are both concise and revealing
(of themselves and their attitudes toward writing):
Rob Roys: I try to paint a picture for the reader. The pictures are
events in my life that had meaning for me, ar.d, hopefully, the
readers will take new meaning from the pictures I paint for them.
Tamara L. Hoim: Form Forever/Archaic Voice/Cliches & Rhymes/
The Poet's Choice.

Nick Goult once won a turkey in a Christmas raffle and has
recently introduced a third finger to speed up his typing process.
Tamara Mills: A dreamer, and to her, her poems ar2 written dreams

she's had during both the night and day.
Jim Foley has never lived in a town without another man named
Jim Fole y. kits favorite hobbies include sensing, worrying, and
existing.

To produce an anthology, students bring encugh copies of their
contribution for everyone in class, and books are assembled on the
spot. I provide a title pay, table of contents, and contributors' notes.
If funds are available, anthologies can be bound. If local, professional
writers are available, one can often be recruited to write an introduction
The book-making sequence lets students experience the intricate issues

of selection, arrangement, and presentation that concern regularly
publishing writers. Adtlitio- ally, the anthology can be shared with
department members, &tudents' families, and future classes. To connect
with the class goal of exploring oral presentation and celebration, my

class final usually coAsists of students reading their contributions to
the anthology. Often, I contribute to the anthology and participate in
the submission and revisirn process with one of the class groups.
Book publk ation, then, can be built into the creative writing class
structure. Many other forms of publication can also be explored
developing campus posters; producing a special issue of the campus
newspaper; supporting student entries to English department-sponsored contests or department publications; and encouraging submissions to local journals, newspapers, and literary magazines. With an
advanced undergraduate class, I often have a publication session where
I bring sample copies of literary magazines ar.d all my reference books,
like the International Directory of Small Presses and Magazines or Writers

Market, and my submission filesincluding my own acceptance and
rejection notes. In essence, I use my own experiences to describe the
business of publishing original woik in America. While an occasional
teacher requires a "rear' submission as part of the class credit system,

d t./
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I find coercion unnecessary since students spontaneously submit work
to publications they read and may even have writing accepted during

the same term. When that happens, with the writer's permission I
copy the writing and the acceptance letter and we share it in clasks,
celebrating the final product at the end of our long learning process.
The creative writing workshop, then, should offer students a rich
set of classroom modes. The next several chapters discuss specific
classroom activities that can be used within those modes. These will

help students learn the ways of preessional writers and challenge
them to produce their best original writing. To rephrase Clarence Major
slightly, writing students will be creating "a weddiag of the voice that
is theirs and the history that is theirs" as they look at, listen to, play
with, and entPr into discourse that matters.
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Workshops Fostered:
Audknce Awareness

"The different interpretations show me how a poem looks to someone else' "
"I think I've changed it [sketch] enough so the reader isn't mystified."
An Aural Appreciation of Writing
"The reading of poetry out loud in the class and hearing pr-Jple's interpretations

has been helping:'
"[I] realized that it's one thing to read others' poetry, but a completely different

matter to have them read it."
An Ability to Draft

'i..ty writing outside of class is flourishing I have little scraps of paper all
around with ideas and thoughts:'
"One of my biggest problems was just trying to write. something.... All my
writing I had done had always had a guideline to it.... Now I can write
about just about anything that comes to wind."
An Understanding of Response and Revision

"Showing someone else what's gt.id or bad and how I would improve
anything helps me see what's wrong with my writing."
"I only wish that we could have h.td the time to review the same stories
through more versions.... After the class critique, I was able to do a more
thorough revision. Now I wish it could be reviewed again:'
A Sense of Self as "Write,"

'I feel that every time I write I an able to see the problems more clearly:'
'I'm very surprised that my stories were good enough to be of interest to the
other stud mts of the class:'
'I'm learning mostly all I need to know, or rather, as much as I :an 'afford'

to absorb with my time schedule. I'm developing more as a writer of
poetry:'
Before [intro to creative watingpoetry], I can also honestly say th, I had
never truly been creative."
Fig. 5. Students observations about transactional creative writing workshops.
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Most of us don't like to write at all; we like to have written.
Janet Burroway, Writing
Fiction, 2nd r

1987

The teacher's job is to keep them writing, keep them enthusiastic
about what they're doing, and keep them believing in what they're
doing. 1.'hen someone has no proof that he calf write, it's easy
for him to feel that this is not :he way to spend his life.

Wallace Stegner, On the
Te4 .hing of Creative Writing,
1988

Jme help learnirg how to discover
Student w ;ters expect to recei
alternative ways of seeing. At .1 Iter's conference I attended. Marvin
Bell claimed that the primary task of the writer is to gel, in motion.

And my writing students make it very clear that they enroll in a
workshop for that reason, fur the structure and prompting and prod
ding, for the demands and 2eadlines an.a activities that will help them
generate new work. Clearly, then, generation is the first requirement
of a writing process. Everything that happens to a writer until pen
touches paper or finser taps keyboard could be considered prewriting.

The marking of letters on paper can more accurahly be labeled
transcription. After transcription, the balance of w ti.tg activity may
shift to drafting and evaluation and editing, although most writers
ct,ntinue to generate new material at all points in their writing until
:t is published, put aside, or abandoned.

Before helping students with methods for generating matedal
invention techniques and guided imitationit may be worth giving
them insi,ghs into writing processes bi.Jed on the research and the
professional writers' self-reports reviewtd in chapter 2. This can
happen, as I mentioned, when teachers ask ..tudents to write jounal
entries on their own writing processes. By pooiing those responses in
Portions of this chapter a,,peared m somewhat different form in Wer.d) Bishop. 1990d.
Learning about Invention by Calling on the Muse: Anzona Enghsh Ballenn 32 (2). ;10. Used with permIssion.
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groups, students can also discover class commonalities about process
(for example, we like to write in the morning, to loud music, after

taking a walk, etc.). It may be worthwhile, at that point, to sh- :.
models of the writing process, from the elaborate schematic model

still being explored by researchers Flower and Hayes and first presented
in "A Cognitive Process Theory of Writing" (1981), to the dynamic
sketches of writing and reading interrelatedness in Donald Murray's

"Writing As Process: How Writing Finds Its Own Meaning" (1980),
to a written description included in Thomas Reigstad and Donald
McAndrew's Training Tutors for Writing Conferences (1984).

Teachers can use written, sketched, or diagrammed writing process
models to instigate class discussion and to raise intriguing questions:
How do the models vary? Are there any steps in the idealized process
that class writers do not utilize and wh3 ? How does a creative writer's
process vary from thess. descriptions or does it? To augrat.nt researchers'
models, it is possible to ask students to develop metaphors for writing
during a brief in-class activity. When responding to the prompts "For

me, writing is like ..." and "For me, revision is like ... ," students in
one of my writing classes came up with the images of writing and

revising found in figures 6 and 7 (see Ronald and Volkmer 1989; Tobin
1989).

Sometimes, to help saicients synthesize models, I bring large sheets
of paper and marking pens to class and ask them to draw a model of
their own writing process like the two versions found in figures 8 and
9. Next, I ask students to share their individual models in small groups,
in order to negotiate a group model that will encompass their differirg
individual processes; san..-les of group models are found in figure 10
Finally, I ask the groups to compart their models to the researchers'
process models that we have looked at.
Students' individual process models often provide insights into a

writer's composing habits and attitudes toward writing; for some
writers, composing occurs in bursts of energy, a big bang version of
inspiration (figure 8), or writing is as difficult as leaping over a high
wall (figure 9). As students negotiate composing models, idiosyncratic
behaviors are subsumed and commonalities surface. For instance, in
figure 10, students agree on a volcanic representation for their processes
(bubblii.g, eruption, solidification). A second group of students relies
on the hydrological cycle, introducing a metaphor for writing that is

new to my experience; in this case, students present their writing as
a fluent, organic cycle of accumulation, drafting, and ;efining oc ideas
into forms.
In addition to eliciting student and group models of writing and

-
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comparing them to researchers' models, teachers may wish to explore
the metaphors for writing process discussed by Tomlinson and mentioned in chapter 2, drafting pictures of "writing is cooking," and so
on, to discover what each of those models includes and omits. In any
event, after discussing the entire writing process, through professional
or student models, students are sure to understand the reason for, and

focus of, generation activities. I move on, then, to a discussion of
invention.

Invention for Getting in Motion
Invention is one of the five parts of classical rhetoric, George Kennedy
(1980) reminds us that 'Invent' Trom Latin invenire) literally means
'to discover or find out; and only secondarily comes to mean 'creat,!"

(8). Invention techniques are intended to help writers discover and
find out what they mean to say, rather than to create entirely new
insights, ft:1-ms, or written products. In a writing workshop, I explore
invention as both a topic for writers and an activity by having students
draft a muse poem or muse sketch. Writing a muse poem or sketch

helps students understand the sou: .es of their own writing. Since

students often have little or no idea of the variety of methods
professional writers use to generate text and then to keep writing,
discussing the concept of writer's muse and writer's inspiration can
fruitfully lead into all subsequent classroom invention exerdses. Additionally, since writers often seem to war
write about the act of

writing (or nonwriting, being blocked), nise poems and sketches
provide a guided alternative to the generally predictabte "blank white
page" piece. Further, discussing the writing proce.,s through this activity
helps students access their tacit knowledge about writers rituals, they
call on the muse to beter understand themselves as writers.

The Muse Acfivity
I ask students to help me 1...z sources for writingwhere they find

inspiration. I do this by telling them I get writing ideas when I go
running, go shopping, read other writers, and so on. I ask them to
brainstorm individually or in groups to discover where they (or writers

.hey have been reading) get their writing ideas. One class came up
with this composite list:
dreams; the past; books; people I catch glimpses of; clothes;
photos; staring at maps; listening to language; eavesdropping;
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traveling and eating strange meals; watching peoplefriends,
relatives, family; newspaper article,; postcards; family objects;
powerful moments considered later; the muse; wanting to send a
message; being upset but not knowing why; to show off; from
being hungry; from things I'm dying to say.

Sharing such a list and asking students, in groups, to add t^ it
allows for a discussion of inspiration. After one or 92veral of these
varm-ups, 1 share sample writing with students as we'1 as a definition
of the muse. I use the "Muse" entry from the Princeton Encyclovedia

of Poetry and Poetics which begins: "MUSE. One of the nine Gr.
goddesses who preside over poetry, song, and the arts, traditionally
invoked by poets to grant them inspiration" (533). I also share sample

poems by published writers, such as James Laughlin's "My Muse;'
and Ted Kooser's 'Selecting a Reader" (these may be found in Wallace
1987).

Finally, I share student work, including "A-Musing" by Tamara
Mills; "Muse" by Jo'al Hill, "Confecsions of a Male Muse" by Jennifer
Wasileski; "Unamused" by Steve Bailey; and my own poem, "Groveling," gene:ated through this aztMt). these works are included below.

We take turns reading the samples aloud. Usually we read them
several times and jut listen to the humor and rathos of these writers'
interactions 1% ith the writing process. A sharing of sample poems and
prose is followed by a writing activity. First, I conduct a directed, class.
freewrite, asking studenLs to respond to the prompts, "To my muse ...

or to a sample first line that I hav2 borrowed or derived from other
muse writings. Sometimes we spend ten minutes writing about one
prompt and stop and share; someLmes we write a few minutes on
several prompts to generate a greater number of possibilities. Next, I
ask students to complete the project at home, drzfting a muse poem
or sketch fnr our next writer's workshop. It is possible to ask wnters
to follow-up on this activity by having them discuss their writing
process again in their journals. To avoid writer's block about inspira-

tionthe last thing this activity is designed to have happenI try to
include significant freewriting and sharing time in the classroom to
assure that no writer leaves without a beginning.
Through this activity, student writers continue to disccver revealing
metaphors for the act of writing (when a muse is transformed into a
cat, or a man, or a vampire-like opponent), and the) explore their
own beliefs and disbelief and their reasons for writing. Sometimes
share my muse poems and sketches, written over several semesters,
because, through them, I can trace and talk about a writer's changing
complex of writing frustration, exaltation, and interests. Students can
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track the same type of growth if teachers ask them tr write letters to
their "muse" at the beginning of the term and then again at the end
of the term, perhaps as a final project. The following muse pieces
wcre all generated from this in-class writing exercise (except for my
poem they are adapted front t...ahop 1990d; us2d with permission).
A-MUS1NG

by Tamara Mills
Before born

I asked to be a Muse.
Now I am,
a mangy czt.
Alley hunter,
visiting a poet.
Bring ideas, inspiration,
padding on four paws.
Does she know "precious"
is her Muse?
Not a fabrication,
handsome human,
Pu. .ter tough tom
eating at her f2et.
She is the dream poet.
I, not the imagined one.
Wanted human form
got fur.
Tender Vitt les

in a plastic bowl,
Not a steak
and candle lit table for two.
She gets her words,
het- fame, from me.
I get a litter box
and scratching post.
At night I yowl;
cat voiced songs of s( rrow.
Life is cruel.

but I'll live
Poet loves me.

MUSE

by Jo'al Hill

I'm the part of you,
you refuse to
believe exist.

When you try to sleep
I begin to creep,
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like blood flowing
threw your veins
I send thoughts,
images to your briin.

I have been called
many humanly things
but you cant see me
you can only feel me.
You called last night
' refused to come,
I want you to remember
I'm running this pencil

you aren't the one.
I think you like it
when I control your
mind, night after
night, time after time.
Why don't you just relax
and allow me to help you
wfite. Let's stop fighting
so we can both rest tonight.
CONFESSIONS OF A MALE MUSE
by Jennifer Wasileski

I am late,
I see

_

her pen is poised.
An eager erection,
of sorts.

Face twisted in ignorance.
She's not hearing me,
I'm not there.
Or am I?
"Bastard!"

She's thinking.
' Sunning himself somewhere!"

"I am fashionably late
my dear;"
I announce
throwing open our dcor.
"Well look what the cat
dragged in:'
Says she.
"I almost started without you:'
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UNAMUSED
by Steve Bailey

I have never claimed to have a "muse!' To me, the term has
elways seemed to romanticize writing in a way that seems false
and elitist. Writers, and poets in particular, like to personify their
"muse," and c:eate this pretend being who brings inspiration and
creativity. This is fine, I guess, but it is also just a game played

by writers who would be better served by aprroaching their
writing process with more pragmatism and stating ": wnte because...."
I do not write because a "muse" drives me. I write for million

different reasohsnot all of which have to do with creativity or
inspiration. And inspiration, the basis of the whole "muse" idea,
is another false writing term, like writer's block. Writing has very

littic to do with inspiration and "muses!' If I waited around to
be "inspired," in the romantic sense, I'd produce very little work
per semester.
If I had to personify my writing process, I would say that for

me, writing is like alcoholism or drug addiction. I am always
thinking about writing, a:ways wanting to write always trying to
gct high on a new piece of writing, and always hung-over or
strung-out when I am not writing. I am a writr- I have no other
skills.

Nothing romantic about thatwriting is work, and for true

writers, it is also an obsession. Is obsession the same as inspiration?

Maybe, but for now, consider me "unamused:'
GROVEL.NC

by Wendy Bishop

for the MUSE

Please let me slc.:p nights
Not waking dark AMs to write imaginary pencil
On elusive scrolls of dreams, determined
To get it right this time.

Please let the editor be unbusy
When stiff paper and these inky traces
Shriek our their individually
From a much elbowed stack by the TV Guide.
Please let the word processor
Scramble its symboled languages
On other wnters' time. Let all
Electrical circuits await me, benign.
Please let small children grow into
Their lines, hold books right side up,
An endlessly restocked readership
Called to the examined life, and reading mine.

88
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Look. I'll paysquash (Warns, dredge with
Coffee cup, salute masters, submit in ASCII,
Disappoint my kidr, read Curious George
Aloud tomorrow night, never tonight.

Please. Please. Dress my small thoughts
In your furious and durable print.

The muse activity is only one of a nearly infinite set of in-class and
ot..t-of-class invenfion activities that creative writing teachers will want
to explore (see chapters 5 and 6).

Finding, Designing, and Using Invention Activities
Invention activities give student writers insights into the ways writers
actually write. In essence, all writers apprentice themselves to other
(often more adept) writers by reading and imitating the more successful
writer's work and then by giving themselves assignments that challenge

their own skills and abilities. A writer reading a Yeats poem may
decide to write a modern poem to his daughtt uffing Yeats's tone or
forms. A writer reading Anne Beattie may decicie to write a short,
bleak, ultramodern, present-tense, first-person story to capture her
experience: winter in the Arctic (a rathei un-Beattie-like environment).

Generally, writers prefer to talk about craft or inspiration and to
ignore the issue of writing to a task. Most, however, do admit to giving
thernsAlves assignments to get the writing in motion on those mornings
or evenings when it just isn't flowing. Additionally, writers also write

by consion: an award-winning novelist might be asked to write a
screenplay or a -vet migh: ;trite verse to be set to mus;,..:. Many writers

are asked to k.Ind do) contribute to themed anthologies, and many
writers choose to write the same assignments they give their students

to optimize their teaching time and make it count for their own
personal development. In fact, writing teachers often det,elop a set of
semester long assignments around their ongoing professional interests.

I have taken courses where I was asked to write a sequence of
connected poems, for instance, by a mastAr poet who was then,
himself, studying sequences a..d writing a s.:quenced book. As long
as the teacher's interests do not overwhelm the students' needs, class
assignments that enhance the teacher's class involvement seem rea-

sonable. The best classes, though, result when the teacher's and
students' self-assignments merge in interest and usefulness.
i visualize invention on a continuum from writer's apprentice vork
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and, often experimental, self-assignments to more conventional, commissioned work. Some writers dislike commissioned work, viewing it,
at worst, in the same category as "occasional verse," Hallmark-cardlike rhyming stuff or prose eulogies meant to please relatives and the
overly sentimental. However, a significant amount of well-regarded

writing through the centuries has centered on ritual occasions
marriages, the death of children or statespe:sons or celebrities, me-

morials to wars and uprisings, and so on, and this type of social
writing should not be dismissed too summarily.

My understanding of the demands of invention is illustrated in
figure 11. I place the creative workshop centrally along this continuum
because the workshop seeks to show students how the private assignments of writers develop as well as to desciibe the requirements and
functions of more accessible, public, commissioned work. The tradi-

tional creative writing workshop relies on out-of-class assignment
making, whik the t;ansactional woikshop uses frequent in-class assignments to illuminate the process of self-assignment and to offer a
first step for students who will, later, need to work alone.
Over time, my own sequence of class arsignments has developed
as I learned to construct invention activities that allowed students to
imitate work I liked or to iniitate after I had imitated. That is to say,
I often look back through my own apprentice work and ask myself,
what exercises worked best? How did my teacher, teach me or hew
did I go about writing when I ,:as at home? Can I stimulate similar
writing in class?
Other very important sources for teachers who teach by invention
are the assignment lists that can be found in craft textbooks. Often, I
have to adapt and explore those assignments before 1 tailor them to

my class. I have used, particularly, the work cited at the end of this
book by Janet Burroway, John Ga:dner, Florence Grossman, David
Kirby, Kenneth Koch, Joseph TsujimAo, Alberta Turner, and Alan
Ziegler, as well as activities designed by graduate writing stwients with
whom I have worked.
Iit my own teaching experience, befora I started using regular, weekly,
in-clasa writing activities, 1 would offer ..tudents lists of such activities

through class handouts like the ones in figures 12 and 13 which,
again, were influenced by or adapted from some of the writers T. hat, e
mentioned. My students liked these lists since the lists condensed the
advice of se,eral writers' textbooks and my ow n mt. ention explorations.
However, students could not use the list., producthely since many of

the directions for writing assume extensi.,, pnor knowledge on the
student's part. Telling a student to write a sonnet or a story with
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:al intrusion will usually result in a bad sonnet or an ugly

intrusion i ather than an illuminating language exploration. Also, I now

believe that these writing tasks separate genres in an unproductive
manner. I produced lists like these because I was expected by English
departments to teach genres separately and to focus exclusivey on
craft. Currently, I think invention self-assignments can function best
if they encourage a writer to experiment and to cross genre boundaries.

In particular, I have come to be less interested in genre-specific
exercises at the introductory level and for the novice writer. I think
an activity that encourages metaphorical description, or one that is
written in response to sound stimuli, or writing that explores the uses
and abuses of cliche or dialect can all work from a common exploratory

base in language and be shaped by the writer to that writer's own
genre pmeposes. Therefore, I use invention exercises to get writer_ xi

motion, realizing that later in their drafting process, and their own
writing lives, they will want to give more and more attention to issues
of craft and convention.

No one I know of has categorized invention activities; some do
seem to lead to sound and rhythm explorations (list poems), others
lead to language exploration (writing intentionally cliched prose and
poetry, metaphorical descripticn, or character sketches), and others
help students look for resonant details (writing about family artifacts
or actual objects). But, writ. rs do not write sound-filled, rhythmic list
poems without using evocative detail. And they do not develop a
strong character without using metaphor and avoiding cliche.

Adapting and Tailoring Invention Exercises
There is no single, best, in-class invention technique that will get all
writers drafting productively. Rather, in-class invention activities can
be used to provide novice writers with insights into professional writers'

self-challenges. I have discovered no preferable sequencing system.
That is, there is nothing that says a list poem should precede or follow
a metaphorical descripdon since these activities are not genre-specific
but, rather, utilize the language-m- king potential of all students, who
then shape meaning from their explorations. Composition textbooks
these days give a great deal of attention to "invention heuristics," and
sometimes teachers run students through all these techniqucs as if the
techniques will elicit writing appropriate for preconceived forms like
the personal essay or persuasive essay. :owever, the in-class invention
activity does not provide a set of inflexible rules to be followed rigidly.
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Rather, invention activities should provide students with exploratory
moments and drafting options that develop flexibility and fluidity in
a writer.

Many of the invention techniques fould in composition textbooks
are thoroughly adaptable to creative writing classrooms. For instance,
a well-known composition text, Elizabeth Cowan Nee ld's Writing, third
edition (1990), includes a chapter entitlee "The Creating Stage." She
covers brainstorming, reporter's formula, list making, chaining, and
looping. In other chapters Nee Id introduces cubing, track switchiru_
and classical invention. It is likely that, over fane,these heuristics were

derived, in part, from the written products of professional writers.
Certainly, brainsturming, list making, chaining, and even track switch-

ing are variations of list/repetition prose and poetry. The reporter's
formulaasking who, what, -..11ere, when, why, and howis used
by fiction writers and playwrights somewhere in the plotting and
drafting process. Cubing offers writers six perspectives for viewing an
issue or object (describe it, compare it, associate it, analyze it, apply
it, argue for ur against it), but the perspectives ar c. nothing more than
one person's suggestions for experimenting wqh alternatives and could

be adapted for point of view or used with variations in imaginative
situations.
Think of Wallace Stevens's "Thirteen Ways of Looking at a Blackbird"

as, in the broadest sense, the result of poetic cubing. One of my own
apprentice poems came as a response to a similar exercise. My teacher

asked usstudents in a first-quarter introduction to poetry writing
workshopto go home, si . down, and imitate Stevens's poem; by
doing so, she was really asking us to perform a surrealistic exercise in

cubing. Here is my poem, saved for fifteen years. Even though the
poem was never published and remains "just an exercise," it teaches
me something about Stevens's vision (and about my own).
Six Ways of Looking at Ghosts
by Wendy Bishop

She closed the door softly,
but stepped back into the ghost.

Safely out of the house,
the ghost raced after the crowd,
disappearing from sight.
The rescued man
had the look
of one who spends long nights
searching for ghosts.
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The gun exploded,
a ghostly scream,
then silence.

The ghost signaled me to a stop,
thrust his head in the window
and asked for a lift.
Confident it was over,
the men went home
to their soft ghosts.
They hardly knew
they had been gone.

In her text, Elizabeth Nee Id uses a technique developed by Peter
Elbow: Center of Gravity writing (described fully in Elbow 1981). A
writer freewrites for ten minutes, stops, rereads, and circles the most
'mportant sentence. Next, h?. begins with that -Jed sentence, writes
_

ten minutes more, stops, o.reads, again circles the most important
sentence, starts there and writes again, etc., completing three or more
loops and finding several center of gravity sentences. Carolyn Kremers
used a variation on this technique in her multimedia cross-cultural

writing activity that I describe in ehapter 5. Carolyn directed the
looping and center of gravity freewrite by providing writers with rich
audio and visual stimuli. She then asked them to write and center on
important discoveries made through writing about those stimuli, and
so on. Center of gravity w iting can also be a useful technique fcr a

writer who has trouble chooiing a title; by writing about the work
afterward, she may be able to focus on an important aspect of the
work. Similarly, by perfoiliL.g, center of gravity freewriting before
starting a longer wurk, writers may generate a mrunorable first line in
the guise of a centisr of gravity sentence.
Peter Elbovt 's L.etaphorical description exercise (also discussed in
chapter 5) seems '.o echo tagmem.c inventio- techniques, in tagmemic
invention, writers are asked to :onsider an object or sitLation as a
particle, wave, and/or field. 'Ix his exercise, Elbow asks wri',:rs :3

consider an individual as a food, a weather, an ecology, and so on
(1986a).
Essentially, in creating class invention activities, teachers move freely

from product to process and back. They will need to experience this
type of writing themselves and to study their own self-assignments
and self-challenges to help students produce better written products.
Composition theorists C. H. KnobLuch and Lil Brannon (1984) suggest
many benefits accrue from such teacher involvement:
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We all need time, thought, and second chances. teachers not less
than students. The process of maidng assertions about difficult,
substantial questicns takes effort and energy, requires an investment of personal resources and a search for outside sources as
well. Teachers who write often themselves know this, but they
also need to show it to students, who sometimes think that skiiled
writers can generate consistently publishable writing on first tries,
with no anxieties and no mistakes, in isolation from critical readers,
with help from no one but the Muses. Teachers who acknowledge
th,.: perspective of :nodern rhetoric, who understand the heuristic

value of L.nlposing and its progressive, endlessly renovative
character, resist the fiction that writing is formulaic, that ideas
spring readily to mind and organize themselves like magic, given

a prescriked stricture in which to locate them, that tidy endproducts matter nom than the on-going effort to make sense of
the world.... Their own writing in workshop is a constant re
minder, to themselves and to theh students, of how writing actually

happens and what makes it worth all the trouble. (112)

Before presenting ten invention activities and their variations in
chapter 5, I would like to provide an example of how I develop an
invention activity and how 7 migh. organize a wa- le semester around
a set of such activities. To begin, when looking back through my own
writing, I w.ts struck by the number of times I used odd epigraphs. I
collect quotes from other writer, or wry statements from a newspaper
ur magazine and use Clese to head a poem. Obviously, for me, epigraphs
have generaive power. Writers also use such epigraphs to set the tone

for a larger work, a book of poems or d novel. Here are several
epigraphs that led to published poems for me.
In only one of Daguerre's pictures does a man appear; by chance

a pedestrian on the boulevard had stopped to have his shoes
shined, and , .ad held still during most of the image.

Newhall, History of
Photography

Justice Marshall McComb, 82, did not contest his wife's peution
to be named conservator of his estate after she cold the court her
husband is "obsessed with the moon. He gets quite excited about
it.... He enjoys it but it's not a normal enjoyment o. .he moon."

UPI
Intrigued by these "stories," I proceeded to write a poem about an
invisible shoeshiner and a poem about a man who entertains an
unnatural enjoyment fot the moon. These odd facts are the types of
material I collect in my writer'. notebook o: clippings tile, and they
also illustrate the reading process I go through as a writer.

Generating Writing

To develop an epigraph activity, I started collecting samples of
epigraphs from my own poems that I thought students would enjoy.
I also began looking through my collection of poetry anthologies to

learn how other writers used epigras. I noted that the epigraphs
chosen by writers of the 1920s to 1950s were highly erudite (often
appearing in an untranslated Latin, Italian, German and so on); write's

la the 1970s and 1980s more often chose to respond to media
newspapers, movies, songsand to quote in English. For the invention
activity, I decided to bnr.g
a selection of pruvocative quotes, like
those I have listed above, u
ut poems; I would glean these quotes
from the work of otlwr writers.
Next, students would choose a quote that engaged their interest

and freewrite on it and then take that freewriting home and see if
they could shape this material into a poem or prose piece. In a future
class, I would show students the pieces of writing that originally

followed the epigraphs, and we could see upon what varied journeys
these same, provocative quotes took writers (novices and professionals)

Finally, I wanted to ask writers to consider the relationship of the
epigraph to the writing; Did the need for the prompt disappear? Was
it possiLle to remove the. epigraph and still have a strong piece? These
questions would lead to considerations of revision and closm' .
From my verb tenses ("I would ask") it should be obvious that this
is a class invention technique in the process of development. I ha ve

not yet used it, although I am pretty sure it will work. But, I do not
know for which writers it will work and in what ways. As a teacher
of 1 Titing, designing these activities is preductive and exciting for the

que;tions they raise. Using these activities, I am forced to carefully
obs, Ne myself and other writers at work. After each activity, I must
ask students if the activity worked for them, and how.
In short, invention activities can be developed by working from
text back to process (i.e., "Some writers use epigraphs, how do they
ase them and how could other writers use if ,:m?") My muse poem
activity was generated in exactly this manner.

Inventions car. also be develord by setting constraints on thi.
process, resulting in directed texts (i.e., "Most poems rely on rhythm
what if we make every line have
beats and
syllables? Write
a complete short story in 100 lines [500 lines, three pages]").
Equally, invention self-challenges can come from ombining many
constraints (Le., "What if you take a list-poem activity and write about
objects in your room and also require & reversal to achieve closure?"

__

"Borrow from the parts of a failed poemone you like

I

tt didn't
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pursueand use those parts to help set the scer for the opening cf
a short stozy.").
As I have mentioned, in many cases, I borrow and adapt invention
activities from other writers who have already explored the effective-

ness of writing about objects, writing color poems, writing prose
dialogues with no tags and no characters' names, or writing from the
point of view of an animal or an object. In the next chapter, I illustrate
a selection of what have proved to be predictably successful invention
activities, even as I al:knowledge that I am tdebted to many wIlting
teachers for the kern& inventions or composing insights upon which
the activities are based. It i . from this rich set that I have generated
'Tr? own variations

C
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Images of Writing
Writing is power, having control, a release of energy, and draining (yet
satisfying) at the end.
Writing is like painting a picture with words and lots of detail.
Writing is like catharsis, expressing whether I am happy, sad, or indifferent.
Writing is like giving birth, conception of an idea, delivery of the idea onto
paper (strain, stress, pain, and anxiety) and completion (relief and joy),
leaving one empty and exhausted yet elated with the product and anxious
for its future.
Writing is like extending personality onto paper with the ability to take out
stutters, use perfect word choice, and eliminate "uh's" ai:d "ya' knows."
Writing is like talking; it should be entertaining.
Writing is like a test; I test my skills, imagination, and creativity, and my
ability to meet the expectations.

Writing is like therapy; I sort things out in my brain, it makes me feel
organized and a better person, in a happier mood, satisfied with what I've
dom..

Writing is like relieving stress and tension that builds up inside; sometimes
it makes a situation seem less hopeless and often makes the good times
even more enjoyable.
Writing is like expressing an opinion or viewpcint abiiut rife. The story
whether fact or fictionis told as only I can tell it.
Writing is like having a special person to share my ideas, feel my feelings
and be myself.
Writing is like freedom; I can give voice to any kind of strange bizarre thought
that enters my head. It doesn't matter because I don't have to show it to
anyone, unless I cholse to.
Fig. 6 Students' images of writing.

('-!, P-1
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Images of Revising
Revising is a painfinding a better way to say something.
Revising is a chore Iecause I like to think the way I wrote the first time was
perfect.

Revising is like making the already interesting ideas attractive to read.
Revising is like improving what I have, putting on the finishing touches.
Revising is like diluting an original brew, working on an assembling line for
twenty years, going through labor again to bear the same child.
Revising is like dwelling on past mistakes with a chance to set things right;
I would rather, however, continue to surge forward in life, leaving imperfection and chalking them up as character builders.
Revising is like a secret; I hide all the stupid things I wrote (when I was
obviously not myself) the first time.
Revising is like a medieval form of torture.

Revising is like a challengeto sort things in a logical order and make it a
pleasure to read.
Revising is like cleaning the house; everything is there in front of you just
not in an order you're satisfied with. It takes valuable time and effort to
get just like you want it.
Revising is like a never-ending story; it's hard for me to leave my work alone.
I always find some sort of probhm or something I want to change.

Revising is like rethinking that opinion or viewpoint to make certain it is
clear and understandable.
Revising is like putting a fine-honed edge on a blade.
Revising for me is like a kind of control that I don't get anywhere else. I can
change the words, erase them, create others. It's a chance to polish and
perfect ideas before someone else sees them.
Fig. 7. Students' images of revising.
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Invention
Self-assignments
Apprentice Work
Experimental

Workshop Assignments
in-class
out-of-class

Free-invention
(no set end goal)
open or cross genre
sketches, prose poems, journal
enales, etc., and/or develops
later into traditional genres

\

Commissioned Work
"Occasional" Writing
Shaped by conventions

Detennined-invention
(has end goals, usually of form
or style):
sonnet cc sestina, etc.
story in the manner of Anne
Beattie or with a Chekovian
plot in a modern setting, etc.

I

Class Portfolio

Fig. 11. The invention continuum.

Poem Topics/Techniques
1. Write a poem based on a historical incident or a myth.
2. Write a poem that uses colors repetitively.
3. Write a series of poems or write a poem in parts.
4. Write a prose poem.
5. Write a sonnet.
6. Write a poem that is highly alliterative.
7. Write a poem bAsed on a newspaper artide or any verifiable fact.
8. Write a poem that uses an epigraph.
9. Write a poem which mourns a lost time, person, or place, but try not to
be sentimental about loss.
10. Write a poem with very short or very long lines.
11. Create a person (persona) and write a poem in that person's voice.
12. Use refrains or regular repetition in a poem.
13. Write about a location you remember; try to capture the essence of that
location h words.
14. Imagine you are an animal (or an object, or a person from another culture
or planet), write a poem from that point of view.

15. In your poem, tell a story from your past or predict a story into the
future.

16. Write a self-portrait.

Fig. 12. Sample writing topks handout: poetry

2
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Fiction
1. Write a story occurring in the present tense.
2. Write a story with a frame.
S. Write a story rely;ng primarily on dialogue.
4. Write a very Aunt descriptive story which shuns dialogue.
5. Write a story from a child's point of view.
6. Write an outlandish plot and stick to it when telling your story or write a
predictable plot but make it come alive due to your unusual writing style.
7. Write a story with authorial digression and/or intrusion.
8. Fictionalize a real event that occurred to you. Improve it; increase the
dramatic tension; change the outcome.
Nonfiction
1. Write the first chapter of your autobiography. Read several other authors
for models.

2. Repozt a local campus/town occurrence in the manner of modern new
joumalism (see Joan Didion, Hunter Thompson, Tom Wolfe, Norman
Mailer). Your audience: readers of Rolling Stone, Esquire, Vanity Fair.
3. Write an article about an unusual subject, waking it suitable for publication
in the Wall Street Journal.
4. Write an essay on a concept such as love, honor, and so on Make us want
to read it.
5. Write a diary fnr a week (real or imagined) in the manner of Thoreau.
6. Write an essay .bout writers/writing or literature. Tie your ideas to examples
from "real life" and from literature. See Robert Hass: Twentieth Century
Pleasures.

7. Interview someone and write a chapter for his or her biography.
Fig. 13. Sample writing topics handout: fiction, nonfiction.
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5 Ten Inventions and Variations

I start off but I don't know where I'm going; I try this avenue
and that avenue, that turns out to be a dead end, this is a dead
end, and so on. The search takes a long time and I have to backtrack often.

Galway Kinnell, quoted in
Learning by Teaching by

Donald Murray, 1982

We tried all kinds of experimentscut-ups, workik: with music
(Satie, Mozart, jazz), visual imagery (a random collection of
postcards). I also suggested at one point that students work with
the seven [sic] most used words in the language (the, of, and, to,
in, that) in terms of masical rhythms. We worked with sensory

ideafive words related to touch, five related to smell, etc.,
working with twenty-five words in five-line clusters. So in a way
one can invent one's own forms. All these possibilities overlap
anyway.

Anne Waldman, from Finding
the Words, edited by Nancy
Bunge, 1985

By presenting the following inventions and variations, I hope to
encourage creative writing teachers to develop and discover their own,
best, in-class writing options. Of course, these activities should not be
applied piecemeal. They should be inserted into a carefully planned
and coherent writing workshop. Additionally, I would urge teachers

to write during invention activities themselves to gauge how useful
each activity will be for their classes and to explore language with
their students. To illustrate these inventions, I include examples from
my own writing, from the writing of undergraduates, and from that
of graduate students-who were preparing to become creative writing
tea chers.
Portions of this charter appeared in somewhat different form in the following publications: Bishop, Wendy. 1990b. "The 15 Sentence Portrait!' Exercise Exchange 35 (2): 58, and 1989b. "Using Postcards for Invention!' Exerci Exchange 35 (5): 27-31; Kremers,
Carolyn. 1989. "Through the Eyes and Ears of Another Culture: Invention Activities
and a Writer's Workshnp." Exercke Exch4nge 35 (5): 3-11; Robinson, Jill. 1989. "Cliches:
Finding Fresh Language' Exercise Exchange 2: 16-20. Used with permission.
84
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Cliché Writing
Creative writing teachers who try to eliminate all the cliches in student
writing meet with a familiar result: everyone becomes hyp2rconsdous

of cliches. I like to explore the functional use of cliché by writing
intentionally clichéd pieces; this helps me discover how clichés actually
help or hinder writers. Jill Robinson's article, "Cliches: Finding Fresh
Lanuage" (1989), can provide teachers with a set of ideas for starting
discussions about clichéd language, as can most craft textbooks.
I start this activity a week in advance by asking students to collect
short lists of clichés to share at the next class meeting. At that meeting,
we add to a list of clichés that I have put on the board, such as the
following

dark as a dungeon
hot to trot
cold as ice
crazy as a loon

high as a kite
as fast as greased lightning
blind as a bat
the apple of my eye

Next, we read samples, collected over several semesters, of intentionally clichéd prose and poetry written in response to this invention
activity Following are some examples:
That's the Way tbe Ball Bounces
by Karina Possenti

That referee was cool, cool as a cat, cold as ice, and tough as
nails. He stood alone without batting an eye and called the shots
as loud as thunder. Blind as bats, the players lunged forward
making waves in the sea of drowned rats. They slowly but surely
looked high and mighty, then quick as a wink and fast as lightning
took the ref by storm. The world was at their feet, they became
crazy as loons that are as high as a kite. The goalie looked fierce
as a lion. The crowd went hog-wild, yelled loud as can be and
got madder than a wet hen. All of a sudden, out of the blue, the
room was as quiet as a graveyard. slow as molasses in January,

the ref turned red as a beet. His goose was cookedthey hod
caught him red-handed trying to beat the systemso he turr -1
in his badge and killed the lights.
One of These Days
by Tonie Bonilla

You just wait and see
Sooner or later you'll have some of your own.
Crumb snatchers, rug rats, curtain climbers, house apes
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Soft as velvet and tough as nails
Bright as a button picking up bad habits
Dumb as a box of rocks learning manners
Good as gold at Gramma's house
Then screaming mimis in the mall.
They'll be fast as greased lightning at bath time
fighting you tooth and nail all the way to the tub
Because they're all handsinto everything in sight
and happy as a pig in mud when they're up to
their armpits in dirt and filth
Smooth as silk or stubborn as a mule
It won't make a speck of difference if
they're pretty as a picture or plain as a mud fence
They'li be your little darlings
the light of your life and apple of your eye
Just running you around in circles
till you're crazy as a loon and
more than three sheets to the wind.
Then you'll come crawling here to me
Begging me to watch your little monsters
and I'll look you straight in the eye
and say, "See there, I told you so," because
what goes around comes around
You just wait and see.
Trite
by Ken Waldman

It was Saturday night. She was standing there pretty as a
picture and I was drunk as a skunk and hot to trot. Yessirree,
Peter Van and the Econolines .:re playing the rockin' rhythm
and bluesyou had to see them to believe them. The drummer
pounded away nuttier than a fruitcece. The bass player looked
crazy as a loon. The guy playing lead guitar, Peter Van, well, his
f:ngers moved fast as lightning and the sounds coming out of t lat

thing hit you where it hurts. All in all, though the harmonica
player was the one who really turr ed me onthe guy knew his
business. You could really tell he had a rock and roll heart.
Anyway, she was standing by the bar cute as a button, and by
the way she was moving it was plain as day she wanted to dance.

Like I say I was higher than a kite, so, sharp as a knife I made
my way across the room. Quick as a wink I said, "Hey baby, you
wanna dance?" Light as a a feather she took my hand. Then we
looked into each other's eyes.
She was gentler than a lamb, I thought.
It was Christmas tome early, I thought.
I must be in heaven, I thought.
I

felt like I was floating on cloud nine while we danced. I

looked around and for a split second I saw everything as clear as
a bell. Ill never forget that moment for as long as I live. Everyone
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else looked stiff as boards while me and my partner rtoved smooth
as silk. I felt as happy as a lark. ff anybody I knew had seen me,
they'd have said, "Mac, what's with Mac? He lnoks like a million
dollars out on the dance floor, hey."

The fast song ended and another began. It was a slow, gut
bucket blues. I held her tight like I'd never let her go. I was
prouder than a peacock, feeling !zer leaning =.gainst meall warm

as toast. For a minute we danced like that. I began to whisper
sweet nothings into her ear.

3ut thenfrom warm as toast, to cool as a cucumber, to cold
a:: ice. What? What?? Had the bubble burst??? A guy bigger than
a house was running across the dance floor.
"Elmo!" she shriek%
I knaw it! Her boy end!! I knew I had smelled trouble. The
guy looked madder than a hornet and strong as an ox.

Th:: band stopped playing, and the bar grew as quiet as a

grave. You could haw: heard a pin drop.
I could see what was about to happen as clear as glass.
His right fist met my left temple like a ton of bricks.

The room uent dark as dungeon, then black as night, then I
saw stars.
I woke up with a crowd surrounding me. "Is there a doctor ln
the house?"
I heard someone shout.

"Doctor, my ass," I said. "Get me a beer and I'll be good as
new." I got up and wiped the blood from my lip. I felt fit as a
fiddle and free as a bird. "Get me a beer," I repeated. "I'm as dry
as a bone."
I drank the beer and ordered one more. Inside me I knew that
something special had happened and this was the first day of the
rest of my life.
Byrd In Love
by Wendy Bishop

Summer

It was hot as hell,
Hot as the day is long I turned
As brown as a bean,
Making hay while the sun shines,
Keeping fit as a fiddle
Before I fell.

Autumn
First dry as a bone
Then raining pitchfoAs
And devils. Smiling on the outside,
I was crying on the inside,
For she was hard as nails
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And dressed to kill:
A demon of delight.
Winter

Cold as a dead man'sbones
And dark as night. I w,,:s stubborn
As a mule, crazy as a loon,
For being willing to kiss her boot.
Plain as the nose
On my face, I who had been
As tough as a nut was !cat
In the funhouse
Of love.
Spring

Bright as a penny
And good as gold,
I broke into blossom,
Drank dews of delight

And danced until dawn
Went dark as rt dungeon
to high as a kite
When she called my name.

Reader, I felt drunk as a skunk
on love.
(Source: Robinson 1989, 17. Used with perm.ssion)

After reading these selections aloud and talking about what the
authou. did with, relatively, the same set of cliches, I ask students op
freewrite their own beginnings to intentionally cliched pieces. The
resulting in-class writing can be shared immediately, or it can be taken
home, revised, and returned. Class writers can share this work in

groups or as a whole class and even have a "worst" piece contest
which turns competition upside down; for, of course, the worst piece
ir the best intentionally cliched piece of work. Best of all, in future
classes, I do no need to explain why "this was the first day of the
rest of my life" is an overused phrase. A cliché writing session can
show the variety of options writers can follow with even the most
predictable and constrained of forms. It can be followed up by asking
students to analyze the language of their other writings for cliched
words or phrases. By writing into cliches instead of listening to lectures

against the: use, students develop a vivid sense of the problems
writers experience with this type of language.
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Writing from Objects

My version of this exercise stems from a variety of sources. I was
originally.introduced to an activity called Hats and Shoes. In Hats and
Shoes, the teacher brings a -bag full of odd assorted hats and a bag
full of the same number of shoes to class. First, she places the hats
onto the table and asks everyone to choose one. Then students freewrite
for ten minutes, creating a character to suit the hat. Second, she places
the shoes on the table and asks students to freewrite to create a second
character, now based on the shoe. Third, the teacher asks students to
freewrite for ten minutes more, creating a scene in which these two
characters meet and talk. Freewrites can be shared at each stage (after
hats, after shoes) or at the end of the entire activity. This is an exercise

for early in the semester since it is active and triggers some fine,
fantasfic writing. Students enjoy sharing after each writing phase, and
it is worth having a few students read their complete set of consecutive

inventions so peers can hear how one character develops and then
the other and, finally, how the characters come together and live in
the scene.
Since I do not always have access to twenty well-worn shoes and
twenty extraordinary hats (although thrift stores are useful for deter-

mined collectors), I bring in twenty to forty evocative objects, large
and small. I wander around my house collecting silver teaspoons I
have inherited from my grandmother, carved African masks, a Peruvian
knitted hat, and so on. In class, we perform the same type of character
building (using two objects to create two characters) and scene building

(placing the owners of those objects in a scene) as we would for a
Hats and Shoes in-class writing exercise.

Here is one prose sketch that started to develop as our in-class
contemplaion of a heavy white coffee mug and a carved Japanese
fan:

Trapper and Oriental Fan
by Carolyn Kremers
A fair-haired trapper with big, rough hands walked quietly out
of a frigid night into the roadhouse bar at Mile 96 and ordered a
mug-up of si.aight black coffee. Two acquaintances motioned him
over to a table by the piano. He sat down, unzipping his black
snow-machine suit and doffing his beaver hat. Later, when they
got up to leave, lie stayed. He kept looking at the brass lamp on
top of the piano. He wanted someone to come over and tum it
on, then spread music under the soft yellow glow .id begin
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playing. But no one came Finally, he rose to turn on the lamp
himself. Then he noticed the fan.
He picked it up off the worn walnut piano top, not dusty at
all. He rubbed the stack of slick black enameled sticks between
his thumb and forefinger, let the fade4 pink tassels dangle down.
Gently, with big, rough hands that smelled now of soap and green
shampoo, but belonged with deep raw cold, axe and chain-saw,
case-hardened steel traps, and the smooth handle of a razor-sharp
Buck knife, he let the fan fall opea. A rush of pink blossoms with

yellow pistils and stamens fluttered over the slender bamboo
sticks, revealing snatches of gnarled brown trunk on an orange
field. A silver border hugged the edge of the crinl-kd paper. Small

circles and hearts had been carved out of each flat stick. And
there were buds.

Sideways, with one hand, he let the fan open and close, in
rhythm, music, and flight. He put it down. Without thinking, he
turned on the limp and sat on the piano bench. Then he picked
up the fan agi. .., opened it firmly like a dipped ptarmigan wing,
and gazed through the circles and hearts at the soft yellow glow;
fanning, remembering cherries, and the brush of dark eyelashes,
like butterflies.

Often during revisions of this type of writing, one of the original
objects or characters can disappear as the invention turns into a piece
of writing that the writer values. Object writings work because humans
invest their possessions with so much meaningthe way an object is
cared for and shaped by wear often provides insight into the life of
the owner. Additionally, juxtaposing two objects that are not normally
related to each other lets writers explore a writing type that David
Kirby (1989) calls a marriage. kg. Kirby, marriages occur when the
writer chooses "two objects or ideas that are normally unrelated and

the poet's job is to unite them in a way that seems natural.... The
trick is to treat two contrary themes or suppositions or whatchamacallits

in such a way that the reader can never again think of one without
automatically thinking of the other" (48). In the trapper and fan sketch,
Carolyn united a woodsman with a delicately carved fan, a mysterious
object we would not expect him to have in hand.

Anne Waldman (Bunge 1985) describes another object exercise:
"Another thing I've done is ask students to bring in objects that are
relevant to them and have some history that they can relate. Everyone
else takes notes and can ask questions about the objects and many
stories come up that transcend the personal .. :' (150-152). On those
days when a teacher has not had the time or energy to request the
objects required for Waldman's activity, she can ask students to provide
objects on the spot. To do this, I ask students to delve into br,ok bags
or purses for talismanic objects: items they have carried a.ound for a
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long time. These sometimes trivial looking -...nins, combs, tickets, or
toys often have layers of imbedded value for the owners.
Writers can freewrite about their own or about someone else's
object, and this in-class contemplation can be continued and worked
on out of class, as in the following poem by an undergraduate wrRer:
Alaskan Clan Friendship Bracdet
by Kelly Sheets
Its silver age craves brightening.
Shaped like a "C", on either side of the opening
to fit your wrist through is tie squarish,
bold head of an eagle on the left and
the angular, shrewd head of a raven on the right.
Their eyes lock on each other eternally
from across the small space.
Their bodies share the rest of the circlet,
tailfeathers meeting at the middle of the underside.
So thin around you can ' arely make out
the detailed etchings pa, ntly enscribed
by the crafting hand of a Southeast native
whose life and whose father's life and
whose grandfather's life is worked into
the tiny symbols.
Wavy lines like river waves
crossed ;-,3r canoes and flown over by tne biros
harvesting the wealth of fish.
Zig-zag lines like their
feathered bodies or the mountains
they have ascended.
Straight lines like totem poles.
Small circles like pebbles
or --toms of time past.
C::'ss-hatched lines portraying both the
Interrelationship between the birds

and the clans they represent
and
the friendship shared between
the Eagle and Raven tribes
Simple lines foan intricate patterns
The beauty of this bracei_ understates
the beauty of its origin.

Or, as in Anne Waldman's exercise, we could have heard Kelly's oral
story about the Alaskan Clan Friendship Bracelet, passed it around

the class, and anyone who was so moved could have also written
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abeut the objectan intricately carved silver braceletor about Kelly's
story.

Pictures for Description
Postcard Invention I: Literal Desc,.ption

I begin this exercise by gathering together a set of postcards that show
a scene or a landscape rather than an individual or a static object like
a p. inting. I shuffle together a deck of unusual scenes, more than the

number of students in the class, and walk past each student, asking

each to draw a card from the deck, which is presented with the
pictures turned down. Each student draws a postcard he or she has
never before seen and is asked not to show it to other students.
I asl:. the students to write a careful description of the scene in their
postcards but not to add to it, not to tell .1 story. They should describe
the postcard so carefully that another stt. dent could choose their%Fard
from a mixed stack of postcards after having read the writer's descrip-

tion. I suggest they use a painter's eye to explain proportions and
relationships, to detail patterns and textures and shapes and sizes
Students usually take anywhere from ten to thirty minutes to describe
their postcards. During this time, I write a postcard description too.
When the written descriptions are completed, I ask for one volunteer
who would be willing to read his description aloud to the class. I also
ask for another volunteer who will go to the front of the classroom
and draw the scene that is being read aloud. We use this method to

check the accuracy of the written description. The writer reads his
entire description as we listen. Then he begins to read again, sentence
by sentence, as the class tells the student at the chalkboard just what
should be drawn. We have only one gtound rule: we cannct embellish
the written description. We must try to draw only those details that
have been included in the written description. Inevitably, we begin to
argue about perspective or missing details as we try to i.iterpret the
written document in a coherent manner. We talk about generalities,
vague directions, imprecise c_ overly detailed description. A picture,
often quite amusing, grows on the chalkboard.
Wi.en the drawing is doneand sometimes we listen to the original

description several times before it isthe writer passes around the
postcard he wrote about so that each class member can see how well
the written description, the postcard, and our chalkboard drawing
match. Generally, there are large areas of agreement and also difficult
portions of the postcard which we may have misdrawn. Our final
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cl,scussion details ways we, as readers of the written postcard des& p5on, could have been helped: through an organizational pattem, 94ch
as describing the postcard from top to bottom or right to left, th, 3itgh
clearer, descriptive details, by providing the relative proportions of one
object to another, and so on.

Finally, each author exchanges bis own written descrip6on with
another authoi (Ind begins to draw the postcard scene. At this point,
I insert my description into the pile so that every writer has a paper
to work from. While this is occurring, I collect all the postcards and
line them up together on an empty table. When each student is done
with the drawing, she is free to come to the table and find the postcard
she just drew from a written description. Then, she returns to her
paper one last time to write a note to the original author, telling the
author what details would have made the drawing more successful
(see figure 14).
Postcard Thoeation

Figurativc Description

In this exerdse, students are encouraged not only to use what they
see in the postcard, but also to use the postcard to trigger their
imaginative prose or poetry Again, I gather up a set of postcards. I
try, this time, to find the rrw.t evncative set that I can: old postcards,
hand-tinted postcards, foreign and regional postcards, cards that have
been sent and contain enigmatic messages, and so on. 'ling at least

twice as many cards as students, and I separate the cards into two
stacks, circulating them through the cl:Iss. Each- student is asked to
choose one card for use during in-class w:iting.
7 give a few suggestions. After finding a postcard that "talks" ,o
him, C. te writer should write for about ten minutes and describe me
scene. It may be the scene he sees in the card, or it may be a scene
evoked by the card, the message on the card, and so on. He should
use all his senses and feel iree to r.dd to what he finds in dm postcard.
By describing colors, tastes, textures, smells, sounds, and so on, he
should place the reader of his description right therelet the reader
feel this scene.
When students finish writing, I encourage them to read their
descriptions. After each reading, the postcard is passed around clas .
so we can all see just how Llose or how far the description is from
the actual card. If time is available to build on this exercise over several
class periods, this piece of writing can be 2xtended. In the next phase,

studens develop a character to tit the ocene and continue to develop

.I.
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it. At this point, the postcard constraint is abandoned to allow for the
growth of a sketch or a story (adapted from Bishop 1989b).

Writing about objectsfans or bracelets or hats or shoeshelps
students develop tactile and visual precision. Writing about scenco
found in prompts like postcards (paintings or photographs or a visit
to a museum can be substituted) also helps a writer to develop visual
accuracy and the ability to re-situate an experience-based character or
autobiographical incident. The postcard can provide a new landscape
which in turn can help the writer achieve distance from the character
or autobiographical incident. However, as most writing teachers know,

students' visual sense is constantly stimulated, and they may need
activities that help to develop other sensessound, for instance.
Sound Activity
This in-class audio activity was developed by Terry Wikr.. Terry made

a tape of environmental sounds (jungle birds and rain) and music
(Gregorian chants) and "canned" noises (doors slamming) that he
found in his own and library record collections.
To use this activity, a teacher compiles a similar tape and brings it
to class to play for writers. Teacl-,:rs may be able to dim the lights to
alloy: students to concentrate. After each sound, the teacher stops the
tape ank.: lets the students write. After the entire session, students may
share their sound impressions and see how differently each interpreted
the audio prompts. At the end of the activity, students are asked to
develop a piece of writing from any aspect of their notes.
This set of responses follows one writer, Scott Herzer, through the
entire in-class exercise (sound by sound). It is also possible to compare
several students' responses to one sound. Both ways of looking at this
sound activity are enlightening.
Notes to the Audio Exercise
by Scott Herzer

1. From what is interpreted as a tinkling of silverware and
someone humming.
The scene: a man preparing a set of lightweight sculpting tools
in a sunlit room. The air is cool, the room a little drafty but still
comfortable. The walls, originally white, are splattered with paint
and clay.
The man: He's fifty-three, tall, thin, with a large Adam's apple.
He wears dirty coveralls and black hightop Converse tennis shoes.

No shirt. He has a lot of hair and a face that is wide and mobile.
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2. Jungle sounds and "space music."

In the heart of the Amazon, buried in dense jungle brush
amidst the cacophony of monkeys, pumas, and parrots an alien
spacecraft lands. It is rectangular, painted like a Reeboks shoe
box, sky blue with the Union Jack painted on it. Elvis Presley,
smaller, at least thinner than we remember him, struts out of one
of the red doors in the spacecraft. He stops about ten feet into
the jungle. He carries an electric guitar with a portable amplifier
strapped to his back. He looks to his left, then to his right, starts
to hum "0 When the Saints go Marching In." The jungle sounds
stop. Reverence is in the air. Piranhas leave the nearby streams
and rivers, walking on their tails to a jive beat. Elvis takes his
sunglasses off, looks around, puts them in his shirt pocket and
says, "Thank you very much."
3. Gregorian Chants.
Kneeling on a velvet-covered bench in St. Mark's Cathedral,
Brett Davidson listens to Gregorian chants, sung by twelve whiterobed men, echo off the rock walls towering above him. He leans
forward, watching a little black, bald soprano with rimless glasses.
The singer seems to be peering over his music right at Brett, but
of course, he isn't. He's too busy trying to hit the high notes.
The sanctuary is cool, damp. It feels like you should hear the
sound of dripping water.
Connect with me, thinks Brett. Someone connect with me.
Suddenly, it is time for communion. Brett rises from his knees,

joins the line that moves toward the communion table. Shoes
scuff and grate on the concrete floor. The line moves slowly. Brett
looks steadil at the back cf the collar of the shirt the man in

front of him is wearing. The collar looks expensive; it has a
vertical seam right down the middle of it.
Brett moves forward in the line, swayed by the music cascading
around him. He anticipates the crumble of bread and the tangy

bite of wine in his mouth, wonders about eating and drinking
Jesus. He has never felt so completely alone.
4. Water sounds, oar locks (?), walking on a dock.
It's a black and white movie. Night time. Steam rising from a
dingy harbor somewhere. Fishing boats. Stray cats. A rat runs up
an anchor line. The sound of heavy, purposeful footsteps. A sense
of pending doom. The footsteps stop.
Boats creak at their moorings. Someone stands in a shadow,
lights a cigarette, flicks the match into the oily water. Clouds pass
in front of a sliver of moon. A foghorn blows, far away.
The footsteps begin again. The camera zooms in on the shoes,
men's shoes, expensive Italian oxfords, showing each step taken
on the weather beaten dock. They stop once n.ore, met by someone
in deck shoes. A quick-paced conversation in a foreign ton Jtie.

Voices raise in anger. I. shot rings out. It became a dark and
stormy night.

-
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Looking at Scott's audio responses, it is clear that he moved in and

out of the sound experience, sometimes narrating what he heard
trying to figure out what the sounds wereand sometimes slipping
right into the scene wish a fully formed character who moVed through
the atmosphere. Teachers can ask students, intentionally, to write either
or both types of responses.

Multimedia Cross-Cultural Activity
Carolyn Kremers (1989) has developed a culture-based activity that
relies on multiple sensory stimuli. To share this activity with a class,
Carolyn broiught in slides of an Eskimo village where she once lived
and taught, and showed them to class members, asking students to
write after the display and her introductory talk. She also brought an
audiotape of a village elder telling a story in Yupik, with a reproduction
in English by an interpreter. Students wrote in response to that stimulus
also. Next, Carolyn passed around photo books, Eskimo language ABC

books, and other artifacts, and gave students a list of cultural stereotypeswhat one culture thinks about another culture (the stereotypes
she included fIowci in both directions). She asked students to write
dialogue from the point of view of a character from the presented
(new) culture.
Finally, Carolyn asked students to write out-nf-class pieces, generated

by any portion of their extensive freewriting. It would be possible to
add other sensory stimuli to such a cultural dispiay by bringing artifacts
(clothing, carvings, and so on) and food (moose stew, Eskimo ice
crear ) from that culture to further stimulate the class writers; each
sharing should be followed by an opportunity for immediate freewriting. My own writing from this activity resulted in a prose poem
that utilized many of Carolyn's prompts, so I will include it here to
illustrate.
Cross-Cultural Genres
by Wendy Bishop

Here is an Eskimo ABC book. Here is Tununak graveyard,
filled with snow, blown in shapes of animals moving just beneath

the cold skin. Pick( t fence pierces like spearheads, herds life
toward an orthodox cross.

Houses in a white on white landscape sit as square ships,
antennae pointed toward outer space which doosn't exist in a land

where "they deny planning!' The universe exkts, yet an elder's
narrative seems, unfairly, a mouthful of glottal stops, remolding
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my conception of storyplot, tension, dramatic momentI drift
and slip into another meaning system with Adam Fisher, nasal
laugh and nasal laugh and nasal laugh.
We have no real patience for stories. We who "always talk
about what's going to happen later" never stop to exar-ine what
is. She's youngjust started having periods. Shimmys skinny
slim hips, squeezes them into comfortable straight Wranglers,
walks different but like her older brother, calls electricity to the
ends of crackling black hair that she smooths in hanks.

Silence is built into the land, pale off-tan grass, gathered
Sundays after the traveling prie
.oves out of thevillage on a
snow machine. Machine sputters and shrives silence then engulfs
the Bering Sea while Adam Fisher tells a story, nas .! laugh and
nasal laugh and nasal laugh.

2hings with hair stand out: musk ox, seal, trnln, women.
Perspective is plotted by color of bronze skin and enlivened faces

against muted palate of weathered buildings, steam of sweat
houses, undergreen of tundra, far grey of airplane shadow "They
are too indirect, too inexplicit. They don't make sense. They just
leave without saying anything:' In the Tununak graveyard, srww
shifts shapes, graves fill, grass bows down, As Bs Cs tussle with
sea wind. They leave, they leave without saying anything.
(Source: The Midnight Lamp 2 (Fall 1990); Kremers 1989, 8-9.
Used with permission)

Another class member, Trecie Melnick, wrcte a humorous piece that
is also a reversai poem (as (4 aed by David Kirby), an invention type
that I will explore briefly in another section. Obviously, reversals are
useful ways to look at cultural stereotypes. Here is Trccie's poem,
which looks at Eskimo seal hunting from the seals' perspective.
Seal Party
by Trecie Melnick

One slides and winds,
a skater on the underside
of the ice sheet. He takes
air from one hole then another,
brown spotted nose pointing

to the n,..ta spike thrusts down
but misses the jet seal flank rolling
in victory.

Seals, an avalanche of fur,
slide belly up, twist down
several at a time drinking air
at the gaps, dark

..,
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glass eyes watching for the stiff-legged
men with lances.

At the head of the pack
the brJwn spotted one
sees boots on the other side
his cold eyes
see the trap and five
seals seize the spear,
the hands, the shoulders, hauling
the body ht, till the shaking and jerking stills.
Seals with-grey mottled
snouts are passed choice parts, liver, heart.
Younger ones get bearded
cheeks to pull on. Some get flank

shoulder, handeverything
is shareduntil the last boot
is tossed away.
(Source: Kremers 1989, 7-8. Used with permission)

Trecie, in analyzing her composing process called this a "Farside
... seals having apeople party," but the idea was triggered
by the slides shown by Carolyn, for they included several post-sealhunt celebrations in the Eskimo village of Tununak where hunters
shared seal meat witl the community.
kind of idea

Guided Portraits
The Fifteen-Sentence Portrait

This exercise helps writers build a descriptive paragraph, a portrait of
someone they know or knew and hav strong feelinfg about. While

writing a portrait about a person they are familiar with, under the
influence of guided directions, writers may discover new aspects of
this individual since they are following sentence-level prompts even
as they develop their own content. Following these prompts keeps
writers from directing their observations in familiar, perhaps predictable, ways. First, I ask class writers to:
1. Picture in your mind a person you have strong feelings for. The
subject may not be someone you like, but should be someone
you feel strongly about nonetheless. The person can be living or
dead but should be someone you know or knew rather than a
famous character. (Generally, it is more useful to write about

people rather than animals although one student did write a
successful portrait, once, of her dog.)

CA,_
1. II (1-
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2. For a title, choose an emotion or a color that represents this
person to you. You will not mention the individual's name in
the writing.
3. For a first-line starter, choose one of the following:

a. You stand there ...
b. No one is here ...
c. In this (memory, photograph, dream, etc.), you are ...
d. I think sometimes ...
e. The face is ...
f. We had been ...
Complete this sentence.
4. Following your fir3t sentence, build a portrait of this individual,
writing the sentences according to my directions:
Sentence 2: Write a sentence with a color in it.
Sentence 3: Write a sentence with a part of the body Ln it.
Sentence 4: Write a sentence with a simile (a comparison using
like or as).

Sentence 5: Write a sentence of over 25 words.
Sentence 6: Write a sentence under 8 words.
Sentence 7: Write a sentence with a piece of clothing in it.
Sentence 8: Write a sentence with a wi0 in it.
Sentence 9: Write a sentence with an animal in it.
Sentence 10: Write a sentence in which three or more words
alliterate; that is, they bcgin with thc same initial
consonant: she has been /eft, lately, with less and
less time to think ....
Sentence Al: Write a sentence with two commas.
Sentence 12: Write a sentence with a smell and a color in it.
Sentence 13: Write a sentence wi 411 a simile (a conparison using
like or as).

Sentence 14: Write a sentence that could carry an exclamation
point (but do not use the exclamation point).
Sentence 15: Write a sentence to end this portrait that uses the
word or words you chose for a title.
5. Now, read this freewrite to yourself. Underline sentences in
which you discovered new things about this individual or your
feelings and attitudes toward him or her.
6. Volunteers may read portraits aloud and discover the variation
possible within the guided sentence format.
7. Use this freewrite as a starting point for a poem or prose portrait
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or simply revise what youhave.tipo anything you need to make
this a piece of writing thatvou lj1e. Chcose a new title, use the
person's real name, and s6
Teachers can try one of several follow-up activities or variations for
this exercise. They can use these prompts but ask students to write a

self-portrait or a portrait of a famous person. They can use these
prompts but alter the directions so the activity teaches punctuation or
technique more obviously. They can turn this-into a full-class round-

robin, prosetiting activity by having each writer start a paragraph
using a narrifive (storytelling) prompt line such as: "Listen Jim ..
or "During those years, Sheila .. Or, first lines from famous novels
or stories can be used. Each student, obeying the sentence directions
given by the teacher, writes a line and then passes the paper clockwise,
adding to the story, . ge by line. The round-robin challenges writers'
abilities to maintain a story line and provides a good warm-ul ',-)r the
riters
Fifteen Sentence Portrait. In another variation, teachers ask a

to begin with the same prompt line to see the variations that are
possible when students add personal context to a predictable beginning,

under the constraints of similar format directions (see chapter 6 for
more ideas on collaborative invention). Portions from two student
drafts for a fifteen-sentence portrait follow:
Student 1: Prose poem
Peach Brandy

Peaches bloom hot in the hill country. The face is round but
with a ',.juare jaw, she always worried about her jaw being too
square. Fat toes ck.ngled in a cool cement pool water green. She
talked, still does, like a beach bird running, talking, running.
Student 2: Poem
Christmas: Portrait of a Couple

He repacks the nativity displayed on the table,
rolls the Three Wise Men into a sheet
of newsprint and imagines her anger
at his late decision. Along the stair's railing,

he pauses at each scenic cannister
can he live with these? Nelsons, he thinks, driven

people....
Writing fifteen-sentence portraits, student writers find new ways to
look at individuals for whom they feel powerful emotions. Prompts
allow students to experiment with content and stricture while writing
pieces they care about (adapted from Bishop 1990b). Several other
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writing teachers suggest using in-class description exercises, particularly

metaphorical description. I use the activities that follow since they
encourage both poetry and prose writers to explore metaphor.
Metaphorical Description
Theorists L koff and Johnson (1980) claim that metaphor deeply affects
how we perceive our world and that "new metaphors have the power
to create a new reality" (145). Alberta Turner's text, To Make a Porn
(1982), includes metaphorical exercises, and Peter Elbow, in several of

his books, explores metaphor in ways that push writers to explore
very unusu0 connections about a character the writer is imagining
(see Elbow 1981, chapter 9, and 1986a). Samples of Elbow's prompts

include the following: "Imagine _ as an animal. What animal? In
this form,
falls in love with a different animal. What animal?
What do they have for children?" Other examples include "Think of

_ as an ecological system: tell as many things as you can that go

_

into _ What is his input? What, in every sense of the word, does
eat?" (Elbow 1986a, 36-37). I read these prompts aloud in class

(since there are nineteen of them, teachers may want to pick and
choose from, and adapt, the prompts). I ask students to write in
response to each prornot and then, after we write, to share some of
these response; aloud. Each writer is asked to develop these metaphorical character sketches into more developed pieccs of incise or
poetry for a future workshop.

Because I am usually the one to read the prompts, I tried this
exercise on my own, typing fast at the word processor to limit my
self-censoring. I found they also worked well in an out-of-class

situation. Here is a draft of my prose-poem sequence:
GILLIAN ALONE

"I am not depressed by my depression
if you know what I mean."

Rebecca West
Gillian at Home

Gillian at the moment she realll understands. The recliPing
chair where he rests, mountain of nate, whIte T-shirt strekhed
thin, like a screen door across a cAmied front porch. Children,
playing outside, breed static, entering into and underlining the
argument.
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Gillian's TV
I look gray, fa.:tual, unwise. But I watch near their dinner table;

they gnaw at manners, hold pungent arguments, smile like meatloaf and canned peas, casseroles with yellow cheese. When the
children finish and go outside, the parents shift size, equalize. His
bulk in commerce with her fury they're paired like shadow and
shadow-makez like salt and pepper shaker. Distinct indicpensable,
is the tension th cave for each other.
Gillian's Changes

Gillian as a fragrant, appalling, husky dairy cow, high bony
back shanks, folds of skin falling groundward. Her once lovely
pelt sports black and white Holstein spots, splotched Rorschachs
of her times.
Gillian as a darkened room in which the ungirdled flesh of
women feels comfortable.
She's a patio at night with water making worried noises.
She's the stars clicking outward, under remote control.
Her galaxy turns audibly.
Into and Out of Gillian

Soap and German goblets and Japanese brocades, self-help
books and trashy scenic nakitin?,sheavy with green heavy with
yellowand sweetly sour red wine on Sunday, late, and seersucker
bathing suits and empty lipstick tubes, go inio Gillian.
Wishes and cheese casseroles, some 1950s acceptable behavior

for unknown neighbors, some late night terrorblankets that
smell r nk and leaden at the same timeand a way of reading
any print--signs, contracts, cereal boxes, menus, church bulletins,
inoculation and report cards, billboards, and TV evangelists' phone

numben repe, d twiceand a way of sitting very very still,
disallowing sharp hand movements, before the opinions of doctors,
come out of Gillian.
Post Gillian

She sees the stars as street lamps. She sees the earth's bulk as

a householder's joke. She stretches up on tiptr,,s to see her
children her childreh's
She surprises.

hei children's children's children.

Portrait of Gillian

There is no picture. There is no picture. The set is blank. The
moment is ozlited by memory, rigid, unyielding, rigiC, unyielding,
and unwise.

Since metaphor allews writers to systematically view one thing in

terms of another, often different but resonant, thing (or concept),
teachers can build their Jwn metaphorical description prompts by
borrowing from Turner cr Elbow or the following acdvity:

Directions. Ciose your eyes and visualize a person you know about
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whom you have strong feelings. Open your eyes and write the name

of or a code name for that person on the top of a sheet of paper.
Then quickly write responses to the following prompts:
1. Think of this person as a landscare What landscape would he
or she be?
2. Describe this person as a kind of fruit, a metal, a wood, a time
of day, a time period in history, a piece of clothing, etc. (person
reading prompts can add to or change the order of any of the
promptsclasses like to add to the prompt list affer the writing
activity).

3. Think of this person in his/her favorite location. Describe it.
Have him/her speak? Bring someone else into the scene and let
them talk together.
4. What would this person like to say but never says? What does
this person dream about? Tell some lies for this person.

For teachers who want to add analysis and readings to metaphorical
invention, an innovative discussion of metaphor and writing can be
found in Robert Scholes, Nancy R. Com ley, and Gregory L. Ulmer's
Textbook: An Introduction to Literary Language (1985).

AutobiographyPast, Present, Future
Each of the description exercises I have already discussed can be used
for self-description. Students can use the prompts to see themselves

in new ways. Additionally, one simple exercise, adapted from an
activity designed oy Natalie Kusz, can help writers look at their own
lives (or characters' lives) over time. Natalie's exercise originally asked
writers to respond to prompts that progressed specifically through
time: "When I was born ... , when I was six, when I was sixteen, but
now I am (multiple age)r ending with "when I'm in charge [of the
world]:' I found the specific ages in this sequence could constrain my
student writers, so I simplified the prompts, after explaining the activity
by using sample ages (6, 16, 36, 86). I suggested that, as I prompted
them, they would want to choose time periods that were important
(going to kindergarten, graduating from high school, having a first

childwe list samples like these on the chalkboard) and use their
own time frame, including ages in the future, that they thought would
matter to them (65/retirement, 85/wisdom, etc.).
The primary focus of this exercise remained to move the self (as a

t
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character) through time. The work of these three undergraduate students
developed in fairly different directions.
Miller

by Pam Miller

When I was first born, my parents brought me home in a
bright red Ford convertible. Their apartment was in the upstairs
of a carriage house which had been built by my great-grandmother

Duffy. At that time her estate was separated from downtown
Cleveland by miles of farms and well-kept residential neighborhoods. The houses had been lost from the family's holdings along
with everything else when her will was torn up. But the building
had special meaning for my father; it was still family.

For my mother, once I arrived the modest apartment was
merely inadequately heated and cramped. The stucco and brick-

house, crowded between apartment buildings, faced a narrow
street paved with woo._ ,n bricks. A wooden street! From the time
my father first pointed it out during one of his innumerable Miller

family ,istory tours of the city, I always found it fascinating.
During junior high I roller skated over its uneven surface. My
friend Roberta lived around the corner on Hessler Street where I
went to my first street fair during my freshman year of college.
By two, we moved to Butttemut Lane in Warrmsville Heights.

While my mother breast fed my brother Paul 3nd dressed my
father's mother Ahben, I stuck a barrette in the electrical outlet
under the stairs, and still remember the surprise of having the
scalloped edges of the blue bow melt around the metal clasp. My
father fondly recalls tucking me into bed at that house and my
insistence on reading the book about mammals. He quizzed me
about which was an opposum, a cougar, a marten. Though I don't
remember those early lessons, he believes it was the beginning
of my interest in biology.
By the time I hit six, I lived in a three story house on Derbyshire
Road in Cleveland Heights, and my youngest brother Peter was

already one. My father had lived across the street in a white
house smiler than ours during his elementary school years,
partly for his sentimental memories Ind chosen our new house.
But only one year since we had moved, my father no longer
lived with us. I have a hazy memory nf his first moving from my

mother' room to the back bedroom. I've been told that Paul
helped my father load up the convertible, three different times in

all, but I likely disappeared to my room, closed the door, and
tried to act as though this was just what happened to everyone.
I decorated and rearranged my seven foot long, three story
dollhouse constructed of wallpapered cardboard boxes. I tall:ed
with my 6-inch tall dolls about the new furnitur2 I would make
them, though I didn't play with the dolls as arich as I moved
things around the house. I never wanted a Barbie doll like my
friend Susan had; her sexy shape was too embarrassing and

g
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unreal. I read voraciously in the evenings while my mother
watched old movies with Paul, and often finished three "Snip,
Snap, and Snur" books during lunchtime. We went to my father's
apartment on the west side of town once. It felt strange, even
though he tried to make us comfortable by having games there
for us to play. I preferred to read.
At 16, I fit in for the first time in my life, and had my first
love, in the Wind River mountains of Wyoming during a five
week summer mountaineering course. Waiting for our break to
bake nestled in the coals, watching the constellations, I lay with
"Q" as he sang "... If I were a miller, at a mill wheel grinding,
would you still love me? .. :' I was still skinny, wore two long
braids, and was terribly self-conscious. Yet as I learned the names
of the peaks and the alpine flowers, to use an ice-axe and glissade
through ass-deep snow in July, I found my own voice. Many years
afterward, my brothers agreed that it was the best thing that ever

happened to me, and to them, since I stopped harassing them
with the shrill voice of a mother they didn't need. As one of only
two women in the group of ten, I found myself in a minority, a
pattern often repeated since then.
For most of high school I immersed myself in playing flute:
practicing over an hour a day in my room so that I could maintain
my second chair in the orchestra; dreading marching band practice
in the early fall mornings (I wanted to put peace symbols in the
tubas for parades). While I still often found myself curled up in
my big white easy chair on Saturday nights, reading the diaries
of Anais Nin, I didn't spend as much time reading. Roberta called
"Hey Miller" down the school hallways to include me in things.

I drank hot cocoa while my friends drank coffee and smoked
cigarettes after concerts. I went with Roberta on a bus to a protest

rally in Washington D.C., one of the massive ones against the
war. Everytime I saw a TV camera I backed away, sure that my
father would see me in the evening news.
Right now, I'm typing in the small log cabin in the woods
where I live alone. The rest of my family lives far away and does
not understand why I choose this northern life. Peter struggles in
Holiywood editing other people's lousy movies and realizing that
he'd rather be a writer. The others are still in Cleveland where I

could never live again having known the wildness of the west.
My mother lives alone, only four blocks from my brother Paul

who has two cialren. A whole new family fills my father's
expansive brick house.
Everybody thinks I will never get married. Both of my brothers

married when they were below the average :iational age. My
father has been married four times. But my mother never remar-

ried, though she was wilder when I was still at home than I
relized then. Perhaps I am overly skeptical of marriage beca ise
all I have really known was divorce.
When I'm 36, perhaps I will be married. But somehow I can't
envision myself at 76 looking over to my husband in a rocking
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chair. Instead I hear my good friend Sally, or my niece Kristen
cooking dinner in the kitchen.
When I'm in charge, fathers will cook more than french toast
and no one will eat peanut butter sandwiche., for lunch after the
age of ten. Third graders will love apples more than McDonalds.
Unborn children will meet snow leopards and condors won't live
in cages. My family will all live in the same part of the world,
but in the ph.ces we all want to be. Biologists will spend all year
walking the rivers, tundra, and hills and still have their reports
and papers get written. Congressmen won't be boue-A and sold
like drugs, and the people who actually do the work 8111 make
the decisions. And Fairbanks wouid have 12 hours of daylight on
the winter solstice.
When I Was Black
by Jo'al Hill

When I was black
thE clothing I wore was
clean, the language I
spoke was acceptable
the color of my eyes
were pretty, the naps in
my hair were unique,
the stutter in my voice
was natural, the
charcoal color of
my skin was a symbol
of pride.

Cornbread was good
Chitterlings were
tas'.y

Ham hocks were
deepfried
Southern Fried was
not KFC or Churches
Chickens, but it
was Mother's.
Pig ears were
considered desert.
I thought of black things,
like stealing or cheating
or lying, or beatings
and even killing.
Now I'm okay;
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From Me

by Lance Nutter

When I was a kid;
Nixon was a good president,
there were no pet sonal computers, or microwave ovens,
man had not quite reached the moon,
clerks still rang in the price through digital dexterity.
When my mother was a kid;
The second Roosevelt had just become president,
there were no t.v.'s, or the 'Atomic age',
men hadn't gotten into spdce yet,
clothes were washed by a wringer washer.

When my grandmother was a kid;
The first-P-Nosevelt was presidcnt,

there were no radios, no wwldwar one,
man was flying on very shaky wings,
going forty miles to visit was an all day trip.
When my greatgrandmother was a kid;
Themptander was Prime Minister of Sweden,
there were no telephones, no moving pictures,
men had only looked to the sky and stars; dreaming,
books were read by candlelight.

Onehundred and two years, and we all live.
This one's for you, greatgrandma.

As these samples show, family stories are powerful writing prompb

in and of themselves. Many successful writing assignments can be
developed arotuld family artifacts (letters or antiques, for instance)
and stories. Writer-teacher Katharine Haake asks students to write a
family story. The stories themselves are worth exploring, but she also
asks class members to exchange stories andwrite in response to another
writer's story These second-stage writings, she finds, are very promising
and unexpected.

To begin a writing class, I sometimes ask students to tell a story
about their name on the back of an eight-'nch-by-five-inch card:
My given name sounds French, but there is rc :tench blood in
my family. My parents' names happen to be Pierre and Sherrie,
so they decided to give their children French names. My younger
sister's name is Nicole Suzanne and,I am Michelle Rene.
My father named me Sarah when I was bornafter an old girl
friend, I understand. He was like that, with women. Morn always

called me Sallyin retaliation, just as my little sister was called
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Buzzy instead of her birth name, Marjorie. There must have been
a Marge in Dad's background, too.

Class members exchange tl,ese cards tc learn about the other writer

and how he or she received a name, and then the class members
introduce each other to the class.
Family stories evoke powerful feelings and wonderful detail. We

could all respond to these two naming stories or to Pam Miller's
perqonal essay, "Miller!' Most of us would find some connection
writing about what it means to grow up as a female, what it means
to grow up as a child of divorced parents, or what it means to study
one's own relationships in light of one's parents' relationshiptopics
worth any writer's time.
Letter Forms
Equally, letter poems present a powerful writing prompt. Lance's poem,

above, took the form of a letter from him to his 102-year-old greatgrandmother. Here is a letter poem that was turned in by a student
before I started to use formal exercises in letter writing in a creative
writing class:
Post Script
by Mark Winford
Dear Sam.

There are some things
you need to know
and get used to
there are also a few things
you need to do.
Scratch her back when

she wants you to

she likes that.
Fix her oatmeal lumpy,
her toast light,
keep the eggs a bit

runnybut not to runny,
if they hold form their just
right. She likes to listen

to the yodel and twang of country music
the same Dwight Yoakam record

all dayover and over,
it seems like sonic
torture at first
hut you get used to it.

1
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When you sleep with her
pull the covers up tight
to her chin. Then roll over
away from her, she kicks
like a mule once she falls asleep.
When she cries
just leave her alone,
anything else just makes it worse.
Late at night when she
whispers those catchy
three words in your ear
ask her just what she means
and she has a spot on her

left breast and when you touch it
you probably know about that already.
Sincerely,
Jack

In creating this persona of Jack, writing to an ex-friend Sam about an
ex-wife or girlfriend; Mark used the letter form to build a full and
vivid story about a love affair, reversing our usual expectations about
who would be writing to whom and why.
Peg Peoples developed a letter exercise that uses the following
prompts which a teacher can read to students to help them explore
the letter forms (for more ideas on letter assignments, see Kirby):

1. Choose a person you know fairly well, someone you've shared
several experiences with or have known for a few years and
would like to write a letter to.
2. Address this person on paper as you would in a letter: "Dear

Tessie "Hey George" or "My Dear Friend ..." Use a fictive
name if it would help you fee! more comfortable.
3. Write for three or four minutes on the following prompts:
a. Describe today's weather to this person.
b. Describe to this person where you imaene he/she is.
c. Remind this person of an event or experience that you shared.
d. Describe your relationship in a metaphordo not explain the
metaphor to the person.
e. Ask the person two questions.
f. Describe some aspect of your living situation to this person
that you wish they could see.
g. Say something to this person you wanted to say to him or

her the last time you were together but didn't have the
courage to, or were too nervous, shy, or afTaid to say.
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h. Remini this person of the best advice he or she has given

youquote them.
Tell this person something that really didn't happen to you
but that you're going to say happened to you anyway.
j. Tell this person how you have physically changed since he
or she last saw you.
i.

k. Tell this person you have to go but that you'll finish this letter

when you get home because you have to tell them about
Fill in the blank.

4. Take a minute and jot down the strongest feelings you have
about this person.
5. Use this creating material to write a letter poem, letter essay, or
letter short-short fiction. You may brt.,11( out of the letter form if
you feel you need to.

Here are three beginnings of early, workshop drafts, created during
this letter writing activity:
The Sparrow Hawk Watefcolor

The last time I wrote you it was
minus forty-six degrees with no birds flying,
Old yeller's tires were square
and people were tossing cupfuls
of hissing hot coffee up into the air
to see them not come down.
This week the thennometer soared to
negative twenty and the trees are so frosted and still
that I savor their skeletons every moming,
the ice fog burned up,
mf tires again round.
Letter to K from Alaska
Dear K:

Today was a new start. Fog flying
south and the degrees climbing toward zero,
Mountains out in going light
on the drive home: Heart's ease, cold, bright.

Say you're sitting at a table. The beer
has been set down or is on its way.
Where I would be sitting is probably full.
You push up your glasses and grin, it's slow.
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Dear George

It is a warm day here in Fairbanks, Alaska. Despite all the
hype that's been in the media lately, Alaska isn't a bad place to
live.

I imagine you are out there somewhere working as an electrical
engineer. I mine nbx.r that was what you told me you were studying
at Wisconcin, but I saw you at an Anti-Apartheid demonstTation

on campus once, and somehow I can't picture you as a money
hungry yuppie. I still wonder why you chose to study engineering.

Reversals
In Writing Poems (1989), David Kirby describes reversa: as those "in

which a stereotype a. received truth is simply turnec, on its head"
(47). I have found th.tt students particu:arly enjoy such tuminf and
perform them naturally as in the "Confessions of a Male Muse" tound

in chapter 4 and "Seal Hunt ' in this chapter. Those poems were
written in classes where reversals were not being taught as a form.
Here are two other reversals, developed by using Kirby's text and
discussion for illustration, and then by beginning the pieces in class
(each student brainstormed a list of absurd connections and shared
those connections with her writing group).
Doin' Da Funky chicken
by John Pelz
Late at night
when the farmer's bedside lamp
finally goes out,
his chickens release themselves
and gather in the yard
under the full moon.
Three
then four
then five
strut to one side.

One pulls a trunw.lt
from under his wing,
fingers the valves.

One pulls out a sax
another a harmonica.
One rolls a piano
into view
as the other sets up
the skins.
Cacophony,
dizzying glissandos
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they warm up.
The cock on trumpet
claws the dust four times,
leads the others in.

They play "Lullaby of Bird land"
they're doin' da funky chicken.
Sax solo starts
builds
swirls
drives the others
into a fowl ecstasy.

The farmer's bedside lamp
flicks on.

He sticks his head out the window,
listens.
Hears nothing.
Scratches his head
as the chickens quietly file
back into their coops.

Another Silly Love Poem
by Lance Nutter

Holding the flowers stem up,
I forcefully era.
ai down the
sinks garbage gitding unit.
I flip the switch and the room
is instantly filled with a cupboard
shaking incessant rowing;
which slowly oscillates toward
a high pitched squeal
as the blades begin moving freely.
Still feeling less than vindicated,
I leave the grinder running,
slowly walk out of the kitchen,
and snap off the light.

After all, it is her house....

An entirely different type of reversal was brought to my attention
by Dave Stark. In his classes, he asks students to "rewrite" a famous
poem but to reverse the meanings of words. That is, hot becomes cold
and mothers become daughters and hight becomes day and moons
become suns. Word-for-word reversals result in surreal, exotic collaborative parodies involving antonym swapping, as ir my own foolish
sample, included for illustration with apologies to William Stafford.
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foriginal)

1;rave1ing Through the Dark
by William Stafford

Traveling through the dark I found a deer
dead on the edge of the Wilson River road.
It is usually best to roll them into the canyon:
that road is narrow; to swerve might make more dead.
[reversal)

Returning Through the Light

Returning through the light I found a fish
alive in the center of the Wilson Canyon bridge.
It is not good to toss them into the river:
that bridge is narrow; to resist might make more live.

Of course the reversal soon breaks down, but reversal wordplay helps

writers discover the effect of oxymorons and intentionally weird
juxtaposition
The invenfions and variations that I have presented here prove that
teachers did not discover invention activitieswriters did. My students
wrote letter poems, object sketches, and sound pieces, shaped reversals,
and shared "challenges" long before I specifically taught such activities

through in-class freewriting and sharing. However, students enjoy
performing teacher-organized freewriting, and they learn a ereat deal
:rom seeing how others in claz respond to similar promr._ )r constraints. Even the student who is resistant to exploring and sharing

spontaneous writing seems to leant something about writing and
writers through such exercises. Here is the view from the other side
a poem about writing poetry in class by a student who had mixed
feelings about sharing anything in a rough draft state. Her peers chose
the poem for inclusion in our class anthology, partly, i believe, because
it was the first piece this writer composed that did not rely on heavy,

predictable rhyme. In the poem she addresses real frustrations and
gains insight about herself as a class writer.
In Class Writing
by Tamara Holm

A film screen hangs
above a word infested chalkboard.
Four walls ft.ap the air (in or out?)
Embeded in the asbestos roof
glow and artificial lights.
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Before me t.!ts my muse
judging pupils
forced inspirations.

There I sit,

in a chair
a cat could not find cozy.
Naked pages
confront me.
I stare.
They stare 1,ack.

I draw my weapon
and attack
with ink poisoned tip.
blank empty eyes
fill with emotion
I giggle
with satisfaction.

I win.
Then again,
I always win.

And Tamara's view will need to be balanced with Regina's view: "I
especially liked the in-class writing assignments such as the postcards,

and writing a character with the hat and shoes. I developed the
characters in 'Partings' from the hat and shoes we worked with. They
have undergone some major changes, but the assignment helped me
to get started:'
Teachrs will ',rant to design, modify, evaluate, integrate, and adapt
inventiokt techniques to their class design and to theif students' needs.
Inventions are waiting to be discovered. There are mundane objects
to explore (paper clips and Scotc`,1 tape), There are imaginary trips to
take (the teacher can talk students halfway into a dramatic scene and
ask them to complete the scene in writing). There are unsaid ti gs

(withheld effects that Lan include talking about families without
mentioning family members; describing a color without using colors).
And there are exercises to be built around exploring the senses, around

impersonations and personas, around change (seasons, series, permutations). Inventions are self-assignments waiting to be completed.
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Literal Description. Student 1.
Nice summer day on the beach. There's a couple people sitting on chairs

under a grass shade. Next to them is a lady layir; on a green air mattress
wearing a blue swim-suit. To the right away from I le crowd is lady standing
with striped bikini on and straw hut, (like a small sombrero) taking a picture
of the man parachuting on the crowd of people standing in a distance to her
left. The crowd of people are standing watching the parachutes coming down.
The water on the other side of the crowd is royal blue with a few people in
it. To the left of the crowd is a small island or a large rock w/some grass on

it toward the left. Across the bay looks like a city with rolling hills in the
background. The sky is blue with light clouds and the parachutes rising a
white parachute w/a little red on the backside.
Student 2 draws a picture from Student l's description:

14-Cf

-----.

,

Student 2 comments: It s ,uld have helped to know what was in the center
of the card and where the seated couple were on the card, since I started
with them. I never knew where they were.
Fig. 14. Sample literal description for postcard invention. (Source: Bishop,
Wendy. 1989b. "Using Postcards for Invention." Exercise Exchange 35 (5): 29.
Used with permission.)

6 Collaborative Composing
and Imitations

What is much more difficult is to expand ones capabilities, to
push the limits, to begin to discover how form can be molded to
reflect a personal worldview. Such expansion of visiolt often
requires that a studekt experiment and, invariably, produce awkward work on the way to a broader understanding and polishing
of fo:ms.

Eve Shelnutt, from Creative
Writing in America, rdited by
Joseph Moxley, 1989

Then, after Christmas break, Kesey introduced a new plan of
attack. "Forget this going home and writing," he told the class.
"You get too convoluted. We're going to learn haw to write under
pressure, )ust like a newspaper with a deadline." From now on,

they would write in class together and would fin:sh a chapter
during each three-hour session. The students would each be
assigned a chapter to edit. They would outline their chapter into
fourteen separate beats of action. At the beginning of each class
session, the fourteen scenes would be written down on pieces of
paper, tossed in a hat and passed around the table. Everyone,
including Kesey, would draw a slip at random, and when he said,

"Go," they would begin writing. At the end of an hourprestoi
they would have a completed chapter.
David Weddle, Rolling Stone,
October 8, 1989

Students often turn in-class invention exercises inw pieces of personal

writing that they revise and retain. But this is not the only goal of
iLivention af.-.1vities. There is a place for language experiments in the

creative wlIzng workshop, occasions when the owner of the final
product is not clear (collaborative composing) or where the experiment
does not necessarily lead to a form or a revision or even a findi product.
The exercise on ways to describe blue eyes (chapter 3) is a sample df

the latter. The former, collaborative composing, caa occur at many
Portions of this chapter appeared in somewhat diderent form in Bishop, Wendy. 1990f.
"Poetry Parodies. Explorations and Imitations." Ten-' ing English in the Two-Year College
17; 40-44; lierzer, Scott, .iied Jill Robinson. 1989. "Your ideas Are Unique:' Exercise
Exchange 35 (5). 43-45. Used with permission.
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points in the creative writing workshop or may even become the goal

of an advanced workshop like the one conducted by Ken Kesey;
members of that experimental workshop recently published a collaborative novel, Caverns (see Weddle 1989; McMillen 1990).

For instance, on the first day of a poetry class, I have students
participate in the writing of a group poem while I am taking roll. I
invent and write down a rhythmic first line or write down another
poet's line that is chiming in my head. The writer next to me is asked
to add a second sine and then fold back in), line so only his line
remains visible. The next writer adds a line, folds back a line, and so
on. Eventually, everyone contributes a line to the dass poem, without
seeing more than one earlier line, and I read the completed poem
aloud. Sometimes I write the piece on the chalkboard, and we collaborate on a title before discussing the coherence that is there (did the
next writer link ideas by either sound or sense) and what we feel is
missing. We have writte:t a poem together, and this event introduces
us to our semester's work.
To write collaborative prose, I use an activity developed by Ken
Waldman. After providing R list of twenty or thirty opening lines
(invented or taken from puolished fiction), I ask each class writer to
choose a different opening line. The writer writes that line at the top
of a blank sheet of paper and starts to develop a narrative, writing
for two or three minutes. At that point, I ask each writer to stop and
hand her sheet to the student at her left, to read the story so far, and
to keep writing; the papers are passed on every three to five minutes
(it is possible to play "mood music" while orchestrating such an
exercise). At the end of the twenty or thirty minutes, I ask the writer
who is currently in possession of each story to "end" his story, to try
to give it a sense of closure. When the exercise is finished, we read
aloud as many of these as we can. They offer entertainment but also
provide a reason to talk about plot, melodrama, and closure (see
Smelcer 1989 for a round-robin writing exercise that uses opening and

closing lines of a well-known writer's prose). Although most of us
will not write complete collaborative novels, we mignt consider starting
a semester of fiction writing by composing stories in groups.
Two other activities are particularly useful for allowing students to
look together at topic generation and a writer's individuality Normally,

I try to reduce competition in class, but I have noticed students like
to give each other assignments or challenges and share the results of
challenge writing. Teachers can suggest that students participate in
challenge writing in groups or as a full class. Here am poems written
by two undergraduate creative writing students, John ,nd Rob, when

%
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they went together to the writing center to work with tutor Ken
Waldman. For an ever-to-remain-secret reason, the topic these three
writers picked to compete over when writing a challenge poem was
fast-food restaurants. Ken's poem has not survived, but John's and
Paul's were included by popular class demand in our class anthology.
Class members enjoyed seeing how different these two reversal challenge poems were.
McDonald's Aliens
by John Pe lz

Their heads
pock-marked sesame buns.
Their faces
sliced ribbons of tomatoes.
Their hair
outgrowths of lettuce.
Their eyes
snot-green pickles.
Their torsos
limp hamburger patties.
Their arms
tentacles of onion.
Their blood
steams of grease.
Their trunks
soggy mates of the heads.
Over sixty billion aliens
ake taking over.
Just watch.
You'll see.

The Secret of Meat
by Rob Roys
Crackling fat,
Grease sizzling.
Senses devour
The screamins
Cow.

Standing; head
Pierces the blue
Haze ceiling.
Walking:

Ears, nostrils
Po. *rig.

Red marble
Scorched brown.
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Kernals of &Tease

Dancing in a black
Pan.

A cow dressed up.
Bread overcoat, mustard
Underwear stained
By ketchup. Lettuce
T-shirt, mayonnaise
Socks, pickled
Trousers.

Grabbing the over
Coat.
Cow recoiling

From the gaping
Maw.

I bite.

Green pass,
Morning
Dew.

A thousand
Glowing sunrises,
Sunsets.
I eat.

I have also discovered that class writers will write responses to a
classmate's work thny admire (or dislike) and sometimes dedicate
particular pieces of writing to each other.
Finally, in terms of group writing, the teacher needs to be aware
that many writers are extremely possessive about their work. They
worry that other writers will steal their ideas, lines, plots, ln a way,
English teachers have contributed to this idea of spontaneous, pure,
and original generation through their lectures on great writers, creative
geniuses, and seemingly inviolate genre distinctions, and even through
their talks on research paper plagiarism. Students need to learn how

few absolutely original new ideas there are in the world and how
productive borrowing and imitation can be; they need to understand
that:
Writers are always borrowing.... This is a basic element of
textuality. Texts are produced through a combination of the writer's

experiences as a human being and the writer's knowledge of
earlier texts. Sometimes, however, the intertextual relationship is
very much in the foreground: this is true in translation, interpre.
tation, adaptation, and parody. (Scholes, Comley, and Ulmer 1988,
129)

Of course, and in addition, students do need to learn to understand
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what plagiarism is and how writers can work to know and acknowledge

their own influences. It is a compliment to imitate another writer's
work, but writers are wise to track their own learning and borrowing
in a journal or in notes to their work. I think in-class group writi%
practice is particularly useful for bringing up these issues, allowing
students to explore their own feelings about originality and borrowing.
This exploration can also be orchestrated by the teacher. In an effort

to show the many directions a piece of writing can take, even when
generated by the same image, Scott Herzer and Jill Robinson (1989)
have devised an exercise that asks students to compose poems or prose

pieces from the same basic images in order to compare the results.
Herzer and Robinson divide a writing class into groups of three or
four. Each member of the group is given a 3" X 5" notecard and asked
to write down four "original" images. Here are the images contributed
by one student:
I shake hands with a handless man
2. A filmstrip on cell division
3. green, glowing sheets of ice
4. the child cheers the snow shoveler with sharp barks
1.

Next, group members read their images to each other, and then the
group lists the best image from each member on another 3" X 5" card.
Here are the images compiled from one group (one image per group
member):
Group A
1. Cassette tape of Albert King ... "I been lookin' you over, but I see
that your bread ain't done."
2. The blood had hardened like pavement.
3. The lawn sprawled out like a dog.
4. A filmstrip on cell division.

After compiling images, ;roups exchanr cards of best images with
each other (Group A with _;roup C, Group D with Group B, etc.).
Students in cach group choose the single most interesting image from

the card they have received and freewrit,, about that image for ten
minutes; in essence, the group accepts the zheange of writing fru.,
the same image. Last, each student takes the freewrite home and

a piece, in any genre, that in some manner retains the reference to
the image used in the freewrite.
When these pieces are compared during the next workshop, students

see vasfly different pieces of writing develop from the same image
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prompt. Here are some samples of writing developed through this
activity:
Original Image of "a shaved pink poodle"

Student 1
[center portion of short prose passage]

... I ... am hungry enough to eat a hot dogmy first in fifteen
years. We pry four from the rock-hard package cached outside on

a spruce branch, tuck them into boiling macaroni water. When
they swell like shaved pink poodles, I chase them around and
around, dicing up buttons that wiggle in cheese sauce Sitting on
milk crates, we savor the peppery, nitrate dogs.
Student 2
[start of a short story]

We had to shave one of the poodles. Mom held her and I got
out the razor and clippers; Daffel whined and shook all through

her bones. I moved the razor up and down her back; the grey
curls sliding over Mom's hands closed around Daffel's legs. It
reminded me of shearing timethe piled wool floating off the
sheep. But Daffel 'lay there more frightened and bewildered than
any sheep.
Student 3
[central section of a short story]

A thick column of army ants swarmed across the road. The
Kenworth ground two swaths through the column. Ron waved at

the driver. The driver, in mirrored sunglasses, and wearing a
leather bombardier's hat waved back. A toy stuffed poodle dangled

from the side-view mirror. The road dust kicked up by the big
Kenworth caught in Ron's throat.
Original Image of "the lawn sprawled out like a dog"
Student 1
[end of poem]

With concurrent greenness,
green of a new body, body fat, wiry,
he is ready, like a dog sprawled out
on a lawn, but alive, partly quivering,
waiting for anything,
for how anything always happens.
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Student 2
[beginning of poem]
The lawn sprawled out like a dog.
A lazy dog in the midday sun.
A dead dog.
Bones gray and splitting into fibers.

Imitation as Guided Invention
Because imitation has been used extensively in creative writing workshops, I focus on in-class free invention in my classes. At the same

time, I do not ignore the great deal of learning that can take place
when a novice writer studies professional writing and seeks to imitate

it in form or in content or both. As students develop as writers,
imitation off Ts them challenges and insight. Imitation is also gaining
ground as a ,egitimate writing activity in introductory literature courses.
The student who has to write an imitation or a parody of Robert Frost

will need to engage fully with that writer as she learns for herself
how Frost achieved his effects and chose his directions. Parody can
be a productive first step toward more sophisticated forms of imitation
(see Bishop 1990f).
Additionally, when I ask students to imitate, I ask them, really, to
impersonate the writer by trying to understand the process the writer
went through (decisions the writer made) as well as to work toward

the end productthe imitation. I do this by asking for a narrative of
the imitation, and I evaluate that narrative of the impersonation/
imitation journey as well as give credit for the product of the journey
the poem or story.
Students parody :,est when they have strong feelings about a I._ :..ce
of writing, so the authors they choose to parody should be self-selected.

Strong negative feelings will sometimes lead to heavy-handed or
simplistic satire. Making fun of an author in lieu of understanding
him does not seem to lead a parodist to greater understanding of a
writer's concerns and techniques. To develop an understanding of the
work being imitated, a parodist needs to read more than a single work

by the author in order to arrive at an implicit and then an explicit
understanding of the writer's workthis means .eading an entire
anthology section or a writer's book-length collection.
Parodists can focus in on one piece of writing (a poem or story or
novel) in particular for imitation, what I call focused parody. Focused
parody requires close technical analysis. Or, the parodist can decide
to write an overall parody of the writer, what I call general parody.

I 44f '1
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General parody works to capture the original writer's representative
tone and themes and, possibly, an often-used form. First-time writers
of parody often choose focused imitation, while advanced parodists
often choose general imitation. For prose writers, I suggest the alternatives of following an author's plot and modernizing the writing (as
in West Side Story, which updates Romeo and Juliet) or the reverse,
providing a plot but imitating the style of Margaret Atwoe4 :r Toby

Olson (or any other prose writer). Here is part of a poem .,y e.e.
cummings and part of a poetry parody of the same piece:
[o riginal]

Buffalo Bill's
Buffalo Bill's
defunct

who used to
ride a watersmooth-silver
stallion
and break onetwothreefourfive pigeonsjust like that

[student version]

jimmy Carter's
speech
he used to talk with a silversmooth
tongue
and convince onetwothyeefourfive congressmenjustlike that

The author of this imitation was, of course, completing a focused
imitation. The author of the following !aloft story was completing a
general imitationhis plot, irL what he h ved was Hemingway's style:
Hunt for Manhood
[from several pages into the narrative
of a young boy's first deer hunt]

This was the most beautiful country Dan had ever seen. Two
thousand foot mountains jutted directly up from the beach, covered

with nothing but tall grass and here or there a Sitka Spruce or a

patch of alder brush. After climbing for about an hour, Dan
glanced back over his shoulder. This was the mountain country
that he had dreamed about. He could see for miles in all directions.
The Zodiac on the beach looked like a child's toy from where he

stood. He took out his binoculars and scanned the valley below.
The air was crisp and cool and carried the faint autumn odor of
decaying vegetation. Dan was beginning to feel the fatigue of the
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day's labor. He decided to take a short nap. Sitting down in a
particularly soft tuft of dry grass, he fell asleep.

Parody does not result in great workusually. And the first time a
he is likely to stick very closely to the original
student writer tries

or to create a repetitive or uninspired approximadon. But cneful
attention to other writers' techniques helps all writers improveand
in writing parodies, students sometimes overcome writer's block or

fear of not writing well enough because they can call this work
practiceparody or imitaticnrather than their own. Parody writing,
like imitation in general, works to free a writer to study and to take
risks.

Suggestions for other imitation exercises can b... found in an article
by John Clark and Ann Motto (1986), who also discuss the usefulness
of parody writing. Michael Segedy (1986) explores a method that puts
literature "on trial"; students experience controversial pieces of literature as simulated court cases. Richard Gebhardt (1988) offers several
interesting ectivities for fiction which place writers and readers in the
(literature) writer's place: b,riting new endings, making ,iiaracters' lives

explicit, rewriting fiction from first- to third-person voice, putting
characters in dialogue, rewriting openings, and imitating writers' styles
using student writers' own content. An exercise in Textbook (Scholes

et al. 1S-88) asks students to create a one-act play around dialogue
taken from a short story
Many of these ideas ask students not just to imitate the work of
art, the writing, but to extend writers' ideas, themes, conceits, throu0
original written response of their own. One of my students chose to
dramatize Robert Frost's poem "Mending Wall" in her own way. She
sets her monologue in an old folks home, where wordy Mr. Gebur
retells the story found in "Mending Wall" to a wheelchair-bound,
nonresponding fellow pensioner. By doing this she creates her own
fictional exploration (scene setting, dramatic monologue) that also
explicates her understanding of the original poem. Here is a section
in which the monologist, Mr. Gebur, begins to speak:
"But I'm not badmouthing fences. I always said good fences
make good neighbors. Built one around my house and garden.
Did I ever show you my pictures? This here is the front of my
house; that's the corn field; this was my rose garden.... Used to
grow prize-winning tea roses in itor try anyway. It wasn't easy
with the fella I lived next to alw-ys tiying to be some kind of
modern-day poet.
"Boy, that fella was something. Let his whole place run wild
like a jungle. His blue bells were always getting bombed by falling

I
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apples and his blackberry bushes strangled his apple trees. Pandemoniums's what it was. All untrimmed and shapeless and

growing wild to the sky. I always had order in my garden
harmony. Each species in a neat, straight row. But in his, you

couldn't see the shrubs through the weeds. They were all twisted
together into fat coils. Those weeds'd e read their sneaky roots
into my garden like snakes crawling una the ground....
"I used to ask that poet fella if he wouldn't take some of my
weed killer or use my help in pruning. I leave it alone, he says;
nature will take care of itself, he says...."

This parodist took on the persona in the poem and Robert Flost.

Writing students will find parodies, re-creations, imitations, and extensions all useful methods for becoming better readers and more
analytic writers. Since these exercises do not as often lead to highly
valued writing, I mix them into a class schedule slowly, allowing more
time for the free-invention exercises discussed above.
Writing in forms has long been the most widely used imitation
activity for poetry writers. Most craft textbJoks ask students to write
sonnets, sometimes by first providing end rhymes. Classes can develop
their own end rhymes together or brainstorm metaphorical websfor

metered or syllabic verse, useful for sestinasthat assure that the
poem's end words chime the same concept, for example, oceans
,idpiper,
kelp, shell,
sr, foam, storm-greyand so on. I find syllabic

verse and, surprisingly, sestinas to be particularly successful forms for
writers who are exploring formal imitation, even though the sestina
constraints are awesome. We often move to sestinas after experiments
with list poems. List poems ask students to use repetition freely. Here
is a student list and repetition poem:
Mug Shot: Richard
by KarMa Possenti

He is 14 years old.
He has dishwater hair and blue-gray eyes.
He wears hairspray to make his hair stand up.
He loves cookies and spaghetti.
His clothes are Levi's and T-shirts.
He races on downhill skis.
Late at night, he can talk for hours.
In the morning, he can sleep just as long.
He says "I know that" when he doesn't.
He gets a stupid grin on his face when he's in trouble.
He would hunt ptarmigan forever.
He would save the wings and feet.
He collects dead batteries.
He has 8 used hockey pucks on the shelf over his bed.
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He's never played hockey.
His drawer is filled with empty ammo boxes.
He covers his walls with shot-at targets.
If he went to Rome, he would get the Pope to join NRA.
He leaves the newspaper spread on the table before dinner.
He feeds my dog if I ask.
He holds Macy even if she's crying.

He has a mother who saves 'to do" notes.
He says "Toogalook" and tries to talk like an Eskimo.
He annoys me.
He drools on his sheets and makes spots
He tries to make me smile when I'm mad.
He is my friend.

Karina wrote this list poem, praising her fourteen-year-old brother, in
response to a list poem exercise in David Kirby's Writing Poems (1989).
In the first version, she followed samples that Kirby included, Christopher Smart's Jubilate Agno, and an imitation of that poem entitled
"My Cat Jack," by Hunt Hawkins Both models begin each line with
"For. ..." Karina ust.d the prompt "For he is 14 years old," but dt!cided

to leave off tilt word "for" in her next versions to modernize the
language in this portrait of a tough young brother.
It is easy to understand the power of the list/repetition poem. Kirby

traces them to Old Testament psalms, and lists are found in New
Testament writing like the Sermon on the Mount. Tistwriting was used
by Shei Shonagan in ninth-century Japan. Florence Grossman's (1982)

text provides a discussion of Shonagan's pillow-book writing that
students asvally respond to with strong imitations. Student Elaine
Lollett wrote a 'Things That Are Unpleasant" list poem using Shonagan's title but using Elaine's own Alaskan imagery: "[Things that are
unpleasant] finding that the squirrels have shredded your entire winter
supply of toilet paper / waking on a minus fifty-degree morning with
the fire gone out in the stove She later matched it with a "Things
That Are Pleasant" poem: "a big, bull moose in the yard wnen
thought you'd be eating fish casseroles all winter / the black expanse
of night ablaze with the Milky Way as you stand small and alone on
the frozen lake Both of Elaine's Alaskan poems were published in
the local newspaper. List/repetition poems (and list/repetition prose
see Robert Coover's fiction) allow writers to explore imagistic links,
rhythm, line length, alliteration, and assonance.
Similar issues are explored when students write sestinas. I like using
sestinas as an early form (see Wallace 1987 for definition and humorous
examples, and Dacy and Jauss 1986 for instances of contemporary
poets writing in this and other fcrms) :Jecause they utilize repetition,
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teach stanza and line exploration, even syllabics. Sestinas appear to
allow for more narrative development than a villanelle, for example,
and do all this without involving students in intrir-'^ rhyme schemes,
although the repetition schemes certainly are complex. In an interview,
Diane Wakoski observes:

Sestinas are fun. If you break the rule for iambic pentameter,
which I insist is an English rule and not a French rule, it's a funorganizing form, because you keep coming back and back and
back like a refrain. If you make yourself very conscious of making
very long lines and very short lines then there are really interesting

lusical sounds to the language. I'm not sure that I could write
an 'ambic pentameter sestina. (Packard 1987, 209)

During a writer's craft talk, Jim Heynan (1983) suggested that writers
learn most by writing six sestinas rather than just one sestina. Writen
Heynan implies, will have fun playing with a form once, but they will
learn most about their own writing if they submit to the constraints
of the sestina, or possibly any form, several times. For those writers

who are interested, most craft textbooks will take student writers
through a range of forms, and advanced writing classes often teach a
set of forms (sonnet, villanelle, sestina, blank verse, etc.).
The following sestinas were firs -time efforts with formal verse for
the <,,z. undergraduate writers.
Happy Hour Sestina
by Jennifer Jo Wasileski

Strut
into bar
turn heads,
with high heels.
Order drink
with a smile.
A big smile.
Study the strut
of ice on the rim of your drink
or the shifty eyes of the bar.
That cruise your way on hot heels
**la want to Twist and Shout and Turn,

Turn, turn
and smile
never heel
to your obedient strut
toward the bar.
They follow your lead and drink,
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with tongues of fire they drink
and each has a turn
at chaining you to the bar.
With a smile
they strut
away, clicking their heels.
Slinking away polishing their heels.
Drink
another, watch the icy strut
of tricks that turn
into a teasing smile
bought by the bar.

Watch the owner of the bar
kick out the heels,
who cannot ply with more than a smile
for a drink.
Watch them turn
away, watch them strut

past women in the bar, who drink
with high heels. Who turn,
to trade a smile for a strut.
Ring for Ring
by Tamara Miils

Few steps separate the streetlamp's ring
of brilliance from the dusk,
and the subtle change of gray
to black promises, in the whispered
movement of dead leaves,
to renew images of the past.
But, so many small things are now past
recollection, like flower chairs rings
..2f grass, and the leaves
r7frbirt the trees under which we whispered
*each other in the dusk.
ey're edges of memory, grey
dusty things, like photo albums in grey
jackets, and pictures tit?, ,re fading past
perception. Turning pag,_s have whispered
of still moments in time: ring after racing ring
expands from pebbles tossed in dusk
dark liquid, mountains of leaves
in which we burrowed until leaves
were in our clothes, everywhere. Grey
turns black, and the sound of dusk
change into the silence of night, hours past
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the curfew of childhood. The ring
of phones searching for us whispered,

telling us, that soft whispered
exuses, as quiet s the wind through leaves,
would not stop the ring
of parental 1.oices in our ears. Grey
company we were then, as we walked past
house after hours, our spirits in a dusk
deeper than the electrically lit dusk
of the streets. We whispered
then, in a time now past,
and pulled handfuls of leaves
from each other's hair. We traded one ring
for another and walked head high from the grey
street's dusk. No more am I a child covered with leaves,
I have whispeied over and over. My hair is grey
like memories lost to the past, but I remember our trade, ring for
ring.

Putting Invention and Imitation to Work
in the Writing Workshop
When inserting mvention activities into the curriculum, my geoeral
preference remains to keep offering student writers a series of challenges, beginning with the discussions of themselves as writers (inspiralion/muse poems, how I write, etc.), and then by setting ur a
number of in-class (teacher designed) and out-of-class (self-chosen)
requirements. It is possible to sequence a class around the twin toci
of developing writers' metacognition and exploring a particular theme.
Take the theme of family relationships. I can ask studenis to write
short, in-class, self-introductions the first day, telling how they were
named or what their nickname is and means to them. We then write
about some of my family objects (teaspoons and old postcards) and
brain,:form about those things that move us to write about families.
Students write family stories and, then, as in the exercise developed
by Katharine Haake, are asked to write about someone else's family
story
Students can bring in their own family objects or talismanic pieces
and tell the stories they generate (oral sharing). Students write about
their own or other students objects. At some point, it may be productive
to follow the family saga through time, writing "when I was;' "now
I am," "in_ years I will be" pieces, like the autobiographical essay
"Miller" included in chapter 5.
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LAI, when developing characters f.T7 a story which cannot be about
our own family, we can move around the room, offerIng associations

with parficular nameswhy does the name Fred never occur to me
L T a character (i.e because I used to work with a boy named Fred
in high school who .. .). In class and out of class, we share spontaneous

and planned writing on this ther, and (fail experience great Ltitude
in genres (some students writing poety and some fiction and some

drama) and in developing our ability to talk about our writing
metacogrtition (discussing associations with name.; does this especially;
what preconcep ..ins and schemas do we bring to our writing choices?).

Other themes could as easily be designed (Growing Up in America;
Travel; Friendship; Rites of Passage; Conflict; and so on), although
introductory classPs can work jest 4s well with each student developing,
exploring, and learning from his rm. her own self-chosen themes. Mcdt

important, the teacher and workshop iunction to t elp each writer to
generate, to get in motion.

7 Responding and Revising

But many writers who have earned their reputations through hard

work agree that one writes at first just to have something to
rewrite.

David Madden, Revising
Fiction, 1988

Every literary workand, more generally, artwork. -is thus the
product of a complex evaluative feedback loop that znbraces not
only the ever-shifting economy of the artist's own interests and
resource; as they evolve during and in reaction to the process of
composition, but also the all shifting economies of her assumed
and imagined audiences, variable conditions of encounter, and

rival sources of gratification she will attempt to predictor will
intuitively surmiseand to which, among other things, her c vn
sense of the fittingness of each decision will be responsive.
Barbara Herrnstein Smith,
Contingencies of Value, 1988

All writing situations implicate writers in revisk.a. The writer, as he
writes, constantly makes choices, deciding when to use this word
construction and when to avoid that topical direction. Barbara Herrnstein Smith talks about revision in terms of a "complex evaluative
feedback loop." And her words underline the highly interconnected
nature of generation and revision, of author and audiznce.
In "Teaching Two Kinds of Thinking," Pefi r Elbov (1986b) discusses
revision in terms of alternative ways of thinking about writing. Elbow
distinguishes between what he calls fast-order thinkiLeexploratory
and inventive open-ended writing Like that generated by the in-class
writing activities described in the last two chaptersand second-order
thinking. Second-order thinking is more conscious and confrolled,
directed to evaluation, revision, and improvement of material 21r^ady

generated. Elbow realizes that writers need, and use, both types of
Portions of this chapter appeared in somewhat different form in Bishop, Wendy. 199N
"Designing a Writing Portfolio Evaluation System:' The English Record 40 (2): 21-25
am 1988a. "Helping Peer Writing Groups Succeed.' Teaching English in the Two-Year
College 15 (2): 120-25. Used with permission.
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thinking. He suggests, however, that writers should be aware that
using second-order thinking when they want to generate can be
counterproductive, since, as Claud Madden observes, writers need
something to revise. For instance, some composition researchers have

found that basic writers too often edit themselves out of text
stopping constantly to worry about word choice or spelling; t!,
often basic writers do not produce enough words at all when compat ..g
under time constraints.
However, composing involves conscious arrangement. And writing
students need to learn to become adept, too, at second-order thinking.
They do this when they learn to respond and to evaluate and to revise.
Ultimately, a balance in thinking is required. "If we hold off criticism

or revising for a while, we can build a safe place for generative
think' lg or writing. Similarly, if we devote certain times to wholehearted

critical thinking or revising, we can be more acute and powerful in
our critical assessment" (Elbow 1986b, 61).
In the transactional writing work-hop, second-order thinking ability
grows through metacognitive exploration. Students ss 'f-evaluate and

revise when they analyze their own growth in journals and draft
folders, participate in large- and small-group critique sessions, particpate in student-teacher conferences, complete written self-.waluations,
and compile writing portfilios. Teachers do not have to use all these
methods, but all these methocis allow students to monitor their cognitive
growth. For me, evaluation and revision are highly interconnected.
Rather than just evaluate students' class products (their poems, stories,
dramatic scripts), I am as interested in learning what they have learned
and in admitting writer's self-knowledge as a primary class goal. In

this :ase, revisionthe practice of self-analysis and self-criticismis
a cornerstone of the writing workshop. Revision is highlighted because

revision improves student work. Also, revision improves students,
allowing them more insight into what it means to be a writer (see
Bishop 1990g and Brooke 1988 for views that writing classes change
individuals). In this workshop, evaluation primarily provides feedback
and only secondarily provides a final class grade.

Journals: The Dialogue with Self
When young it's normal to fear losing a good line or phrase and
never finding anything comparable again. Carry a small pocketsize notebook and jot down lines and phrases as they occur. This
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may or may not help you write good poems, but it can help
reduce your anxiety.

Richard Hugo, The Triggering
Town, 1979

As Richard Hugo observes wryly, students who write every "good"
line or phrase into a small journal can gain a somewhat deceptive
sense of con ol of their creative expression; perhaps they will reduce
their performance anxiety. But journals are more than a receptacle for
thoughts that would otherwise be lost, implying a scarcity of good
thoughts. Journals provide a focal point for safe first-order thinking
and writing exploration; journals also create a place where discovery
can be tempered by observations about writing. Journals are so important for writers that they could be considered an additional class
mode, like teacher lecture or small-group work. For many writers,
much of the learning that can consciously be traced will occur in the
journal and draft foldera pile of rough drafts from two to fifty-six
that make up the thought-journey of a piece of creative writing, from
inception to production or abandonment.
Journals can be a formal or informal element of a writing workshop.

Some teachers simply mention them. Other teachers offer sample
entries, in-class writing time, guided writing topics (see S1ock 1985 for
ideas), and a required number of pages. In workshops, I share model

entries or pass around my own old journals. One of my former
students, writing teacher Alys Culhane, asks students to keep two
journals, small observation journals that they carry with them everywhere and large collage journals into which they paste drafts, flowers,
drawings, comic strips, and so on.
Toby Fulwiler's The Journal Book (1987) provides excellent information on journal keeping. Fulwiler defines the function and purposQs
of journal keeping:
When people write about something they learn it better. That, in
a nutshell, is the idea behind asking students to keep journals.

While some of us who assign these personal notebooks might
argue about what they should be calledlogs, learning logs,
daybooks, tninkbooks, dialectical notebooks, field notebooks, diar-

ies, whateverwe would not disagree about their purpose and
value: writing helps our students learn things better and these
notebooks provide a place in which to write informally yet
systematically in order to seek, discover, speculate, and figure
things out. (9)

Fulwiler offers a list of attributes of successful journal writing (colloquial

diction, first-person pronouns, rhythms of everyday speech, an-I so
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on) aldch can be developed into class handouts. Add:clonally, he
discusses cognitive processes that students access when making entriesobserving, questioning, synthesizing, revising, etc. Regarding
evaluation, Fulwiler notes that quality journals include frequent entries,
long entries, self-sponsored entries, and a clear chronology.

Three other useful sources for learnin -, about journal options are
Sharyn Lowenstein's "A Brief History ,5 Journal Keeping" m the
Fulwiler volume, and Tristine Rainer's IL_ New Diary (1978), which
iztandes invention activities specifically geared to increasing diary
writing; these include list making, guided imagery, unsent letters,
dream work, etc. Also, Ira Progoff's (1978) journal system reqdras
separate sections for writing about dreams, the body, society, dialogues
with people, and so on.

Developing a journal system is less important than experiencing
journals as a way of thinking and learning; students who write about
their creative explorations and the development of tLeir poems and
story drafts are increasingly more able to evaluate their own writing
accurately. They develop insights into their own writing process. They
learn critical vocabulary as they apply the comments of teacher and

peers to their own writing in their own way. They do what Ann
Berthoff (1981) suggests students do in dialectical notebooksthey
look and look again. By saving drafts and by stopping at times and
reviewing the changes recorded there, students learn to monitor their
own growth.

Student self-monitoring through a journal is illustrated in the
following sequence taken from John's semester-long poetry writing
journal. Not every student comes to the same realizations as John, but
the fact that some attain a large amount of self-knowledge means that
teachers should consider journals as a component of a writing workshop. Additionally, collecting a few journals (with the writer's permission) and sharing them with the class can provide an affective
introduction to class journal keeping. Although studying professiDnal
writers' revisions is a time-honored way of teaching revision, having
students study and analyze their own or their peers' revisions in the
writing journal seems an equally productive (and possibly more engaging) practice at the introductory level. Here is a sequence, then,
from John s poem-by-poem account of his growth as a writer:
julm's journal: 1/22/88
[First poem]

My first poem for class was "The Whales." The way I ended
up is sort of weird. To shorten the story, I was absolutely nowhere
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as to getting the poem done, so I took it to the W.C. [writing
center] where Ken & John helped me. The problem was that I
knew what I wanted to write about, but simply didn't know how;
it was my first one, and I guess I had "poem fright!'

John's journal: 1/25/88
[Second poem]

My out of class poem is called "Herman Gets His Dinner".... I've been working on it a lot, and am satisfied with its
present incarnation (for now, at least) ... I learned quite a lot
about poetry from this poem alone. Let's see, what did I learn?
The most important thing I !earned was condensing the poem
and deciding what stuff I don't need. As I look it earlier drafts,
I can see quite a big difference. What originally took me 25 words

to say took 10 in my most recent version, without eliminating
any pertinent ideas.
John's journal
[Between poem musings]
Up to this point, my poems have been rather sparse; I haven't

really thought about writing in phrases. I'll have to pay more
attention to writing in phrases, because I think I'm sort of in a
rut with my sparseness of writing. Oh, well, it's all "food for
thought!' (Why am I putting quotes around cliches? Because I've

become very aware of them and want to cut

own my use of

them.)

John's journal: 2/5/88
[After class workshop of his second poem)

One idea that came up during the [class group] critique was
that the way I read the poem did not correspond with the line
breaks. Now that I think about it, thi3 is quite true; the most
change will take place in the third stanza. I think this stanza
should be changed to:
"you slowly
pass it
with a flick
of your gilded tail!'
I also think that the first line of the fourth stanza should be
broken up so that it reads.
"I pity you,
waiting for death."

I'm not sure why but I think these changes in the line breaks
make more sense than the way the poem is now.
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John's journal: 2/13/88
["Round Midnight" poem]
When I originally came up with the poem, I intended i simply
to be a little poem about Thelonious Monk. I then took it to Ken
at the Writing Center for him to critique. Ken read it and liked

it, but said it wasn't "monkish" enough, which I immediately
realized. As it was, I don't think the poem did or said muchin
view of the eccentric, hardly conventional person that the poem
was about, it was an open invitation to be creative in the Monk
sort of way.... When I returned to the WC, Ken said that the
second draft was better, but h:-. also suggested that it still really
didn't capture the Monk spirit, so I went & did another draft. I
came up with, eventually, the portfolio draft, which I was pleased
with. This draft, I feel, m:6 more Monkish witnout going completely
overboard in terms of artistic license.
The one problem with my problem is that it will most likely

throw the reader off. Thelonious Monk is probably not wellknown to the average person, so all my Monk puns (Blue Monkeys,

Epistrophizes) and references to him (his Thelonious life) will
most likely confuse the reader. I thought about this before I wrote

the poem, and intended it to cater to those who do know who
Theloniops Monk was. Of course, that leaves everyone else out
in the cola, but I think to have done this poem properly, that's
ail right.

John's journal: 2/20/88
["Death ard Cheerios" poem]
[in workshop] I didn't get any comments en whether it needed

improvement or not, but it seems in general that the people in
my group liked it, and liked the details in it.
As far as I was concerned, I thought that the poem could use

a lot of help. I like the idea for the poem, but don't think I
expressed it in the best way.... I went to the Writing Center with
my class-critique and worked with Ken on it. After using and not
using some of his suggestions, I came up with the version that
can be found in the portfolio section.
John's journal: 2/26/88
["Doin' Da Funky Chicken" poem]

It took about 30 minutes from scratch to the typed version I
handed in to be looked at, which makes it the fastest poem I've
written. Since the draft I handed in, I changed a few little things
around, such as changing "crazy glissant ' to "dizzying" and
"slowly file" to "quietly," but it's essentially the same poem.
Although the poem is humorous, it is not without planning
and thought. Some of the line breaks gave me trouble.
I wrote the poem as a reaction to a lot of the poems I've read
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lately, which are usually gushy love poems, or death or other
things that the good sensitive poet should write about. Call me
unsentimental, insensit've or whatever, but I lvwen't seen much
humor at all in the poetry I've read lately. I guess I don't take a
whole lot seriously, but "Doin' Da Funky Chicken" is my answer
to all the spurned lovers, suicides, etc., that are popular subjects

with poets. Not only that, but I hope it was an enlightening
description of what chickens really do at night....

John's journal: 3/2/88
[Midsemester self-evaluation]

Before 272, I can also honestly say that I had never truly been
creative. All my writing I had done had always had a guideline
to it; write about what I did over summer vacation, etc. Going
from there to writing about whatever I wanted to was really difficult

for me at first. It was almost crippling.... Now I can write about
just about anything that comes to mind. For example, take "Doin'
Da Funky Chicken!' I never could have written something like
that at the beginning of the semester, but I can now.... As I leaf
through the portfolio, I can see my confidence as a writer grow.
I'm not too sure if I'd write or would be able to write something
like "The Bow of the Whale" or "Herman Gets His Dinner" [early
poemsi at this point. To me, those poems don't say anything or
don't "live" the way, say, " 'Round Midnight" or "Doin' Da Funky
Chicken" do. Granted, these later poems are pretty weird, but I
feel that they are closer to "me" than the others, because they
relate the askew, bizarre (but humorous) slant of life I have. I
think that where I am now, I would not be afraid to write anything,

no matter how weird it may be, as long as it was 'me."

John's journal: 3/29/88
[Between poem musings]

Form poems have been hell so far for me, sort of like having
teeth pulled. What I have written has been with exact rhymes,
which, in my case, at least, means that I end up with annoying,
nursery rhyme-like schlock ... As I think about it, I guess that
my problem is maybe that I am starting my poems the wrong
way; instead of put an idea within the restrictions of a given form,
I try to derive an idea from the restrictions.

John's journal: 4/15/88
["The Lonely Man" renamed "Solitude"]
I noticed that the class was really divided during critique about

my poem....

The first problem with this poem was its title. The title gave
the content away and made it too predictable....

.g.1111Min
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The second problem with the poem is that it was too ordinary
the events were too expected. From the feedback I got, "Solitude"

was very predictable, which sort of surprised me. I know that
loneliness is a "poetic" topicdepressing, sad, etc.just right for
the "sensitive" poet:' Although I try to avoid these poetic topics,
I thought I'd give loneliness a go, because I could identify with
the guy in the poem; I've written letters to about 4 friends of
mine back East and haven't got a reply in almost 2 months....
Some of he written comments that I really like (and I got
several that were similar) are ones that said that "Solitude"
reminded the reader of "Fool On the Hill," or "Eleanor Rigby"
by the Beatles. As I think about it, the sort of loneliness that those
songs so effectively evoked is the sort of thing I was trying to get
at. So, since some people seemed to see what I was getting at, I
think my poem did work to some extent.

John's journal: 4/20/88
[Between poem musings]

I've been having trouble with my poetry lately. Even thoup
I've been putting just as much, if not more, work into my poetry
since mid-semester, I'm not all that pleased with what I've come
up with. If it wasn't so late in the semester, I'd probably scratch

my poems and begin anew. Perhaps I'm developing a "poetic
sense," or whatever, but I seem to be turning out a lot of
schlock.... Why am I having this trcuble? I'm not sure, but
something that just came to mind, may be part of the reason:
Since mid-semester, I've been working with various forms, linelengths, line breaks, more serious ideas, etc. I think I'm more
comfortable when I'm writing in my notorious minimalist style,

and that these new "angles" to writing that I've been trying
simply are not as comfortable. If this is the case, then I'm not
worried about the schlock that I am turning outI admit that
one has to put out "bad" (or stuff that the writer is not completely
pieased with) writing before one can write "good" stuff.... Now

that I think about it, I'm not worried about this phase of my
poetry. If I weren't interested or just didn't care, I probably wouldn't

realize that I wasn't completely pleased with my poetry in the
first place, so I guess the only thing to do is keep working at it,
reading others' work and keep an open mind. Mr ybe then I will
be more pleased with my poetry, although I don't think I'll ever
be completely happy with all that I write. (I'm not being a
pessimist. I just think that one is never completely pleased; little
things, words, line breaks, etc., may annoy the writer.)
John's journal: 4/88
[Final Self-Evaluation]

I son of see this semester divided into two parts, the division
just happening to be about mid-semester. In the first period, I
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was just learning about how to write poetry the different types
and forms, the kinds of poems that there were, and so forth.
Since I had never written pc.0 try before that point, I was pleased
with the poems that I managed to wrestle onto paper. Just getting
ideas and putting them down was enough for me to do. Then,
roughly at mid-semester, I became fairly confident with my poetic

ability; my writing wasn't anything spectacular or particularly
original, but I knew that if I had an idea, I would be able to write
it down without leaving the reader out in left field. Once I reached

this point, I thought that it was about time that I learned what
good, effective poetry should be, so I started reading others' poetry
and trying different forms, subjects, tones, etc. in my own poetry.

That's where my problem began. You see, I had ideas of what
makes poetry work, and some of the pitfalls to avoid; I employed
these observations as much as I could, yet wasn't espedally
pleased with what I ended up with. I'd write something, knew
that it could be better, bolt didn't kr.ow just how. I'm still in this
"phase," if you will. As I noted in my learning log, I think that
simply being aware that my poetry can be better is half of the
battle. I sort of see it as getting all the "bad" poetry out before I
can write "good" poetry. (I'm not saying my poetry is necessarily
badI use "bad" as a general term.)

John's journal is a strong one but not an unusual one. In other students'
journals, I see similar self-analysis that clearly signals writing development. Note how John divides his writing into eatly and later work.
He sees phases and problems. He analyzes writer's blocks and writer's
gains. John clearly views himself as a writer; he talks about his writing
seriously in his journal. The journal also offers many insights into the
sometimes mysterious revision process of miters. John details where
his ideas came from, how he uses and discards peer remarks, how he
actually changes lines or titles, and eventually, how he comes to trust
his own judgment as much as or more than the judgment of others.

In Revising Fiction, David Madden (1988) offers these levels of
revision fluency:
In his or her development, the writer goes through four stages in
the matter of revision, and you may recognize where you are:
1. He makes a mistake but fails to see it.
2. He makes a mistake, he sees it, but doesn't know how to fix

itor reimagine it. He hasn't learned enough about tne techniques of fiction.

3. He makes a mistake, he sees it, he has !earned how to fix it,
because he Ms learned some of the techniques of fiction, but
he just can't do it.
4. He makes a mistake, he sees it, he knows how to fix it, he

fixes itand by now he has learned that solving technical

J.
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problems in the creative process is just as exciting as writing
the first draft. (11)

In Madden's sequence, I would replace the word choice of :aistake
with, perhaps, exploration or wrong turning (something less overtly
wrong and more nearly not sufficient to a writer's purposes).
I think John's journal provides a remarkable illustration of Madden's
revision sequence: John learns to identify, fix, talk about, and tinker
with problems and solutions to problems. He is engaged with writing
and with revision. My own reading of the complete journal shows me
John has advanced, at times, through all the levels of revision awareness

and has in this way shown that he has learned technical aspects

line, stanza, and so onas well as explored topics and writing
opportunities of interest to him. Journals, when they accomplish all
this, are invaluable, for they allow students to self-evaluate and teachers
to track growth and achievement of writing workshop goals.

Groups: The Dialogue with Others
In composing, as a baneral rule, run your pen ti ough every other
word you have w:itten; you have no idea what vigor it will give
your style.

Sydney Smith, quoted in A
Writer Teaches Writing, by

Donald Murray, 1969

Read over your compositions, and when you meet with a passage
you think is particularly fine, strike it out.

Samuel Johnson, quoted in A
Writer Teaches Writing

Criticism is knowing what you're doing and thereby how to do
it. Criticism is method; it is practicing what you preach.
Anne Berthoff, The Making of
Meaning, 1981

Writers as dissimilar as Samuel Johnson and Sydney Smith agree that
pruning a work after generating the rough draft is essential. But novice
writers do not have the highly developed critical abilities that allow
them tc take advantage of this sage advice; they do not know, as Ann
Berthoff points out, that criticism is method. They do not realize that
the portions of their writing they most admire might well appear to
be clumsy, out of place, or cliched to their readers. More important,
novice writers often dc not know who their readers are.
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As I pointed out in chapter 1, students enroll in creative writing
courses for many reasons, and they are often surprised at the demands
of producing work for imagined or real audiences, partik.alarly the

audience of their teacher, who is much more widely read in the
conventions and history of literature than they are. The long-term
strength of creative writing workshops has always been the audience
they provide and the training in criticism and reading. Hans Ostrom
(1989) explains: "Ultimately, the workshop process itself lets --ludents
participate in a community of 'writer-critics; respondents who take
part in a special discourse. This participation builds confidence and
refines the ability to talk about literature as well as about writing-inprogress. In several ways, then, creative-writing classes are also criticalthinking classes" (60).
In the creative writing workshop, students write, copy their writing,
and submit it to class members who respond orally, and often in
writing, on the copied text, suggesting changes, offering interpretations
:ft and responses to the piece. This response business is conducted

under the direction of the teacher who mediates the discussion,

:sometimes by focusing response to a certain point he wants to make
(point of view, line length), and sometimes by offering only opening
or stmrnarizing remarks. Often the teacher is also the timekeeper with
the power to linger over texts that interest him or to speed up discussion
so that all members get "workshopped."
A good simulation of this traditional workshop response format can
be found in Alberta Turner's Poets Teaching: The Creative Process (1980)
Turner asked groups of teacher-poets to discuss selected student poems
and explain how they would conduct a workshop and/or critique the

poem. Overall, these poets guided and structured the response to the
point, often, of showing how they might rewrite sample sections of
the poem to model the revision process. Additionally, Turner, in her
introduction, noted that teachers had developed a particular workshop
f which might be confusing or opaque to novice
vocabulary,
writers. In fact, some teachers inter naP1 seemed to choose terms
that prevented them from offering clear tatements of value or direction
on student work:
Perhap because of their predominantly inductive teaching method,

their need for a comfortable relationship with the students, or
perhaps because of postmodernism's distrust of academic labels,
these poets seem almost deliberately to avoid using many of the
standard criti.al terms. For theme they tend to say center or impulse.
For persona or point of view or tone they tend to say voice. They
use colloquial and slang terms, such as gut, cute, quirky, schmaltz;
moral terms, such as self-indulgent, earned, committed; metaphors
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such as

poem that disintegrates, the view that takes breath;

euphemisms, such as this bothers me, instead of this is cacophonous

or this is a mixed metaphor. They use abstractions which have
been worn smooth in lay language to perform some very important

value judgmentsfor example, interesting to mean significant or
even profound; surprise to mean the effect produced by the most
skillful fusion of theme, image, rhythm, and diction. Only rarely
do they speak of tension or texture or irony. (5)

From my viewpoint, the traditional workshop format is to be praised
for the long-term salutary effect it has had on developing the idea of
a writers' community and in the equally salutary effect it has had on
composition classes. Teachers in composition have been prompted by
the workshop model to explore collaborative response in ail writing
classes. At the same time, the traditional creative writing workshop
has, in my opinion, become unimodal. That is, students are etrouraged
to rely too heavily on the mediation of the teacher: "Too often we
instructors develop pseudo-workshop situations. Our comments are
directive, whether given orally or when written in the form of editing
imperatives on student work. Writing assignments can appear gratuitously experimental. Many texts are form and style-centered" (Bishop
1988b, 86).

Developing Group Work
To avoid static, teacher-centered workshops, we can and should explore
alternative forms of collaborative response. This is accomplished when

teachers visualize the place of peer writing groups in their entire
curriculum. Because gruup work is based on a theory of learning that
s udents may not be fmiliar with, the teacher will need to acquaint
students with concepts of collaborative learning through prepared
handouts, clas discussion, and continual monitoring of group w
In small groups, as I have shown in chapter 3, certain studenb feel
free to respond and to learn from their peers. When forming peer groups,
teachers may divide a class into sets of four to five students, or students
may start working together in pairs and then pairs may be joined. Early

writings may be used by the teacher to organize groups with a mix of
strong and weak writers. Students may rate themselves on matters such
as ability to lead, to help, to take risks, and so on, and groups n,,ay be
formed with a member who is strong in each area. In addition, I try to
balance groups by gender and by age; groups work best when they are
balanced, focused, and comfortable.

The more groups are used, the more adept a teacher becomes in
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divining group personalities. Sometimes a teacher needq to intervene
and change group membership (placing an overly dominant member
in another, more challenging group, and so on), but often it is wiser
to let th2 group itself solve group problems. Ideally, groups that stay
together over a Ions period develop a strong group identity and sense
of shared community Equally, groups that change membership, either
partially or wholly, are often revitalized and ready to undertake new
class challenges with greater enthusiasm. Dc?ending on my course
goals, I try to let groups work together for at least four sessions, yet
rarely leave a group together for an entire semester. If immediate
change is needed, I ask for one volunteer from each group to "travel"
to another group or ask two srelller groups to join and work together.

Ordering and clarifying group members' roles, such as monitor
(timekeeper) and historian (secretary) and general member, also assures

that group work will be carried on in an orderly manner. Groups are
formed to work together, so group activities should be clearly articulated

in handout form or as diredions on t.ie chalkboard, and group work
should be real work, contributing to each member's writing and reading
development.

Group members should be encouraged to talk freely about their
creative writing or about a reading. This talk will reflect the critical
vocabulary of the class if :1 has been initiated by the teacher, . inforced

by reference to the class textbooks, and nurtured by whole-class
discussion. In this effort, the teacher functions as the conduit linking

the class to the academic writing community. She may begin by
teaching the class necessary terminology like cliché and point of view
as those issues arise naturally in response to a piece of class writing
and by training readers and writers to work together through guided
discussion, role playing, a review of sample stuct;nt writing, and so
on (see chapter 3). Alberta Turner's observat ins, quoted above, remind

a teacher that students win pick up her vocabulary: if a teacher
responds to student writing by saying "it doesn't seem to have a
center" and "this bothers me" and "this is interesting," she should
not be surprised to hear her students using the same imprecise response
vocabulary.
In their iniEal critique sessions, groups can work to answer limited
questions (What is the most effective section of this writing and why?

What four things would you suggest the writer change in the next
draft?) and critical concerns can be added (for instance, questions
about cliched language or successful closure or plot can be added after
problems arise or questions develop in those areas). Students ^an be
encouraged to develop their own priority of concerns and list of reviev.
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questions. A-c the end of each class meeting, groups can share their
work, conclusions, and progress with the whole class; this shariAg

supports the class as a larger community and keeps groups from
becoming too isolated (see Bishop 1988a and 1987a).

Guided Response
As i pointed out in chapter 3, Sharing rnd Responding by Peter Elbow

and Pat Belanoff (1989) is one the most innovative discussions of
responsc and sharing. Elbow and Belanoff suggest a developmental
progress for response which moves from simple sharing (reading out
loud with no response) to descriptive sharing in vi-ilch :Le listener
tries to "sayback" to the writer what he or she heard. Next, they
suggest analytic responding (particularly for persuasion), or readerbased response (reader says what she is thinking and feeling), and,
finally, criterion-based or judgment-baseJ response in which some
criteria are applied to the work, which ma:: or may not match up to
those criteria and reader expectations. Alan Zeigler (1989) has devel-

oped similar response categories and discusses their use in "'MidWifing the Craft" (199).
Additionally, teachc.i will want to help students understand that
fferent points in
different types of response are apprvpriate fo
writing development. For instance, crite .on-basen response is not
appropriate for an early draft nor is "sayback" response particularly
useful for a writer who is trying to make last revisions before editing.

Students need to learn to move along a no-evaluation to detailedevaluation continuum as well as an early-to-late draft continuum.
In my own classes, I use the discussion of draft levels in figure 15.

I will be discussing writing portfolios in more detail in chapter 8.
However, in figure 15, I &fine portfolio drafts to show the ongoing
nature of revision. Other teachers call early drafts zero drafts, discovery

drafts, and so on, and then simply number drafts. I have used draft
levels in an effort to avoid the idea that all pieces go through one,
two, three drafts; for instance, John, in his journal quoted earlier,
mentioned some poems requiring many drafts and one ppm that he
wro e in thirty minutes. In Revising Fiction, David Madden includes a
quip from writer S. J. Perelman to point out the foolinhness of offering
draft formulas; "How many revisions are necessary really to finish a
story? Thirty-seven, S. J. Perelman replied promptly when asked. 'I
once tried doing thirty-three, but something was lacking .. " (11).

Clearly, no set number of drafts assures writing will work. Other
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professional writers agree emphatically. Says James A. Michener: "You

write the first draft really to see how it's going to come out:' And
Jules Renard claims that: "Talent is a question of quantity Talent does

not write one page: it writes 300" (both quoted in Murray 1968).
These observations remind writers that drafting is discovery and
drafting is development.
Peer response gives students ideas for the ways they can develop

their ideas. I have worked most extensively with guided response
sheets or protocols in introductory writing workshops for several
reasons. First, they take the burden of direction off the teacher; the
response sheets and the discussions they engender guide the small or

large workshop response. Second, they make good use of always
limited workshop time. Third, they train students by offering a response
focus and by providing vocabulary for critical review of other students'
writing. Hans Ostrom (1989) reviews the benefits of guided response:
Workgroups, especially those guided by a carefully conceived
protocol, allow students to write, think, talk, and read in one of
the most challenging and least artificial situations in the university.

One result I have begun to notice in all of my creative-writing
courses is that in fifteen weeks most of the students become
remarkably more poised, articulate, and confident about discussing

their own and others' work. They usually become less defensive
and less arrcgant (as Newlin suggests), and they become better
listeners and readers with more to say. (61)

These are large claims. What do these "carefully conceived protocols"
look like? Many composition books now offer review protocols for

student essays, and these can be adapted to writing workshops. In
Sharing and Responding, Elbow and Be lanoff (1989) offer lists of response

questions and situations that teachers can also adapt. Figure 16 provides

a sample of written responses to a draft of my muse poem, included
in chapter 4. These responses were generated during a creative writing
pedagogy seminar; we were exploring Elbow and Belanoff's ..:e5cripdve

response techniques by reading each other's rough or ' rofeseonal
drafts and then having listeners "sayback" what they heard (in this
instance, we used brief written notes to aid our oral response).
I found the activity revealing, particularly in the way listeners could

tell me what they thought I wanted to say and for the lively metaphorical description of a child in a yellow slicker and the writer in a
mix of yesterday's clothes. This response did not lead me directly to
revision, but it did allow me to confirm a draft, to find out if readers
wouldoactually read a poem in the spir I c I hoped they would.
In the same seminar, we devised a set of creative writing response
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protocols. The questions writers and readers ask about pieces clearly
change when the draft designation changes (early late). Additionally,
response questions seem to include craft or drafting issues that those
who devise the protocols are most interested in (an unquestionable
interest in image, point of view, and cliché) and leave out other issues.
After developing and using such sheets, teachers would be well advised
to "read themselves," asking whether there are revision foci they are
avoiding or missing when they use such sheets. Because the response
protocol is a powerful teacher, prepared protocols are particularly
useful when training students to critique. Later in the term, it may be
more instructive to ask student writers to construct their own protocols,
protocols which emphasize their own needs and interests, their own
writetly questions. In so doing, novice writers learn to become their
own best audience.
Figures 17 and 18 show one set of early and late response sheets
that we developed for multigenre writing critiques. The complete set
of response protocol sheets can be found in appendix A. To use versions

of the sheets I have provided, teachers would want to leave adequate
room for response on the page (often our sheets proved to have too
many questions) and also decide if they want students to respond by
writing on the writer's text.
The rtsponse sheet in figure 19 is an early draft of the response
protoct.l found in figure 18. Intercstingly, the group that was developing

this sheet used food metaphors, which seem effective in the first
section (higher-order concerns), and less so in the second section
(lower-order concerns). Because they thought L. as teacher, did not like
the early version, they sanitized it and made it more generic. Thinking

about my response, I realized I had cut off a particularly useful
exploration (I had frowned, I think, because their response sheet did
not look like the others!). As I have shown in chapters 2 and 3, writers
do look at writing as a metaphorical process. It may be that metaphorbased response sheets like this one could prove very engaging for
students. I plan to try a version of this metaphor-based protocol and
to ask student miters to devise otters with me in my next workshop.
Figures 20 and 21 show two, completed, response sheets. A graduate

student, Carolyn, and I responded to a poem by another graduate
student, Peg Peoples. I have not included Peg's poem. Rather, I include

the two responses to show how rich the response trail can bethe
two responders do agree on sections and do offer individual readings
of the poem. Also, the responses focus on the positive directions that
Peg can take and assume that she is interested in revision.
Graduate students like these balked a bit about offering pro*acol-
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guided responses, especially since I stipulated that I would rather have
them not comment on the text (poem) itself. They were used to and

enjoyed having "other people scribbling on [their] workr but they
were developed writers who were experienced in interpreting "scribbled" responses. Chapter 8 addresses problems of student ir terpretation

of teacher response. Composition research shows that many writers
experience difficulty when trying to decipher on-text response and that

such response tends to focus on grammu and usage rather than on
writing content (see Knoblauch and Brannon 1981). Scribbled responses
can quickly become formulhic, bland, or obscure.
To review, in developing alternatives to the large-group workshop,

teachers will want to explore the use of small response groups.
Additionally, when using any groups of any size, small or large,
teachers of transactional creative writing workshops will want to
consider response sequencing (non-evaluative to evaluative) and draft
sequendng (rough to professional to portfolio) and : sponse protocols
(designed to focus discussion and train writers to develop response
skills). When students in a creative writing workshop aansider these
issues, they are already deeply involved in th .. drafting process. They
can fruitfully ask: What do I say to somecAe about her wriEng? When

is my writing done? What should I look for and work on in my
writing? They are working to understand and improve their own texts
and the texts of their peers.
At this point, certain in-class activities may also help students gain

a deeper understanding of the ways writers revise. For ili,tance,
composition researchers have found that basic writers tend to revif,
primarily a' the word kvel, adding or subtracting a word and checking
their spelling over and over or avoiding a rich vocabulary choice and
choosing, instead, a word that is easy to spe. Expert writers, on the
other hand, both add and subtract but also rearrange and expand their

writing, and they perform these changes af the word, sentence,
paragraph, and whole-text levels.

Revision Activities

Students can learn about revision thtc.igh various group acti-ities.
Traditionally, apprentice writers learned about such changes by reading
ve.-icrum editions of writers' revisions (Yeats's, for instance) or through
being informed about famous moments of literary editing (Pound and
Eliot collaborating on "The Wasteland"). Equally they can read collections of writers' retrospective accounts like those found in Alberta

Al.
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Turner's Fifty Contemporany Poets (1977) or Lee Bartlett's Talking Poetny
(1987) or Steven Berg's Singula:- Voices (1985).

Reading about revision can be productive for the avid literary writer,

but I think practicing revision and doing so with a partner or group
can make revision more meaningful to students. Sometimes I ask
students to draft a better version of a less than successful student
work that I have saved (with the student's permission). I 'Ling ir
many copies of the now-anonytuous piece and ask students to supply
scissors, tape, marking pens, etc. We work a period to make a poor
piece more effective. Usually we fail, but we have fine arguments and
iiscussions as students negotiate purpose an,' word choice, add to
plots, change line lengths and stanzas, develop new char ..ters, and
so on.
To discuss word choice, teachers can provide clne versions of prose

or poetry In the doze technique, every fifth word is left out and
readers (traditionally speakers of second languages) are asked to use

sentence structure and context to supply the missing words, thus
exhibitinz: their comprehension and vocabulary. For creative writing

classes, doze-type structures can be developed in which writers'
adjectives or adverbs are removed and students work to suggest vivid,
tonally consistent alternatives. By negotiating such choices and then
comparing thern to the original, students learn about artbtic possibilities
and coherence.
In his book Teaching Poetry Writing to Adolescents, Joseph Tsujimoto

(1988) suggests what he calls "circle revision," in which a student
tapes a spare piece of paper to the side of her poem after numbering
the poem's lines. Other writers then suggest line-by-line cLanges and
pass the poem to the next reader, In '.o can agree or disagree with the
suggested changes and then make his own suggestions. I found that
the circle response (which I have also exploret: with sections of prose)
led more directly to editing concernspunctuation, word choice, line

breaks, paragraphingthan :t did to whole-text response.
Over time, teachers can collect lists of revision exercises and activities,

gleaned from their ow, writing experiences, from those they find in
textbooks, and from those they learn from colleagues. For poetry they
might ask students at one point to:
1. Experiment with adjectives, remove all the adjectives (or adverbs,

or both) from the poem. Or, for students who do not use them
enough, try using more, or using modifiers in pairs, etc.
2. Rearrar.6e a poem so that the line breaks come at the end of
sentences. Then arrange the same puem in .en-syllable lines. Try
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it in two- or four-word lines. Finally, space it by phrases and
move the lines across the white space. Read all versions aloud
and try to explain how each wnrks or does not work.
3. Remove all and's, the's, and prepositional phrases from the poem.
4. Cut the poem in half (half as many lines) while trying to maintain
the original intensity.
5. Try turning an unmetered poem into iambic pentameter (or vice
versa).

6. Mite a paragraph description oi what you intended to say in
the poem without the poem in front of you. Compare the
description to the poem. How successful were you?
7. Write some poems as spontaneously as possible (perhaps one
each morning for a week). Do not revise them at the time. Then,
a week later, look carefully at the faults and strengths of each,

and revise them if you wish. (This is useful for prose writers
also.)

For prose, students might want to work through a transformatimal
sequence:

1. Write a dialogue b-atween two characters without using names
or identifying t?gs. The dialngue should present a scene already
in progress, and during the course of the dialogue, the scene
should reach a resolution.
2. Write a sketch based on one of the characters in the dialogue,
keeping in mind the personality developed in the dialogue.
3. Write a one-paragraph setting for the characters.
4. Write a plot for a story that would incorporate the dialogue.
5. Write the story or play or give these materials to another student
and have him or her write the story or play.
Or:

1. Rewrite a scene from an existing story in first-person point of
view, then in second-person point of view, then in third-person
point of view.

2. Change a porfion of an existing prose piece from past tense to
continuous present tense.
Or:

1. Ask prose writers to explore 'poetic" techniques in their writings
by including or leaving out adjectives, using cliches or dialect to
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develop characters, reparagraphing, highlighting repetition, etc.
(Adapted, in part, from Zender et al. 1979).

Many of these activities can be completed in pairs or groups, at
home or in the dassroom. Students can also learn about revising on
their own by completing response protocols for their own writing or
by answering response questions, such as the many detailed ones
found in David Madden's Revising Fiction. Self-analysis can be a one-

time exercise or can be set up as an ongoing set of journal entries.
Most craft textbooks, like Stephen Minot's Three Genres (1982), offer
some writer's self-review questions regarding the effectiveness of a

piece of writing. Minot includes questions for fiction, poetry, and
drama. Li MM Hua's (19'..:9) writing protocol questions ask writers to
examine their decision-making process in ,musual ways (for instance,
"How my personality did or did not aff,.._t or effect one choice" and

"Where I broke a rule on purpose" and "How I tried to offend/
confuse/intimidate/trounce the reac. . and still get away with it").
Revision activities like these can be ordered by the writing teacher
to offer students insights into the revision process. However, all sucn
exercises should be used sparingly, after the experience of revision in
context: stuki.ents working to improve their own meaningful texts.
Providing respoi,e is a primary function of the writing workshop.
The transactional workshop can offer a writer rea:iers' responses in a
variety of formats (small and large group and during teacher conference), a written iecord of suggested change in the form of completed
response protocol sheets, and an impulse to revise because students
have a class audience who wants to read more. In addition, teachers
may want to require a ertain number of revisions, or ask a writer to
collect revisions in a response folder for an end-of-semester review of
the writer's progress. This review can allow teacher and students to
examine the entire writing history (process) for at least one piece of
writing. Equally, teachers may collect and grade a mid-semester and/
or end-ofsemester writing pat
By engaging in a %niter's cycle of response and revision, novice
writers will develop the ability to use first- and second- ler thinking.
They will also develop the ability to use critidsm ar . method, one
that lets them, as Ann Berthoff suggests, practice what they preach.
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Rough Draft:
Written for student as she generates her ideas.
Also written ior the student's peer group.
Must be legible to writer for oral sharing with peers in order to receive verbal
critiques.

Sometiies written during in-class invention exercises aticl shared with classmates.

Profeosional Draft:
Written for student as she reviews, revises, and refines her ideas.
Also written for the student's peer group, the te .cher, friends, writing center
tutors, etc.
Drafts must be legible to other readers (preferably typed).

When shared with peer group, copies are provided for all group members
who respond with oral critiques and/or written critiques.
When shared with teacher, teacher responds with written or oral (conference)
critiques to disa.ss revision directions.
Portfolio Draft:
Written for the publicincluding student, teacher, and interested readers
after incorporating earlier revision suggestions.
Typed and then presented with rough and professional draft versions in .nidsemester and end-of-semester portfolios.

Fig. 15. Overview of portfolio draft levels. (Adapted from: Bishop, Wendy.
1990a. "Designing a Writing Portfolio Evaluation S, tem." The English Record
40 (2): 21-25. Used with permission.)
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Response 1
Pointing: Grovelling, get it right this time, electrical circuit problems, read
Curious George aloud tomorrow night, hold books right-side up.
Summaq: [Couldn't list one from an oral reading.]
What is almost said or implied: Outside distractions to my writingplease take
pity on me.
Center of Gravity: Let me sleep nights, relax, not worry, get it dow, in print.
Weather: Wants sunshine, waidng for weather change.
Clothing: Little kid's yellow slicker and rain-hat and umbrella.
What author really wanted to say (substitution): Would actually like to scream
with frustration.

Response 2
Pointing: Germs of dreams.
Summary: Muse give me a break (but doesn't mean it).
Center of Gravity: [Didn't list one]
What is almost said or implied: Love/hate w/muse and wilting.

Weather: Grey, storm on the horizon and could blow over or blow in, but it
doesn't matter.
Clothing: Yesterday's clothesslippers, sweatshirt with coffee stain over a
$25.00 button down and gold slacks.
Substitutes: [Didn't list one.]
(Note: poem referred to i "Groveling" by Wendy Bishop)

Figure 16. Responses to poer using Elbow and Belanoff's techniques for
guided descriptive response.
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Writcr
Title.

Please use this sheet to respond to another writer's work. Remember, the
writer is in an early draft stage and will expect to use your comments to help
impn)ve his/her writing for a future draft.
1. Fild several words, lines, or passages that stand out in this piece of writing.
Uaderline/highlight them on the paver or list tnem in the space below. Is
each one effective? Distracting? Out of place? Unusual? Interesting? Explain
for each example that you choose.
2. After reading this piece, what did you still want to find out? Why?

3. For you as reader, were there any words, lines, or passages that left you
unsure or confused? If so, find several and crplain what you felt unsure
about.

4. How do you feel aboJA the writer's use of language in this piece? Give
some examples, using page numbers and sentences or by quoting lines:
a. Examples of fresh, interesting, and/or appropriate language language
tlut you especially liked

b. Examples of clichécl, too familiar, and/or out of place language
language that you think could be rewritten more effectively.
5. Suggest the most important change(s) you feel the writer could make to
improve this piece while redrafting.
Your name.

Date.

Fig. 17. Response sheet fo early peer response: multigenre (poetry, fiction,
nonfiction, or drama).
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Your name.

Title of the work being critiqued.

Author's name.
Higher-Order Concerns

1. Describe how you felt after you finished reading this piece. What impressions did you leave with?
2. List threP places where. the author could streamline this piece by trimming
certain words, lines, or passages.

author could improve the piece by adding
3. List thi.le places where
more iriormatirn.
4. Do ycitt feel tnis piece is complete? If yes, why? If not, what is missing?
Lower-Order Concerns

1. Did the autLor use punctuation in any way that concerns you? If so, where
and why?
2. Were there any places it, the piece where you were dissatisfied with the
author's choice of words? Where and why?
3. What do you think of the title? Does it suit the piece? Why or why not?

Fig. 18. Response sheet for late peer response: multigenre (poetry, fiction,
nonfiction, or drama).

Higher-Order Concerns

1. Describe the taste in your mouth when you finish reading this piece.
2. List three words/lines/passages where the author can trim the flab.
3. List three words/lines/passages where the author could put a little meat
on the bones.
4. Was the meal coMplete? In other words, when you finished this piece,
were you still hungry for more information? Why or why not?
Lower-Order Concerns

1. Was there the proper amount of space between the main courses? In other
words, did the author use punctuation in any way that confused you? If
so, where and why?
2. Was the table setting complete? In other words, did the author use sentence
fragments in any way that confused you? If so, where and why?
3. What about the menu? What do you think of the title and why?

Fig. 19. Early draftmetaphorical response sheet for late shaping ,f multigenre writing.
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Name of Writer: Peg

Name of Responder: Carolyn
Date: 4-13-89

Early Poem Critique
What are the strongest images in the poem? Write them below.

the metal washtub/catching it w/a/

blouse & Howie

racket

the hired boys

the boys & strawberries

my braid unfurls under pressure
as if the men could see her
fields ... fields of corn

girl & Mom
chamomile & silt

What does this poem make you think of? How does it make you feel?

This poem makes me think of growing up as a female. It doesn't give me
any strong feelings yet, but it has the potential to make me feel stirings, hot
summer and coming of age.
Is there surprise in this poem? Where? What's the surprise?

I was surprised by the blouse & Howie, the mother's line about the land,
& the beautiful last line.
Where could the poem expand? Give two or three places if possible.

I'd like to know more about just what Howie did (or didn't) do, how light
"the world" could Se, why tke mother said the line about the land, why the
narrator raises her hz...g. co her .2 ernum.

Are there rhymes in this poem? Where do they work well? Are there places the
rhymes draw attention to themselvesdistract the reader? List the lines and words.
I don't see rhymes, exactly, but there are many sounding words that I like.
For instance:

weeks ... heat
catching ... racket

wait ... shade
other voices
shuffling chairs
If there are cliches in the poem, list them below. Also write some examples of
fresh and interesting language.
"the world"
"that other w3rld"

Fig. 20. Completed early poem response sheet: Carolyn on Peg's poem.
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Name of Writer: Peg
Name of Responder: Wendy
Date: 4-13-89

Early Poem Critique
What are the strongest images in the poem? Write them below.

"voices familiar by their weight"
"as if the men could see her see/through walls and the rough mirror"

"hoisting six at a timehow light/the world could be."
What does this poem make you think of? How does it make yok. feel?

It's sensual, m;5terious, slightly confusingparticularly in some tone shifts.

I wonder at the girl's age & relationship with her mother. "the guys" and
"Howie" seem discordant, slight compared to lusher passages like "The smell
of drying cornsilk ... the way my blouse opened .. I wonder too about the
import of the mother's speech about the father.
Is there surprise in this poem? Where? What's the surprise?

lotsthis sounas like her 1st shower in weekswhy? If not, "for weeks"
section leads me astray. Scene of making love at the lake floats up unexpectedlysurprising way narrator looks out the window & mother senses
others looking in through the wall & mirror/mother keeping the water
chamomile? Comes from water? Mother's hair??
Where could the poem expand? Give two or three places if possible.

As abovefamilial mlationships heav with import that's not delivered
esp. mother's menuan of father. I think irs long 2nough for this vivid scene/
moment but needs some simplifying, becoming less ornate but not necestarily
less sensual and somewhat mysterious
Are there rhymes in this poem? Where ri.. they work wdl? Are there places the
ihymes draw attention to themselvesdistract the reader? List the lines and words.

door/floor and skin/cottons/wind of first two stanzas almost had me
looking for internal rhyme between lines 21;) in each stanzadrops off though
w/more reliance on repetition A allitera:Ion/assonance

If there are clichés in the pi em, 1it thai below. Also write sem examples of
fresh and interesting language.
cliches: possibly "catching it with a racket"

"voices ... drift from the kitchen"
interesting: "winds raising cottons on the lines"
Fig. 21. Completed early poem response sheet. Wendy on Peg's poem.

8 Evaluating and Responding

Most of us learned how to comment on knpers by first surviving
and then imitating the responses of teachers to ctic work.
Erika Lindem-nn, A Rhetoric
for Writing Teachers, 1982

It's not a question of whether we like evaluation. When a teacher
sees student work he almost invariably h_s an evaluative reaction.
Even if he doesn't, the student almost ir.variaMy infers one. Even
tone of voice and facial expreEsion play a role here. Besides, we
couldn't leatn without feedback. Therefore, the only real question
is what sort of evaluation to ha we. We decide best if we figure
out what evaluation ought to r'Ao.

Peter Elbow,
"Trustworthiness in
Evaluation," 1986

Creative writing teachers tend to finesse the issue of grading student
work by say,ig it cannot be done, by putting it off, or by developing
an idiosyncratic evaluation method. From a historical pospective,
creative writing teachers over the last sixty years have explored
innovative writing evaluation methods, including evaluation by class
consensus and grading by contract or portfolio. Creative fing
teachers are also prone to some of the primary self-deceptions contmon
to all writing teachers. Like their colleagues in composition and
literature, creative writing teachers may focus on error and stifle writing
discovP . They may respond to student writing in a personal jargonfilled or vague, noninformational language, as observed by Alberta
Turner in her study of contemporary writers. They may also withi-old
response for unproductive periods of time, sometimes for an entire
semester. They may deny writing students input into the evaluation
process or apply an unarticulated and privileged best reading (theirs)
to in-process student work.
As Peter Elbow points out, writing teachers may imply evaluation
Portions of thiz chapter appeared in somewhat different aren In Bishop, Wendy 1990
"Designing a Writing Portfolio Evaluation System." The English Record 40 (2)21-25
Used with permission.
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through regative personal readions to difficult or different students,

they allow these students to infer their disapprobation. For some
teachers, such implication is a natural and easy means of separating
"wheat from chaff;' and "real" writers from "dilettantes." For novice
writers, unarticulated evaluation can prove devastating.
In short, creative writing teachers may claim the texts they deal with

are "diffc:ent" from all other 1aen texts and allow the classes that
they teach to be evaluated in a social vacuum. These teachers apply their
own standards yet appear to misunderstand how variable evaluation can
be. Thzy forget to acknowledge that, if texts are s- irially constructed,
writing evaluation might also be subject to social col- auction.

Problems: TrLiitional Ideas about Writing Evaluation
Usually, the evaluative responses of creative writing teachers are not
discussed. Most available anecd-qes and reearch concern the responses
of composition teachers to student texts. Composition teachers are
famous for their abilities to wash
age with red ink However, many
creative writing instructors inter ie just as dramatically on their
students' drafts and may make unproductive or destmctive comments.
Since little research considers the effectiveness or ineffectiveness of
teacher response to "creative" writing, Alberta Turner's (1930) book,
Poets Teaching: The Creative Process, is al. the more valuable for the
way it illuminates the preferences and habits of some creative writers
when they inte:vene as teachers on student texts. M.F.A. graduate
students have worked with indicate they are used to giving and
receiving copious on-text response. But no one has redly analyzed
type, focus, or effectiveness of the responses made by crlative writing
teachers.
It would seem, then, that the research of C. H. Knoblauch and Lil
Brannon on student response to teacher commentary may be useful
reading for creative writing teachers. In "Teacher Commentary on
Student Writing: The State of the Art," Knoblauch and Brannon (1981)
explain that students often ignore or misu:iderstand teacher commentary. In "A Curious Case of Our Respondiag Habits," David Fuller
(1988) gave two groups of seven teachers each a copy of the sar.-.e

piece of prose. One group received a typed copy and one group
received a handwritten copy. Asked to evaluate the paragraph, writing
achers responded poorly to the handwritten version, giving it lower
grades and less supportive remarks than did teachers who responded
to the typed version. The paragraph (taken from Ernest Hemingway's
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The Sun Also Rises)

received teachers' grades ranging from A to D,

averaging C-. Fuller suggests that teachers should become more aware
of their biases toward "student" work.
Maxine Hairston (1986) details the problems a writer may encounter

when she tries to understand teacher response to her writing. There
may be too much information, creating cognitive overload. Too many
items may 1.:e marked, discouraging, the writer and causing her to
ignore all comments. The comments may not indicate ways to improve

or may offer contradictory advice. Hairton explains that negative
messages may show that teachers do not care what students say but
how they say things. Finally, through their responses, teachers may
show that they view teaching writing as a burdelt (120-21).
Edward White (1988) discusses the research of Nancy Sommers
(1980) on teacher response to student w-Ating (again this research was

based on composition and writing response but may r,rove true for
creative writers and writing response). White explains:
Sommers caustically deplores the confusion she has found in her
study of routine paper markings by college writing teachers. These

markings almost universally treat the student text as simultaneously a finished product with editing faults and an unfinished
part of the writing and thinkinr process. It is as if our confusion
about evaluation is somahow uound up with a confusion about
the nature of the student text, an odd form of literature created
for the sole purpose of being criticized Sommers finds that writing
teachers tend to say the same things tthout student writing even
though the texts in front of them change, as do the writers [emphasis
mine]. (95)

White hopes sor.e of th., confusionof text, teacher, and student
can be mediated and clarified if teachers gain an understanding of
new (post-structural) theories of reading. These theories are leading
to new understandings of how writers and readers construct texts,
and, hence, how texts need to be evaluated. White explains the
problems that arise when we reconsider evaluation as a reading problem:
In short, these [post-structuralist] theories of reading have brought

a new liberationsome would call it anarchyinto the reading
process and placed on the reader a much heavier responsibility
to actually create meanings that may or may not be present on
the page for other readers. The writer is not relieved of respon-

sibility by this process but rather now must assume a new
responsibility: to create the kind of reader he or she need: far the
text being produced. The teacher is also not free to abandon texts
to naive readers, although we are forbidden to declare th..+ some
misreadings are wrong. Our obligation is to help our students see
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what other, highly suphisdcated readers have made of the text so
that they can enrich the text with various readings. (95)

White suggests teachers need to understand that the writing student
has valid but as-yet-unrealized insights that we as teachers must seek

to identify and discuss as we respond. This means that "we can
respond to early drafts with questions rather than with judgment (or
invective!), since our aim is to urge the student back into 'the chaotic
process of textuality' (that is the flux of ideas behind writing) where
revision occurs" (White 198S, 94). Equally, he advocates holistic
evaluation of writing as a grading procedure (evaluating the overall
effect) rather than analytical evaluation which focuses on parts and
errors. White and many other writers support revision as an integral
part of the evaluation process, particularly as it provides formative
response (what should be done) rather than summative response (wha..
has been accomplished now that the writer is finished).
In considering the collaborative classroorr, Peter Elbow (1986c)
explores issues of evaluation, and he comes to some sensible conclusions. First, Elbow asserts that evz.luation Jccurs whether we want it
to or not. Second, he finds that teachers often become confused over
the meaning of the term "Evaluation [wh,ch] refers to two very different

activities: measurement (or grading or ranking) and commentary (or
feedback)" (231). Third, he feels that few things are "more untrustworthy than conventional grading." In explaining why he feels this is
so, Elbow lists several problems with taditional grading. Elbow finds
conventional grading problematic because:
It is almost invariably performed by only one person.
It encourages confusion between measurement and commentary.

It disguises the many diverse features of any important performance into a single number.
As a result it is maximally misleading both to students and outside
readers.

As a further result it encoages students and the rest of the
community in the myth that a person's intelligence or learning
can be summed up on one dimension. (232)
list prompts me to coasider these issues by reversing his list,
transforming it into a series of assertions about creative writing
evaluation. To be preferable to traditional grading, then, evaluation in
the transactional creative writing workshop should:
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becrzne multimodal and include evaluation and even gading by
teacher, peer, and writer;
include both commentary and measurement;
clarify and discuss the features of a writer's performance that are
being evaluated and offer multiple ways of reporting such evaluation;
be compre7iensible (and usable) to the writer; and
be understood and applied in light of the evaluation method's
actual and real limitafions.
Clearly, there is a need for research into evaluation issues in creative
writing. Creative writing teachers will want to fievelop methods of
evaluation that are consistent with the goals of their creafive writing
workshop. Until research findings become availaNe, teachers may
choose to borrow from the most applicable developments in critical
theory and composition studies.

Suggestionx New Directions in Cwative Writing Evaluation
Writing evaluation should be multimodal and include both commentary
and measurem.W. Writing evaluation becomes moltimodal when the
writing teacher considers different evaluators, evaluation methods, and

evaluation sequences. First, teachers may allow for individual goalsetting which is structured by the teacher, or they may ask students
to contract for a certain amoun' of required writing. The contract grade
places the emphasis on adequate completion of amounts of work rather
than on the quality of fmished products; therefore, contract grading
may be particularly appropriate for novice writers.
In individualized goal setting, the following steps al,ow a tearher
to adapt evaluation on a student-by-student basis.
1. The teacher models appropriate responses to student writing.

2. The teacher reads student work and uses commentary that
supports the writer.

3. The teacher reads student writing and offers one positive response.

4. The teacher establishes a goal for the writer to work toward
(using positive language).
5. The teacher evaluates the next piece of writing according to the
goal(s) set in the previous response session.
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6. Additional goals are added only as the wuter is ready to take
on new challenges.
7. Every several weeks, the student revises one piece more thoroughly for more extensive :valuation. (Adapted from Beavan
1977, 140-41; see her arti . for a thorough discussion of this
and other methods of evaluation.)

It is worth noting the limitations of this method. Individualized
goal setting proves useful at the beginnirg of a creative writing class
since the technique develops trust between teacher and writer and
offers a highly structured sequence that atilizes a teacher's experience.
However, individualized goal setting .thnost assures that students
remain dependent on the teacher's expenence and criteria, as in other
methods of traditional teacher response. Patrick Bizarro (1990) solves
some of those problems by asking studerts to participate in individualized goal setting. Students learn to analyze their own poems wita
the teacher, to prioritize revision concerns, and to agree to write the
next work with those priorities in mind. Bizarro suggests students cat.
contract to have the teacher
...ate their forthcoming work according
to class-yez, _Hated priorities.

Self-e valuation allms student,- to participate in clE /eloping and
monL3ring instructional goals. Self-evaluation slIves some of the
yroblems of individualized goal setting. Writer self-evaluation occurs

whenever a writer formally (or even informally) reflects upon his
progress. Self-evaluation can take the fmm of a journal entry, a
completed writing response protocol like the ones discussed in chapter

7 and fot.nd in appendix A. Although intended for guiding groups,

these protocol sheets can easily be adapted by a writer for selfevaluation pr:poses. Other self-evaluation OCCUis when a writer par-

ticipates in metacognitive review by evaluating a changed writing
process or a draft sequence or by comparing his work to work he nas
imitated, and so on.
Mary Beavan's (1977) guide for self-evaluation asks students to
consider the following issues regarding their piece of writing:
1. How much time did I spend on this piece of writing?
2. .^.fter the draft or evaluation, what did I try 'I improve and how
successful was I?
3. What are the strengths of my paper? (Indicate these sections
with a squiggly line or highlighting.)
4 What are the weaknesses of .ny piece of writing? (Put an X near
sections where a peer or teacher nal), help you.)
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5. What single thing will I do to improve my ..ext piece of writing?
What experimentation will I try?
6. Optionalwhat grade would I give myself on this piece? (Justify
it.) (adapted from pages 142-43)

In a very similar way, I ask writers to provide what I call a writing

process cover sheet, a written narrative that traces the generation,
revision, and development of that piece of writing over the time period
when it is composed. This response can be guided by protocol questions
or can be modeled by the teacher (she c. n share a copy of her work

and drafts and a sample cover sheet which narrates the history of a
pkce of writing). Peter Elbow's book, Writing with Power, includes two
chapters of writers' questions that can be fashioned intc self-evaluation

prompts: chapter 22, "A Catalogue of Criterion-Based Questions"
indudes questions that address quality, organization, lark:rage cind
usage; chapter 23, "A Catalogue of Reader-Based Questions"lacludes
questions that address a reader's moment-by-mome. feelings, ask
readers to summarize their feelings, and ask readers to create images
of their responses.
Peer eval;:ation has been discussed in chapter 6. Peer response can
result in both a commentary and an evaluation. Peers help writers
"create the kind of reader [they need] for the text being produced"
k Nhile 1988, 92). Peers, like teachers, illuminate the vagaries of
evaluation and response when they, like teachers, respond to nontext
factors such as a writer's appearance, moral stance, experimen'-.: style,

or social role. Peers, of course, also, and primarily, respond to the
writer's text. Patrick Bizarro (1989) sees the peer role as particularly
useful for helping to dev elop community-specific evaluation criteria.
Student writers can be asked to read and respond to published creative
writing and to negotiate and refine their definitions of adequate, good,

and superior writing which then become part of the writing class
evaluation criteria.
Writing evaluation should include both commentary and mea.,urement,
and it should clarify and difcuss the features of a writer's performance

that are being evaluated and offer mvltiple ways of reporting such
evaluation. If they use portfolio evaluation, writing teachers resolve
many problems raLed in evaluating "creative" works. As I mentioned
earlier, portfolios have long been the evaluation procedure most often
mentioned by teachers of creative writing. However, the portfolio
evaluation method I advocate for the transactional creative writing
workshop is more analytical than the one found in the tradidonal
workshop. Certainly it is more comprehensive than portfolio evaluation
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as I experienced it as an undergraduate creanve writing student. When

I turned in my undergraduate portfolios, they were no more than a
collection of the required number of poems or stories, final drafts only,
with no attached writer's meditation as to how those end results were
achieved. Additionally, I often received my work back with little or

no teacher commentary In other words, the folders and collections
were simply an administrative device. As writer, I was held responsible

for keeping track of work, and the teacher was interested oniy in
finished products.
Writing portfolios, however, have much more potential. Portfolios
can allow writer and teacher to review classroom growth and to agree

upon the worth of the semester's work. They can also mobilize all of

the evaluat.ln possibilities I have reviewed so far. Portfolios can
include goal setting and contract evaluation, for a certain number of
writings and drafts. Rough- to professional- to portfolio-quality drafts
clIn be required. Portfolios may include self-evaluation. Writers partidpate in process self-analyfis when they compose process cover
sheets or complete self-evaluation protocols. Portfolios can include
peer-evaluation. Writers collect and analyze peer responses in journal
entrieslike those of John included in chapter 7, where he traces his
reactions to group work. Or writers compile, consider, and respond to
complet-d response sheets from class members. Finally, portfolios
include traditional teacher evaluation in the form of mid- or end-ofsemester grades. I this point, teachers may grade selected pieces of
writing or the enare portfolio (see Bishop 1990a and 1990c; Burnharn
1986; Elbow and Belanoff 1986; and "Portfolio Assessment," 1988).
Why Choose Writing Portfolios?
I use writing portfolios because I agree with Edward White :Alen he
observes that "the most effective teachers of writing are traditionally

those who are the most human and the most demanding of their
students. Whatever their curriculum, they establish themselves or other
defined audiences as live and sympathetic readers willing to partzipate
in the quest for meaning that is writing" (95). Writing portfolios allow

for qie developmer of such an audience and demand that a student
develop his own high standards for his own riting.
When compiling a creative writing portfolio, student writers learn
that revision is a long-term, recursive process. As they share drafts
with peers, tutors, and their teacher, these writers become aware of
audience needs. Through reflection on and i:sponse to such conver-
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sations, students revise their work into a portfolio representative of
their best writing. The teacher works as both advocate and evaluator,
helping writers select and present work for end-of-semester evaluation
in the portfolio. And when student work is "published" in this manner,
writers can take pride in their own maturity cf expression. Surveying

a completed portfolio, they realize that they have written a lot and
th... :-hey did grow as writers from the first day to the last day of the
class. Using portfolios, novice writing students, literally, become practicing writers.

When starting to use portfolios, a writing teacher might .7

,,1

it

useful to consider the following issues and suggestions.
Writing portfolios utilize drafts. Since portfolios present students' best
work, submitted after work has been discussed and improved, generally,
all portfolio pieces will have gone through drafts. Depending on the
teacher's dass organization, drafts may have been thoroughly critiqued
in peer-response groups, in student/teacher conferences, and in tutoring sessions. The draft levels I use are described in chapter 7. In
any event, portfolio presentation requires some version of a planned
drafting cycle. SU...dents generate, participate in, and later complete
invention exercises and draft their own, out-of-cLss pieces. They share
writing during a draft cycle, rough to professional to portfolio quality.
A writing portfolio may be evaluated at mid-semester and/or at the
end of the semester. Having students collect all classroom writing at
mid-semester to submit in a writing portfolio can lead to a productive
student-teacher dialogue. Mid-semester portfolio evaluation allows

teachers to talk to creative writing students about where they have
been and where they are going. At mid-semester, teachers may ask
student:. t J place their wri.ing in a two-pocket portfolio folder. In one
pocket are mug and professional drafts for each piece of required
writing and possibly a writing process journal. In the other pocket are
portfolio-quality drafts of required work and, possibly, a let:er of selfevaluation. For each student, a teacher will read the portfolio drafts
carefully, review other portfolio materials briefly, and respond (a) to
the portfolio as a whole and (b) to the writer's letter of self-evaluation,
if used.
It is possible to write long and effective mi ' -semester responses to

student portfolios, but such an activity wili overtax most writing
teachers. There is also the possibility of allocating evaluation time
unfairly as a teacher lingers over some portfolios and speeds through
others. Evaluation sessions that flactuate with stamina may become
less than fair.
Designing a one-page response sheet for each class can reguladze
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a teacher's response time, allowing her to check off class requirements
thereby making sure the writing portfolio is completeand to respond
briefly in writing to portfolio content across three categories:
1. an overall response to writing development (what is successful?);
2. suggestions for improving writing during the second half of the
semester (suggestions at this time are particularly important as

they may refer to the student's self-evaluation. If teacher and
student estimations exhibit great variance, the teacher will want
to describe what changes will help the student nrogress more
successfully); and

3. a mid-semester grade-in-progress with a sentence or two of
explanation.

End-of-semester evaluation echoes mid-semester evaluation, but it
is summative in nature rather than formative. Because this is the last
time a teacher can respond to students, the response sheet may include
only numbers 1 and 3, above. Figure 22 shows a sample evaluation
sheet designed to be adapted for a criative writing course; figures 23
and 24 are copies of actual evaluation sheets (my responses on the
originals were handwritten rather than typed).
Consider fairness in grading. Evaluating portfolios on their own,
teachers may develop grading concerns that parallel the concerns they
have had when grading individual student pieces. For instance, what
constitutes an A-, B-, or C-level creative writing portfolio? How does

a teacher assure that she is fair in her evaluations, not awarding a
"fat" ineffective portfolio more credit than a "thin" fc -.used portfolio,

and so on? These concerns are central for any teacher instituting a
portfolio system. Several practices can help:
1. Begin a portfolio system by outlininz goals for portfolios as used
in that class, and write a guide that details what is expected from
a liortfolio in each grading category (A, B, C, etc.).

2. Snare this guide (or concepts fror- the guide) with students
during class discussion, in confere: :es, and in mid-semester
evaluation comnlentary
3. Use a formalized response sheet (like the one in figure 22) for
critiquing. By checking off materials received and recording
responses in categories, teachers are forced to look up from the
mass of writing collected and evaluate as a whole effort. The
checklist can include an "improvement" category or a "participation" credit as well as an evaluation cf.. portfolio draft quality.
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Remember that portfolio evaluation does not take less time. Portfolios
do not provide a grading panacea. Writing portfolios change the quality
of the time and the pacing of the time demands. To share the evaluation
process with writers, teachers can ask class members to review portions
of writing students' mid-semester and final portfolios to provide another

"publishing" opportunity for writers. I often ask class members to
exchange portfolios with another writer during the class when the
portfolios are due. Each student reads through another writer's (at that
moment) final drafts and compares what she has read with her memory
of earlier workshop versions or with her own portfolio. Three sample

responses follow. In this class, students were asked to look at six
portfolio draft poems at the end of the semester.
Karina responding to Tonie's portfolio:

Tonie's last 6 poems show improvement espelially from thdr
drafts I saw earlier in the semester.
I really liked "One of these Days," the cliche poemit shows
a child very well, & is funny too. "Going Home" was my favorite
I got such a clear image that I felt like I was the narrator, going
home. Her poem "The Moose Ate My Drearr-" was a very good

attempt at fixed formbetter tha- 1 could do that's for sure.
Tonie's thing poem about staples was obviously hard, but I
think I liked it more whet, it was in earlier stages. I know how
hard these poems are to write especially when the object becomes
almost human.

I've noticed that both of us write about the same kinds of
thingskids, memories, etc. I really like Tonie's style of writing
whether it's serious or funny, it always gets my mind going.
Tonie responding to KarMa's portfolio:

America poem as political statement works real well, poignant.
changes, job at Gary's in 1st floor apartment make time element
cohere. Good revision.
love fingerprint on glass in Spring poem! and the dandelions
yearly quest to overrun the back yard.
KarMa has chosen many of the same subjects I chos.: to write
about. [Her] Bird in the tree like [my] squirrel poem. she ends her
poems well and has ge' od images. :' st Floor Apt. & America will
stay with me for a long time. The form of paperclips is wonderful.

Mark responding to Pamela's portfolio:

I looked at Pamela's poems at mid-semester when we did the
same thing we are doing now. I enjoy reading her poems and
feel I have got to know her through her poetry. Particular poems
that I liked were the [poem namehandwriting obscure]. I also
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like the poem "Toaster from a Former Marriage" in particular I
like the honesty and I also finished this poem with a feeling that
this mundane toaster has meaning. Most of all I like the situation

(a woman cooking breakfastfor a man t he does not seem to
love.) I like the poem "Tragic" I had read a very different version
on practically the first day of class.
Pamela has developed noticeable since nid-semester. She has

come to grips with titles and has harnessed her poetry much
more. I enjoy the honesty of her love poems and I like her
vocabulary and sense of humor. All her poems have a quality
(not sure what it is) that pleases me.

And obviously, student's mid-semester and final self-evaluation
letters allow both the creative writer and the creative writing teacher
to better understand class members' growth and development. Here
ere three representative student self-evaluations.
Self-evaluation 1: Introduction to Fiction Writing

I think that I am doing much better in this class now. I'm
enjoying writing a lot more and I am able to !elate to my stories
more.

My favorite piece that I wrote was the one about my sister
and I running the car into the ceramic shop. I really enjoyed
writing that piece a lot. (The one from my point of view, not [the
one] from my mother's [point of view]).
"Naked Fear" is my second favorite piece also because I could
relate to it well. However, the short story "The Wedding Threshold" no matter how I tried, 1 .:ould not make work, the characters
were fla, and the plot was boring I tried to make it work several
fimes, but to no avail. Suggestions on the story to help?
My attendance has improved. I missed one day because I was

sick, but that was it. Also, I tried very hard not to come in late
and was successful. I also think that my class participation has
improved. I feel more comfortable critiquing (sp.?) other people.
I even enjoy giving my opinion and accepting them.
I enjoyed this class. I especially liked it when we did the in
class writings (The shoes and hats). They were really interesting.
[semester grade estimate] B or C+
Thanks,

Self-evaluation 2: Introduction to Poetry Writing
I hate judging anybody, especially myself so I will have, another,

hard time evaluating myself. It is hard to avoid comparisons. I
think that not as much improvement was mide this hah of the
semester as was last half of the semester, but I think that I matu,ed
a little as a poet. I still do not think I have found the right voice,
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my first drafts often have two voices in them and my final drafts

I thinkshow a poet who is in search of the right voice.
I did not utilize the Writing Center as much this half of the
semester as last, which I think hurt me much more than helped
me. But I also think that I did not need it as much this half since
I have come to gripsnot completelywith revision much more
than early in the semester. I went to see you as much in the
second half as in the first half of the semester; it is easier for me
to go to you than to go to the Writing Center.
As a critiquer I think I became a little more vool in group
workshops than earlier. For some strange reason I really enjoy
critiquing poems in workshop, in small group workshops I am
usually quiet. My critiquing ability improved as much as I did as
a poet, they reflect each other.

If I were to give myself a grade I would give myself B+I
gave myself a B at midsemester. I hate any kind of grade though
and have learned a lot, enjoyed doing it, and am sorry to see that
this class has to end.
Self-evaluation 3: Introduction to Fiction Writing

In discussing my growth, change, and improvements as a
writer, I feel that this class is where most of my development
occurred. The English classes I had taken prior to this one dealt
mostly with literature readings, and term paper style writing. I
feel everyone can write a good term paper, but not everyone can
write a good short, creative story. In this class I felt my style and
desire to write had increased greatly. The pieces I want to focus
on are, "Dead End", "Misconception", my mid-semester short
story, "Kauffman's", and my semester short story "Partings".
As I mentioned in my last letter, I had a bit of trouble mixing
thought, dialogue and a:tfrtn. mainly in the stories "Dead End"
and "Misconcepoon". I also mentioned that I had problems ending

my stories, and in turn left readers feeling cut off. The story
"Kauffman's' ; where I felt that all of my roblems started to
iron themselves out. My dialogue flowed better, and I felt that
Mary Dooley's; actions fit the _haracter swat. My trid semester
short story needed more descr:otion, and less telling. That story
gave me some problems. By the time I started writing "Partings"
I

felt confident with my characters, plot, and actions that tht

characters were to take on. The dialogue came easy for me. I feel
that this is my best piece. Eventually I would like t make some
revisions, and make it longer.
In evaluating myself in attendance, participation, and my ability
to critique others, I would ha:2 to mark myself highly. I rarely
ever missed a class. I felt it was important to have the students
present when critiquing my papers, so in return I tried to do the
same for them. I even fee: that my ability to critique has improved
throughout the semester.
My outside reading done for this class has been limited to our
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text, and the otlIer students papers. Keeping up with the text book
readings in my other classes has deprived me of pleasure reading.
I love to read, but find little time to read for pleasure. However,
I did enjoy reading the other's work.
I

feel that the most valuable aspect of this class was the

workshops themselves. I liked hearing what others thought about
my work, and the students have given me alot of great tips. The
only thing I disagree with is the reading log. I really feel that the

log did not do me ary good, as far as the class goes If I were a
full time writs:- I might feel differently, but I :elt that it had no
significance to the class. This is the main reason my log is lacking.
Overall, I found the class fun and enjoyable. I especially liked
the in class writing assignments such as the postcards, and writing
a character with the at and shoes. I developed the characters in

"Partings" from the hat and shoes we worked with. They have
undergone some major changes, but the assignment helped mc
to get started.
The self grade is always a hard thing to dc. I am basing my
grade completely on my improvement and growth in my writing
throughout the semester. I felt that this was the main emphasis
of the class. I am not comparing myself to other writers in the
class because we are all at different levels of writitz. This in a
way was good, because I learned aiot from those who write
exceptionatly well. As I mentioned at the beginning of this letter,
I honestly feel that my developr ent has improved greatly, therefore I give myself an A. Have a nice summer. Sincerely,

A teacher with the not unusual teaching load of three to five classes

will, reasonably, find the portfolio reading period daunting. When
instituting the portfolio method and tailoring it to his classroom needs,

this teacher will have to start with what works. Although it seems
likely that a mid- and end-of-semester full reading of each student's
work is the fairest pissible evaluative review, teachers may not always

be able to devote as much time as they would like to each mative
writing portfolio and still submit grades on time. One of several
possible modifications of the full-semester portfolio system ma, help.

1. Teachers can divide a portfolk evaluation period into two equal
parts and evaluate the first half of the semester's w rk and then

"retire" this work before going on to evaluate the the seccid
half of the semester's work. Teachers who do this may wish to
weigh the second half of the semester's grade slightly (60 percent),

expecting wiiting to improve more impressively the longer students work at developing their writing process. This choice, a

two-part portfolio review, v, bile less then optimal in that it
reduces formative evaluation, still allows students involved in
such a class to participate in two process-oriented, grade-in-
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progress drafting cycles. The teacher benefits by not having to
read too many full-leneth, full-semester portfolios in a three-day
gradir.g period.

2. Teachers can have students submit a smaller number of "best"
pieces from the semester for portfolio evaluation. This can be a
timesaving device for the teacher, assuring her that portfolios
w.al never include more than, say, three already familiar writings
and a student's seif-,avah,ation. Additionally, students learn to
own writing ever more objectively,
vueigh and evaluate th
working with th,. teacher, class peers, or writing center staff to

decide which of their drafts are most effective from a read n's
viewpoint.
Additionally, the opportunity to choose and focus on selected

"best" pieces o. prose or poetry may support a teacher's endof-semester transition from revision to editing and proofreading.
Students have more incentive to edit portfolio-quality drafts than

rough or professional drafts and may have greater success
learning to edit and proofread whP.n ,vorking with a limited
nur :her of pieces.
3. Teachers can collect portfolios up to two weeks before the end
of the semester, offering the teacher more review time un.ter less
pressure. During the final week or two of class, students can be

refiling their work for the class book and then "publishing"
thes photocopied "class anthology" of peer chosen and edited
writing from each student (descibed in chapter 3). Additionally,
if the teacher's institution allows for such a substitution, conferincing time can be scheduled for the last week of class so that
teachers can return the portfolio to each student and come to a
satisfying sense of class closure. This slightly earlier due date

can also .-zure that students are not trying to make extensive
and often unsuccessful revisions while cramnftg for botany or
calculus exams.

Portfolios help stuients and teachers better respect a student writer's
progress and effort while engaging in necessary evaluation of her final
class products. That is why, of course, portfolios sup, vrt the transac-

tional creative writing workshop. They provide a necessary, wide
focuson the writer of effective texts, on the developing texts, and
on the readers of those texts (adapted from Bishop 1990a).
This review of evaivation and response shows the creative writing
teacher taking on many roles. Teachers are coaches and a; Aluators.
Some prefer the terms senior learner or mentor. Whatever F nan.e,
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eative writing tetichers need to remember that 111 students have
potential as writers and as members of a writing community! Often,
the creative writing teachta needs t.) monitor his classroom persona
and his position in the classroom hierarchy. Current writing research
suggests successful teachers learn to move themselves from the center
of the room to the sidelines (see Bishop 1990g; Perl and Wilson 1986).
These teachers are demanding individuals Vito also know the value
of nurturing, collaborating, coaching, and fat.. lating.
There is immense wlue in the communities tha these creative
writing teachers develop. Kar m Burke LeFevre (1987) describes how
creative, inv.2ntive thinkers -what some people call geniusesbe orne
no, zble in clnsfers, achieving prominence during certain time periods
and in :ertain geographic locations. LeFevre claims that clusters occur
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due to rcsonant.e, and she observes this abod resonance and resonators.
When inc. .iduals collaborate to invent, new ideas arise in part
because of a quality that I will call "resonance," a term used by
Harold Lasswell. Lasswell notes that successful innov .ors often
maintain "resona:tt relationships" with certain people in their
social sphere. I:lose N11..) are less successful innovators perhaps
lack such "resonators" and may thus be more likely to succumb
to the "dampening influence" of their onvironment.... Resonato:s
might be groups of students or colleagues, accepting "apostles"

whn allow a person to investigate ideas in a safe p:ace without
the harsh evaluation that outsiders might make.... Resonance
comes about when an individual acta "vibraCan"is intensified
'c u r when
and prolonged by sympathetic vibrations. It m
someone acts as a facilitator to 3ss:st cr extend wt is legarded

as primarily another's invention, or when people are mutual
Haborators on a task. Resonance also occurs indirectly when
ople provide a supportive social and intellectual environment

that nurtures thought and ena 'Is ideas to be received, thus
completing the inventive act. (63)

For me, resonation seems a metaphoricalli satisfying term when it is
applied tc the transactional creative writing workshop. The transactiona: Ashop allows for the dev elopment of resonant relationships.
Individual development is intensified and prolonged by approptiate
support. In this classroom writers are writing, and creative writing
teachers dismantle unproductiv e hierarchies, allow ing all cIlss members

to be resonators, sympathetic sharers in the intricate de'. elopment of

writing facility that results in poems, prose poems, novels, epics,
screenplays, faros, jour...,t; sermons, satires, stories, dreams, dialogs,
and other discourses we care about. Then, creative writing students
are releas i into languagefor life.
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Mid-semester Evaluation Sheet

_In-class writing 1
In-class writing 2
In-class writing 3
Out-of-class writing 1
Out-of-class writing 2

_Out-of-class writing 3
Optional writing (sometimes students like to t.dd work they have
done on their own or in other classesI usually limit the amount
I will read to one piece each half of the semester)
Craft-presentation (when students present talks, I have each listener

write a comment and rate the presentation on a scale of check,
check-minus or check-plus or 1-10, and the class average is the
final :valuation for this activity)
Letter of Self-Evaluation

Class Journal Ir Learning Log

General response to the portfolio;
Suggestions for the secadd half of the semesterEvaluation summary:
Journal (10%)
Class Participation (20%)
(includes attendance,
group work, readings, etc.)
Writing Portfolio (70%)
Mid-semester grade in progress-

Fig. 22. Sample mid-semester evaluation sheet for writing portfolios.
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English 272

Spring 1988 Final portfolio evaluation for: Paul K.

Completeness:
X
X
X

6 in-dass poems
6 out-of-class poems
learning log
letter of self-evaluation
X
optional poems
Ge ieral remarks:

I'm going to note the most successful: "Sunrise" "Overridden" "Names"
"Moss" (lots of potential but needs work) "Milkshake" (fun & different)
Evaluation

Learning Log (20%) Alot of good self-anal- .sis,
self-critique & growth
Writing Portfolio (60%)
(final copies class poems)

B+

Attendance/Participation (20%) _ALB
Final Class Grade.

B+

Suggestions for future writing: I agree that the poems during the secr xl 1/2
tof the semester] are more ambitious & more interesting but also less finished
wish you had brought some by for conferencirg. Your strengths are your
willingness to engage w/new forms & explore intellectual/philosophical
problems but the latter also leads you into confusing imagery and register
shifts (sometimes archaic or overly gothic language). Developing more awareness of readers was of tremendous importance this semester & will help both
your poetry and your fiction Hope I have you in future writing classes. Wendy
Good luck with your future writing projects: invent, revise, revise, revise,
edit, enjoy, submit, publish and enjoy again.
Feel free to share Enme work with me or with writing center tutors next fall.
Fig. 23. Portfolio response sheet for Paul K.
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English 272 Spring 1988 Final portfolio evaluation fon Donna S.
Completeness:
X
X
X

6 in-class poems
6 out-of dass poems
learning log

letter of self-evaluation Thanksalthough I didn't agree with
all the self-evaluation I appreciated having your views
optional poems
X

General remarks:

I think some of the poems from the first 1/2 of the semester could have
benefitted from revision. My favorite as yours is, is still "Cortez." I'll list the
most successful in my view from the last 6: "Frozen" (I think says a lot with
a little); "Timeclocks" (well-revised). "Purse & House" (needs more time from
yue) and your cliche poem is fun but could use a title to go to work for it.
Evaluation

Learning Log (20%) Cstill not as useful as it could beyou
don't write at any length or discuss
readings from anthology, etc.
B

Writing Portfolio (60%)

(final copies class poems)

Attendance/Pariicipation (20%) Ait was enjoyable having
your voice in class
Final Class Grade

B

Suggestions for future writing: I think there's been important growth here. Now

you need to discipline yourself to longer/more revision & better proofing.
Keep writing and exploring these impo,ant relationships and working out
new ways to express these universal themes. Hope to have you in class again.
Wendy

Good luck with your future writing projects: invent, revise, revise, revise,
edit, enjoy, submit, publish and enjoy again.
Feel free to share some work with me or with writing center tutors next fall.
Fig. 24. Portfolio response sheet for Donna S.
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Appendix A:
Response Protocol
Sheets
These protocol sheets were designed to help students complete productive critique sessions for fiction, poetry and nonfiction. Two multigenre response sheets are also included; the generic protocols can be
used to respond to experimental or to traditional writing. Although
each Lheet was desigied for eliciting either early er !ate responses to
a piece of writing, teachers and students will want to experiment with
the protocols, altering them to suit each response situation; often
questions will need to be added or deleted. In their current form, the
shects can train writers to respond and will help guide peer group
work. However, the sheets will become even more useful if they are
continually adapted by members of a particular writing community
Writer's nameResponder's name-

Answer any five of the following questions:

I. What part of the essay do you remember best?

2. Be nosey. What do you want to know more about? Think of three
questions to ask the writer about his or her piece.
3. Was there anything that you didn't understand? If so, what part?
4. Which sensory details were most effective?
5. What do you wish the writer would leave out in the next draft?
6. Suggest some aspects for the writer to experiment with. (Examples: past
to present tense, change point of view, serious to sarcastic tone, first to
third person, move ending scene to the beginning, emphasize a different
theme.)

7. If you could have lunch with one of the characters in the essay, which
one would it be? What would you talk about?
8. What do you think about the beginning? Wnat made you keep reading?
What did you think of the end? Did you wish it had continued? Ended
sooner? Or was it just right?
9. If this were your paper, what would you do next?
10. Tell the writer what he or she does best and encourage her to do it some
more.
App. A-1. Response sheet for early response: nonfiction.
177
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Feel free to write on the student's draft and/or on the back of this sheet,
besides in the blanks. To save time, refer to sentences or sections by page
number, paragraph, and line number, or use a highlighter.
1. Why do you think the writer wrote this pkce?
2. Why could or couldn't/should or shouldn't this piece be a short story?
3. What do you like best about this piece?

4. What other titles might be good, or is this title the best one you can
think of (and why)?

5. Which sentences or paragraphs did you have to reread in zrder to
understand?
6. Which sentences sound especially good out loud?
7. Which sentences sound awkward, too slow, too long, too heavy, or out
of tune?
8. Which words or sentences need more spice(!)?
9. Where could dialogue be added, or is there enough?
10. On the writer's paper, mark all the mechanical errors (syntax, grammar,
spelling, punctuation, typing format) that bugged you or distracted you,
or that you'd just like to point out to the writer. Use editing/proofreading
marks if you wish.
11. Is there anything else you'd like to tell the writer?

Peer responder's name
Writer's name
Title of nonfiction piece
Date

App. A-2. Resporse sheet for late peer response: polishing nonfiction.

Name of Writer
Date.

1. What are the strongest images in the poem? Write them below.
2. What does this poem make you think of? How does it make you feel?
3. Is there a surprise in this poem? Where? What's the surprise?
4. Where could the poem expand? Give two or three places if possible.
5. Are there rhymes in this poem? Where do they work well? Are there places
the rhymes draw attention to themselvesdistract the reader? Write down
some samples, lines and words.
6. If there are clichés in this poem list them below. Also write some examples
of the writer's use of fresh and interesting language.

App. A-3. Response sheet for early peer raponse: poems.

__
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Name of Wrif.erDate:

1. What are the strongest images in the poem? Write them below.
2. Is there a main emotion in this poem? If so, what? Are there other emotions
that also work in this poem?

3. Is there tension, surprise, or conflict in this poem' Where? Does it work
for you? If so, how?
4. Does the poem have a sense of closure? How does the writer achieve that
effect? Or do you still expect more from the poem? If you expect more,
what do you expect?
5. Where do the poem's rhythms work best? Where do they work the least?
Is there rhyme, alliteration, assonance? Do they contribute to the effectiveness of the pcem?
6. What are some of the words this poem doesn't need? Write down the
word and what line it appears in.
7. Mark the clichés in the poem with an asterisk. List examples of fresh and
interesting 1ar.guage here.

App. A-4. Response sheet for late pcer response: poems.

Shident Name
Title

Date

1. What is the best part of this story? Why?
2. Does the story have an understandable structure? How would you cl, 5cribe
it?

3. Are the characters dPveloped well enough? Which characters are most
believable? Which could be improved?

4. Do you have a sense of the story's setting? What is it? How might it be
impr oved?

5. Does the story have a clear point of view? What (whose) is it?
6. Are there problems with verb tense shifts? Sentence structure? Syntax?
Grammar? If so, please note here ari mark them on the draft.
7. Has the writer avoided cliches? Where could the writer be more careful
about word choice?
8. Try to sum up what happens in this story in one sentence.
App. A-5. Response sheet for early peer response: fiction.
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Student Name
Date

Title

1. (a) Do the characters' actions and the progress of the story (the plot)

2.

3.

4.

make sense to you? Why or why not?
(b) Is the :ension sustained? How?
Is everything in trie story essential to the story's success? What could
be deleted?
Are the characters developed (i.e., do they seem like real peopls to
you)? How are the main characters different from each other? Consider
dialogue, physical gestures, description.

Where is the language most vivid, or A la Pound, "charged with

6.

meaning"? Where does it go flat?
What is the story's point of view? Is it consistent? How is it appropriate
for the story's purposes? Could a different point of view improve the
story? How?
If you described the story's texture (i.e., the way it feels), what would

7.

it be? Why? Does the story seem three-dimensional? Where could
that quality be improved?
Could the sentence variations be improved (i.e., do the rhythms vary

5.

sufficiently)? Where?
8.
9.

10.
11.

Does the story's pace fit its content? How?
Is the story's ending satisfying? Why or why not?
Why does the stor, fit its title?
What did you like most about the story?

App. A-6. Response sheet for late peer response: fiction.
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Miter
Title

Please use this sheet to respond to another miter's work. Remember, the
writer is in an early draft stage and will expect to use your comments to help
improve his/her writing for a future draft.
1. Find several words, lines, or passages that stand out in this piece of writing.
Underline/highlight them on the paper or list them in the space below. Is
each one effective? Distracting? Out of place? Unusual? Interesting? Explain
for each example that you choose.
2. After reading this piece, what did you still want to find out? Why?

3. For you as reader, were there any words, lines, or passages that left you
unsure or confused? If so, find several and explain what you felt unsure
about.

4. How do you feel about the writer's use of language in this piece? Give
some examples, using page numbers and sentences or by quoting lines:
(a) Examples of fresh, interesting, and/or appropriate languagelanguage
that you especially liked.
(b) Examples of clichécl, too familiar, and/or out of place language
language that you think could be rewritten trore effectively.
5. Suggest the most important change(s) you feel the writer could make to
improve this piece while redrafting.
Your name.

Date.

App. A-7 Response sheet for early peer response: multigenre (poetry, fiction,
nonfiction, or drama).
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Your name.

Title of the work being critiqued.
Author's name.
Higher-Order Concerns

1. Describe how you felt after yJu finished reading this piece. What impressions did you leave with?
2. List three places where the author could streamline this piece by trimming
certain words, lines, or passages.

3. List three places where the author could improve the piece by adding
more information.
4. Do you feel this piece is complete? If yes, why? If not, what is missing?
Lower-Order Concerns

1. Did the author use punctuation in any way that concerns you? If so, in here
and why?

2. Were there any places in the piece where you were dissatisfied with the
author's choice of words? Where and why?
3. What do you think of till title? Does it suit the piece? Why or why not?
App. A-8. Response sheet for late peer response: multigenre (poetry, fiction,
nonfiction, or drama).

Appendix B:
Teaching Creative Writin
A Selected, Annotated Bi liography
This bibliography selects out books and articles that are usefal for
new or continuing teachers of creative writing and concentrates,
particularly, on invention techniques, classroom activities, and the
intersection of creative writing and composition pedagogy. Some of
the annotations were supplied by the following individuals: Steve
Bailey (SB), Sclt Herzer (SH), Carolyn Kremers (SK), Trecie Melnick
(TM), Peg Peoples (PP). Jill Robinson UR), and Terence Wike (TW).

Adams, James L. 1986. The Care and Feeding of Ideas: A Guide to
Encouraging Creativity. Reading, Mass.: Addison-Wesley.

/

In this book on change and creativity and their elusiveness, Adams
claims that ideas can be cultivated, for a wide variety of purposes,
including financial gain. Part One of the book discusses "Thinking,"
in depth, and includes exercises on, for example, thinking in three
different styles. Part Two, called "Doing," also involves comprehensive discussion, and includes a variety of exercises. The thrust
of the book is expository, and the exercises serve more to illustrate
points than to carry the text, but the exercises lo- k useful. [Academic;
Craft Mixed Genre: Non-specialized] UR)
Armstrong, Cheryl. 1984. "A Process Perspective on Poetic Difcourse:'
Paper presented at the Annual Meeting of the Conference on College
Composition and Communication. New York, New York, March
29-31. [ERIC Document Reproduction Service No. ED 143 108.]
Over the course of six interview s, a novice poet revealed his revision

process as being significantly different from that of professional
poets. The novice po et altered littie in his draft, had few audience
influences besides himself and an occasional friend, and felt his
poem was complete when he had satisfied himself. He also felt that
a poem should look and sound like a Foem but was unfamiliar
with other poets' work or working methods. This poet also wrote
only when "moved" to write. Armstrong suggests that developing
poets must write not only for themselves but for others. [Academic;
Research on Writing/Literature; College]
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Bartel, Roland. 1983. Metaphors and Symbols: Forays into Language.
Urbana: National Council of Teachers of English.
Concentrates exclusively on the metaphor, including discussions of

origins, riddles, proverbs, and slang. Both poetry and prose are
taken into consideration. Bartel also discusses "worn-out metaphors,"

clichés. Pedagogical use is limited because the sparse teaching
exercises don't venture far beyond discussion. ;Academic; Craft
Mixed Genre; College] (TM)

Baumbach, Jonathan. 1970. Writers as Teachers/Teachers as Writers.
New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston.
Essays by different writers ai,^1t writing. Topics vary but include
advice to creative writing teac... TS, personal essays about how the
writer writes, essays about experiences teaching in the high schools
and colleges, and philosophies. Some of the essays include specific
craft and invention ,:xercises. Several of the writers deal with the

question oi whether creative writing can be taught and how/
whether creativity is stilled by the nature of the American educational system. [Academic; Essays on Writing; Non-specialized] (TM)

Berenson, Sheila K 1988. "Judy Blumes and Ray Bradburys Galore:
Novelists in the Making." English Journal 77: 177-86.

The author's high school class wrote a novel in a collaborative
effort. Berenson pnwides guidelines for instructors who want to
attempt the exercise, which is designed to improve both composition
and creative writing skills. [Academic; Craft Fiction; Secondary and
College] (SB)

Bernstein, Bonnie. 1983. Writing Crafts Workshop. Belmont, Calif.:
Pitman Learning.
A collection of thirty-four art projects that either incorporate or
encourage young people's creative writing. The book includes di-

rections for making a Victorian lap desk, quill pen, berry ink,
marbled paper, a writer's portfolio, a folded book, stitched book,
hornbook, linoleum block prints, a rolling pin press, paper stencils,
a cipher slide, poetry grilles, ghostwriter's ink, rebus, among many
other items. Another section presents homemade games that involve
writing. Scattered throughout the book are "Writer's Gallery" pages,

which feature facts about writers and writing in various historic
and cultural periods. There is also a list of places that publish young
people's writing, and a collection of decorative alphabets and "clipart:' [Non-academic; How-to General; Elementary and Secondary]
(CK)
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Betts, Doris. 1984. "Undergraduate Creative Writing Courses." ADE
Bulletin 79: 34-36.
Betts argues against the idea that creafive writing is taught to find
"great writers" and advocates teaching as a way to form excellent
readers. She suggests teaching grammar and mechanics and then
discusses undergraduate teaching according to two models. In the
first, large-scale teaching avoids line by line criticism and requires
that students write a tot before looking at particular craft issues. In
the second, instruction moves from parts to whole, i.e., scene tn
story. Teaching success, she feels, depends not on method, though,

but on teacher/student seriousness of undertaldng. [Academic:
Essays on Writing; College]

Bishop, Wendy. "The 15 Sentence Portraft!' Exercise &change 35 (2):

5-8.
An in-class invention exercise that allows students to find new ways

to look at individuals for whom they feel powerful emotions.
[Academic; Craft Mixed Genre; Secondary and College]

1990. "Pcx ry Parodies." Teaching English in the Two-Year
College 17 (February): 40-44.
Parody wrigng, as a college literature or writing class activity, can

help students understand writers' decisions and may focus on the
student's analysts of her parody as much as on the result or product
the parody. [Academic; Literature with Writing; College]

1988. "Teaching Undergraduate Creative Writing: Myths,
Mentors, and Metaphors!' Journal of Teaching Writing 7: 83-102.
This article examines three myths about creative writing: (1) that it

can't be taught; (2) that creative writing students have attitudes
about reading and writing that are radically different than those of
composition student ; and (3) that a collaborative workshop situation
is used successfully in the creative writing class. Bishop suggests
that the mentor model of teaching writing is elitist, often sexist,
and falsely collaborative, and that the division in American universities between literature and composition, fiction and poetry,
creative and "noncreative" writing, is artificial and detrimental. The
article encourages creative writing instructors to push for more
derrtmental cooperation and more attention to relevant research
and theory in the fields of critirism, composition, rhetoric, reading,
linguistics, and psychology. Bishop also advocates seeking out or

developing textbooks that include writers on writing and more
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material by women writers. [Academic; Essays on Writing; College]
(CK)
. 1989. "Uting Postcards for Invention." Exercise Exchange 35
(1): 27-31.
Postcards can provide a powerful invention heuristic for writers at
any level; several in-class writing activities will involve students in

literal and figurative description, group writing, and so on. [Academic; Craft Mixed Genre; Secondary and Cc liege]
Bizzaro, Patrick. 1990. "Evaluating Student Poetry Writing: A Primary
Trait Scoring Moder Teaching English in the Two-Year College 17:
54-61.
Bizzaro discusses the iack of criteria or discussions available to
creative instructors for evaluating student writing and suggests
utilizing text-specific primary trait scoring. During conferences,
student and teacher prioritize revising concerns and negotiate an
informal revision contract. In evaluating the next draft, the teacher
will consider growth in agreed-upon areas, respecting the writer
and the poem in progress. Includes a sample student poem and
overview of the method. [Academic; Essays on Writing; Secondary
or College]
.

1983. "Teacher as Writer and Researcher: The Poetry Di-

lemma." Language Arts (October): 851-859.

Bizarro reviewed artides on teaching poetry and found few were
available. He details the "models approach, activities approach, and
models and activities approach;' noting benefits and drawbacks of
each and then advocates that teachers as writers should substantiate
theory. Bizarro looks at several drafts of one of his own poems to
illustrate and concludes that rather than following an "approach"
he teaches writing "consistent with the way I compose!' He advocates a teacher-as-writer-as-self-researcher stance for those interested in improving their own teaching. [Academic; Writers on
Writing; Secondary and College]
B. pn, Don. 1981. "Beyond the Workshop: Some Alternatives for the

Undergraduate Creative Writing Course!' Paper presented at lie
Annual Convention of the Modern Language Association. New
York, December 27-30. [ERIC Document Reproduction Service No.
ED 233 342; also availf.ble as "Beyond the Workshop: Suggestions
for a Process-Oriented Creative Writing Course!'fournal of Advanced
Composition 5 (1984): 149-62.]
Suggests, in detail, an alternative workshop format for undergrad-

uate wiiterswith emphasis on reading like a writer and giving
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attention to process over productusing iuüt. tion, guided assignments, and exploring writers' potential through generation.. arrangements, and revision. Bogan cites many writers on wrifing, and his
appendix includes useful examples of exercises. A well-supported
argument for an alternative yet cohesive instnictional model. [Academic; Essays on Writing; College]
Brooks, Con Vail. 1S'87. The Sky Blew Blue. Norwich, V.T.: New Victoria

Publishers.
Brooks presents a clear, simple set of invention suggestion:. for poem
making with preschool or elementary children. Although it contains
the expected variation3 on thing or dream poems, Brooks also gets
her young writers moving (poem after spinning, after drinking water,
name chanting, etc.). [Non-academic; How-to Poetry; Preschool
and/or Elementary]

Brooks, Gwendolyn, Keorepetse Kgosiisite, Haki R. Madhubuti, and
Dudley Randall. 1975. A Capsule Course in Black Poetry Writing.
Detroit: Bmadside Press.
Articles by four published writers which search for the essence of
black writers' craft. Brook's essay offers a manifesto/definition of
black poetry writing and eight writing hints which review traditionalconcerns of diction and style; Kgositsile offers a looser "how I write"
essay; Madhubuti defines terms like "originality" and discusses
writing aims from a black perspective and then reviews why poems
go awry (triteness, too many words, etc.); Randall offers personal
opinions about black poetry today (1975). The olume contains
poem drafts by the writers. [Academic; Craft Poetry and Essays on
Writing; College]

Brostowin, P. R. 1980. "Poetry by Seduction." English Journal 69 (6):
59-61.
Brostow'n describes a collaborative poem writing activity designed

to encourage beginning writers to create and share their poems.
[Academic; Craft Poetry; Secondary and College]
Brown, Clarence. 1978. Writing Short Stories, Plays, and Poems. New
York: American.
An introduction to creative writing geared towards beginners and

high-school-age students. The first few chapters concentrate on
getting a student used to writing creatively with suggestions on how

to keep a journal and how to think about the writing process.
Chapters advance to more craft instruction such as words, sentences,
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and plot development. Includes writing exercises and explains
specific terminology such as onomatopoeia and alteration. [Academic; Craft Mixed Genre; Secondary] (TM)
Bunge, Nancy 1985. Finding the Words: Conversations with Writers Who

Teach. Athens: Ohio University Press.
Bunge inta-viewed sixteen writers and discussed their attitudes about
teaching writing and found that the writers appeared less interested

in teaching techniques than in enabling student writers to accept
themselves and to explore. Interesting contrasts developed, from
Kelley Cherry who believes all students have talent and genius
potential; to Diane Wakowski, wh.) claims teachers must teach
students how to learn to hate their writing (to eventually produce
bettEr writing); to Ginsberg, who poses an extension of the mentor
model of teaching to include love relationships between student
and teacher; to William Stafford, who struggled to find ways to be
a peer to students; to several others who believe writers are harmed
by being teachers. These illuminiting, short interviews stray from
but ultimately center on pedagorr -al issues. [Academic; Writers on
Writing; College]
Burack, Sylvia K., ed. 1986. The Writer's Handbook. Boston: The Writer,
Inc.

This 787-page guidebook contains a staggering amount of material
designed to help authors write marketable work. It is ozganized into
four separate sections, the first three of which are filled with essays
on the craft and business of writing by such bestselling authors as
Isaac Asiinov, John D. MacDonald, Sidney Sheldon, Stephen King,
and Ken Follet. The first section deals with background for writers;
the second contains essays on the writing of specialized fiction,
nonfiction, poetry, drama, and ju..enile works; and the third section
provides valuable inforization on how to deal with editors, agents,

and the business of writing in general. The fourth section of the
work is composed of a list of potential markets. [Non-academic;
How-to General; College and Older Writers]. (TW)
Burrowaj, Janet. 1987. Writing Fiction. 2nd ed. Boston: Little, Brown.
[A third edition is in progress.]

This well-known text reviews all traditional aspects of craft and
illustrates points using a variety of stories; it has provided a strong
grounding in writing fiction for numbers of student writers. The
ten chapters include discussions of story and plot, revision, use of
detail, point of view, metaphor and simile, and theme. The second

9
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editioa includes a chapter on wrifing process and the appendices
include editing symbols and I .)oks for further reading. Burroway
uses her personal experiences as a novelist 4) inform her d'^eussions.
[Academic; Craft Fiction; Advanced Secondary and College]

Carter, John Marshall. 1984. "Transforming the Self through Poetry:
A Six Weeks' Project!' Idinois Schools Journal 64 ,1): 56-64.

Carter argues ihat a poetry project in which students immerse
themselves in poehyreading it, developing craft vocabulary, creating their own anthologies of their favorite poets' work as N. el! as

their own, and so ontransforms both students and teachers. He
lists numerous responses by student writers to support his claim,
ranging crom "I don't think it really changed my life but it did
make me understand my life" to "The study of poetry changed my

whole lifeit made rre feel like a real person for the first time."
[Academic; Craft Poetry; Primary and Secondary]
Chestek, Virginia L. 1986. "Teaching Creative Writing: An Emphasis
on Preparation." Freshman English News 15: 16-19.
Chestek argues that instructors of creative writing can better prepare
for teaching such classes by borrowing from pedagogical developments in composition studies. Four elements can help teachers to
prepare studento to writerecognizing the use of emotion ir writing

and defining audience (i.e., student investment in writing equals
better writing); teaching students to control such emotions by
focusing on a question that personally relevant writing raises;
utilizing research; and working with analogy. Suggested activities
include guided freewriting, question-heurisiLs that focus on conflict,
finding personal symbolic analogies, and so on. A provocative arficle

based on the premise that all students can be taught "to structure
their own interesting perceptions of contemporary life into poetry
or fiction that is worth reading!' [Academic; Essays on Writing;
College]

Collum, Jack. 1985. "Evaluating the Poetry Children Write." Teachers
and Writers Magazine 17 (2): 1-9.

A rather general article that describes how Collum would discuss

a student's poem and then offers statements about evaluation,
personal anecdote, and so on, without really developing a clear-cut
set of alternatives for teachers. [Academic; Craft Poetry; Elementary]

J
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Cooke, John, and Jeanie Thompson. 1980. ''Three roes on the Teaching
of Po '2.try." College English 42 (2): 133-41.

Writers Tess Gallagher, Sandra McPherson, and Galway Kinnell,

share their ideas on teaching poetrymethods and activities
during interviews. [Academic; Writers on Writing; College]

Cornish, Roger N. 1983. "Five Anger Exercises for the Novice Play-

wright!' Paper prented at the Annual Meeting of the American
Theatre Association. Mmneapolis, August 7-10. [ERIC Document
Reproduction Service No. ED 235 538.]
Cornish feels the craft of playwriting can be taught and is aided
by in-class writing assignments which include "finger exercises"
such as writing down uses for a common object in a brainstorming
session, incorporating "given" dialogue into an episode, etc. Invention helps students move from teacher lecture to skills development.
[Academic; Craft Drama; College]
Duke, Charles R., and Sally A. Jacobsen. 1983. Rcading and Writing
Poetry: Successful Approaches for the Student and Teacher. Phoenix:
Oryx Press.
Divided into three sections, perspectives, applications, and resources,
this anthology offers students ar-1 teachers the thoughts of publishing writers and teachers of u*iters. These essays were gatherad
to broaden classroom creative writinE, experiences available to studeAts, and range from X. J. Kennedy's discussion of "The Usetiilness
of Poetry" to Diane Wakoski's "Color Is a Poet's Tool" to uonald
Murray's "Listening to Writing." The applications section focuses
on language and composing, and the resources section includes
information on ethnic and multimedia poetry. The volume is eclectic
yet thot, jht-provoldng. [Academic; Craft Mi sed Genre; Non-specialized]

Elbow, Peter, and Pat Belanoff. 1989. Sharing and Responding. New
York: Random House.
This severq-page booklet offers innovative and alternative response
methods for composition. or creative writing workshops and inch.des
suggestions for helping students to share work, perform descriptive
response (sayback, center of gravity, metaphorical description, etc.),
analytic response (believing and doubting, skeleton feedback), reader-

bas,.ci response, and criterion-based response. An excellent and
concise overview of response options for writers and teachers.
[Academic; Craft Mixed Genre; Secondary and. College]
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Fitz-Randolph, Jane. 1980. How to Write for Children and Young Adults
A Handbook. New York: Barnes and Noble.
Intended to introduce writers to some common techniques of writing
children's books and articles, both fiction and nonfiction, this guide
presents and outlines basic story structures, such as wish fulfillment

stories and stories of decision, which the author has found to have
a good record of success with editors of children's books and
magazines. Fitz-Randolph includes chapters dealing with the craft
of writing children's fiction, with practical advice on the creation
of characters and the use of point of view and dialogue. She also
offers advi::e for nonfiction writers, suggesting topics for children's
nonfiction articles, books, TV scripts and plays. [Non-academic;
How-to Special GenreWriting for Children; College and Older
Writers] (TW)

Frank, Marjorie. 1979. If You're Trying to Teach Kids to Write, You've
Gotta Have This Book! Nashville: Incentive Publications.

A giant toy box of ideas and projects to encourage writing, this
book is aimed at children's creative processes and writing, but much
of what is said and suggested is applicable to older beginning writers
as well. Chock full of energy and options for all stages of writing,

Frank ensures that the teacher will never run out of ideas or
approaches [Non-academic; Hcw-to General; Elen entary and Secondary] (JR)

Freisinger, Randall R. 1978. "Creative Writing and Creative Composition." College English 40: 283-87.
Freisinger suggests that composition classrooms should borrow
techniques from the collaborative, writers' workshop class model

favored by creative writing teachers, suggesting that in such a
classroom, process is more important than product, student writing
is never really finished, problems along the way are the focus of

attentionthemes, stylistic effects, etc.and the teacher is a writer/
friend, not a dictator. [Academic; Essays on Writing; College]
Frey, James N. 1987, How to Write a Damn Good Novel. New York: St.
Martins.
In this nonacademic version of a traditional academic craft book, Frey

takes his tone from Hemingway ("a damn good novel") and talks
brusquely to novice writers about the basics, as in chapter 4, "The
ABCs of Storytelling," where he offers hints, advice, rules, and brief
examples. [Non-academic; How-to Fiction; Non-specialized]

2o
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wid. 1988. "A Curious Case of Our Responding Habits: What
Do We Respond to and Why?" Journal of Advanced Composition 8:
88-96

Fuller,

To further understand teachers' response habits, the author gave
two groups of seven teachers each a copy of the same piece of
prose. One group received a typed copy and the other group received

a handwritten copy. Asked to evaluate the paragraph, teachers
responded poorly to the handwritten version, giving it lower grades

and less supportive remarks than did teachers who responded to
the typed version. The paragraph (taken from Hemingway's The
Sun Also Rises) received teachers' grades ranging from A to D,
averaging C. Fuller suggests that teachers should become more
aware of their biases toward "student" work. [Academic; Essays on
Writing; College]
Fulwiler, Toby, ed. 1987. The Journal Book. Portsmouth, N.H.: Boynton/
Cook.

This book presents forty-two essays by as many authors. They
discuss the nature of journals and their use in a variety of school
settings, from first grade to college. The authors tell how they use
journals in the teaching of English, history, art, music, philosophy,
foreign language, physics, chemistry, mathematics, political science,
sociology, and economics. The use of journaling to enhance speculation, exploration, discovery, critical independent thought, and
other forms of creative thinking is affirmed. [Academic; Essays on
Writing; Non-spedaliz9d1 (CK)

Gallo, Donald R., ed. 1979. "Poetry: Reading, Writing, and Analyzing
It." Connecticut English Journal 10 (2).
Over twenty-five essays and articles, most of them quite brief, that
cover such topics as teaching poetry in junior high school, publishing
student writing, using music and dance to teach poetry, and introducing poetic terminology. Especially helpful for teachers who may
have anxieties about teaching poetry. See especially Thomas Devine's
overview of the role of poetry in the English class. [Academic; Craft
Poetry; Elementary and Secondary] (SH)

1984. "Writing from Literature:' In Writing Exercises from
Exercise Exchange, vol. 2, edited by Charles R. Duke, 197-201.
.

Urbana: National Council of Teachers of English.
Gallo suggests that writing from literature rather than about literature
will engage students. He illustrates by describing a sequence where
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students write a Dear Abby type of letter from a character in a favorite
novel which is answered by another student in class. Other activities
include scripts, letteis, obituaries, editorials, questionnaires, etc,, to be
used either singly or in a sequence to explore a piece of literatw....,
[Academic. Literature with Writing; Secondary and College]
Gardner, John. 1984, The Art of Fiction: Notes on Craft for Young Writers.
New York: Knopf.

Reading this now famous narrative- discussion of fictional craft by

experienced novelist Gardner is a bit like reading letters from a
personal mentor. Gardner reviews his aesthetics and beliefs about

d writing in the first part and moves on to practical
writers
discussions in the second part, including a review of common errors,
technique, and plotting. He includes workshop exercises. [Academic
and Non-academic; Craft Fiction; College or Older Writers]
Gebhardt, Richard C. 1988. "Fiction Writing in Literature Classes!'
Rhetoric Review 7 (1): 150-55.
Gebhardt argues that students in literature classes will become better
readers of literature through creative writing "finger exercises" which
Lllow them to experience "the subtlety and craft of the works they
read!' He suggests students can writk, new endings, rewrite sections

of first-person stories in third-person point of view, create new
dialogue between characters, and so on. [Academic; Literature with
Writing. College]
Grossman, Florence. 1982. Getting from Here to There. Montclair, N.J.:
Boynton/Cook.
Grossman's is essential), a book of invention techniques with lucid
introductions to each activity P.nd student and professional examples
of poems that illustrate the techniques. Grossman covers lists, things,

image, people, sound/silence, persona, dreams, and so on. [Academic; Craft Mixed Genre; Pre-college and College]
Haake, Katharine, Sandra Alcosser, and Wendy Bishop. 1989. Teaching
Creative Writing: A Feminist Critique. Panel Presentation at the Annual
Meetinr; of the Associated Writing Programs, Philadelphia, Februa-,y
9-12. Also AWP Chronicle, 22, No. 2 (October/November 1989): 1
6.

Haake, Alcosser, and Bishop address issues and problems in creative
writing instrucflon. Haake focuses on critical theory, women, and
the writing classroom; Alcosser discusses women writers and voice,
and polyphonic writing and other alternative forms; Bishop critiques
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current models of instruction at the undergraduate workshoi level
and discusses women, voice, and marginalized cultures. [Academic;
Essays on Writing; College]
Hall, Donald, general editor. Poets on Poetry: The Michigan Series. [See
entries for Hall's Claims and Stafford.]

The Michigan series was initiated to collect the prose pieces, inter-

views, and reviews of contemporary poets into book form. The
books include those that concentrate on poetic influences, craft,
criticism, living in the world as a poet, whether poetry can be
taught, the writing process, and how to cate oneself as a poet,
as well as thoughts on the arts, history, politics, and soda! issues.
Recently, there has been another dimension added to the Michigan
series: The Wr;fers Under Discussion seriescollections of critical
articles on such poets as Elizabeth Bishop, Ann Sexton, and Richard
Wilbur. [Academic; Writers on Writing; College and Older Writers]
(PP)

Hall, Donald, ed. 1982. Claims for Poetry. Ann Arbor: University of
Michigan Press.

Forty-three poets discuss a wide range of poetic concerns. Essays
touch on the narrative form, prose poems, writing as re-vision,
sound poetry, poem as time machine, images and the function of
the line, plu z. many other elements of craft. Some of the poets
included are Merwin, O'Hara, Bly, Hugo, Kennedy, Ostriker, Rich,
Hall, Haines, Carruth, Hass, and many more. A book rich with
possibilities for upper division craft courses or graduate level craft
courses. [Academic; Craft Poetry; College] (PP)
Henkir.s, Kathryn. 1980. "Writing: Different Motivational Approaches."

Paper presented at the Annual Convention of the National Council
of Teachers of English. Cincinnati, Ohio, November 21-26. [ERIC
Document Reproduction Service No. ED 199 695.]
Because students can teach each other, Henkins argues that creative
writing instruction is most effective in heterogeneous classrooms.
She suggests that a combination including this mixed audience, the
use of anthology readings, the
of teacher's written comments
on papers, and grades based on consistent participation and completion of assignments produces a strol o, successful classroom.
[Academic; Essays on Writing; Secondary and College]
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Herzer, Scctt, and Jill Robinson. 1989. "Your Ideas Are Unique!' Exercise
Exchange 35 (.5 \: 43-45.

With this in-class invention at'ivity and follow-up workshop, Herzer

and Robinson show wrifing students how personal, individual
writing can be generated from the same, basic, inui3istic sentence
or phrase; an illuminating and pleasurable sequence. [Academic;
Craft Mixed Genre; High School and College]
Heynan, Jim. 1983. "Shimmering Chartreuse." In Reading and Writing
Poetry: Successful Approaches ft,r the Student and Teacher, edited by
Charles R. Duke and Sally A. Jacobsen, 89-94. Phoenix: Oryx Press.

Heynan tells how he used word games and competition to engage
a rather "frivolous" class of high school students in poetry writ...6
...c1 looks at issues of teaching poetry from the outside in versus
.he inside out. He concludes by advocating neither method, but
rather "alertness and allegiance to the moment!' [Academic; Writers
on Writing; Secondary and College]
Hills, Rust. 1987. Writing in General and the Short Story in Particular.
Boston: Houghton-Mifflin.

In this revised edition of a book originally published in 1977, Rust

Hills provides a guide to the workings of short fiction. Hills, a
fiction editor, claims not to be a fiction writer. He wrote the book
with both the writer and the interested layperson in mind. Hills

defines the various techniques used in a short storysuspense,
point of view, plot, character, flashback, foreshadowingand also
explains how these techniques work. [Non-academic; How-to Ficfion; College and Older Writers] (SB)

Hoberman, Ruth. 1986. "Writing Stories and Writing Skills!' Paper
presented at the Annual Meeting of the Conference on College
Composition and Communication. New Orleans, Louisiana, March
13-15. [ERIC Document Reproduction Service No. ED 277 031.]

Suggests that students who write their own stories to study literary
stories to learn literary terminology and understand writers' decisions. A second assignment asks for a one-page analysis of student
stor's to help students "recognize the dual role of their writing as

at once something they did and the object of someone else's
perception." A third ass:gnment results in a critical paper. [Academic;
Literature with Writing; College]
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Hugo, Richard. 1979. The Ttgering Town: Lectures and Essays on Poetry
and Writing. New York: W. W. Norton.

Dedicated to student writers and their teachers, Hugo's essays are
both satiric and serious discussims of writer's assumptions, the
teaching of writing, and how poets write and live. The collection
includes a memorial essay on Theodore Roethke as teacher. [Academic; Writers on Writing; College and Older Writers]
Kirby, David. 1989. Writing Poetry: Where Poems Come From and How
to Write Them. Boston, Mass.: The Writer, Inc. [Enlarged edition of
Diving for Poems: Where Poetry Comes From and How to Write It.
Flagstaff: Word Beat Press, 1985.]

Beginning with a discussion of the nature of poetry and drafting,
Kirby uses his own and student and professional writing to illustrate
six poetry types (lists; marriages; reversals; speeches, letters, prayers;
stories; and forms). An invention and process-oriented text, this one
ends with suggestions for getting unstuck (alleviating writing block)
and discusses beginning to publish. The current edition includes an
extensive glossary of poetic terms and more writing samples. Overall,
Kirby provides an honest, comfortable, and productive introduction

for the writer who is new to the genre. [Academic; Craft Poetry;
Secondary and College]
Koch, Kenneth. 1977. I Never Told Anybody. New York: Random House.

Koch taught poetry writing in a lower-class nursing home in New
York, and this book records the astounding process. Koch planned

as he went and made progress through trial and error: "It was
starting from the beginning in every way." By emphasizing the close

relationship betweer. speaking and poetry, and by bringing in
relatively unstructured poetry by authors such as Whitmcn, Williams,

and Lawrence, for example, Koch enablec and encourage.1 the
elderly and ailing "students" to write some superb poetry. [Nonacademic; How-to Poetry; Older Writers] (JR)
1970. Wishes, Lies, and Dreams: Teaching Children to Write
Poetry. New York: Harper & Row.

In this classic "primer" for teaching young children methods for
writing poems, Koch focuses on invention strategies for individual
or class poems. Koch introduces a collaborative, in-class, invention-

based writing workshop which has been highly influential. The
strategies include wishes, lies, dreams, I used to/but now, I seem
to be/but really am, and so on. Koch shares his teaching discoveries
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and many sample poems from students age three and up. [Academic;
Craft Poetry; Primary and Secondary]

Koelling, Robert. 1983. "Market Analysis: Helping Creative Writing
Students Publish!' Paper presented at the Annual Meeting of the
Wyoming Conference on Freshman and Sophomore English. Lerarnie, Wyoming, June 27July 1. [ERIC Document Reproduction
Service No. ED 234 424.]
Koelling suggests teachers can help beginning writers learn about
publishing and professional writing by analyzing Writer's Market or
other professional magazines together. [Academic essays on Writing;
College]

Kremers, Carolyn. 1989. "Through the Eyes and Ears of Another
Culture: Invention Activities and a Writers' Workshop." Exercise
Exchange 35 (5): 3-11.
Kremers's multimedia invention activity and workshop helps student

writers consider cultural diversity (and cultural prejudices) by responding to slides, tapes, photographs, and so on. Her sensitive
sequence supports students' cultural explorations while enhancing
traditional skills of description and dialogue writing and the study
of effective inwges and ineffective clichés. [Academic; Essays on
Writing: Secondary and College]
Krupa, Gene H., and Robert Tremrnel. 1983. "Underground Writing."
Freshman English News 12 (1): 12-14.
Survey and interview results show students at the college level are
writing letters, journals, etc., to explore their own feelings and the

ideas they are encounteemg, and suggests such self-sponsored
personal writing provides a useful starting point for writing classrooms. [Academic; Research on Writing/Literatus,; College]
Lowey, Alva. 1981. "Consider, Watson, the Great Issues Which Hang
from a Bootlace!' Illinois English Bulletin 68 (3): 48-54.
Lowey stresses the importance of teaching use of detail to young
poets, and then provides examples of how to help students remember
and use detail. He includes invention techniques and a list of poems
that prov,des examples of enumeration, sensory distortion, understatement, irony, meter, ellipsis, climax, metaphor, symbol, and other
devices. He emphasizes the importance of a poetic "journal" and

advocates the use of "model" poems. [Academic; Craft Poetry;
Secondary] (SH)
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Madden, David. 1980. A Prima of the Novel for Readers and Writers.
Metuchen, N.J.: Scarecrow Press.

Madden's work is a useful reference tool. He offers sixty-eight
categories of novel types (from "The Novel of Domestic Realism"
to "The Anti-Hero Novel") with a brief discussion and lists sample
titles. The book alsu contains an analysis of traditional fictional
techniques (point of view to imagery) through close reading of wellknown works. With several useful chronologies (development of
the novel) and a selected critical bibliography, this text organizes a
lot of information. [Academic; Craft Fiction; College]
. 1988. Revising Fiction: A Handbook for Fiction Writers. New
York: New American Library.

Based on his contlnuing interest in revision, fiction writing, and
fiction writers, Madden offers 185 questions for self-critique and
discussions of all aspects of technique from general considerations
(unity conception, autobiographicalsubjectivity) to specific questions

on point of view, style, character, narrative, and so on. Although
these questions would be dangerous if applied to a new writers'
prose in the form of rules, each question is illuminated by a short
discussion which refers to the work of wil-known writers. Madden
offers a final section which illustrates the revision process used in
one of his own stlries. [Academic; Craft Fiction; College]
Martin, Robert A., ed. 1982. Th Writer's Craft. Ann Arbor: University
of Michigan Press.

The sixteen essays in this volume of Hopwood lectures reflect
concerns of poets, playwrights, novelists, editors, and critics. Their
common theme is the craft of writing. The more practical or "how
to advice given in the essays occur in Joan Didion's "Making Up
S.ones:' Didion illustrates how building or making uncharacteristic
associations can help students carve out stories. Many of the other
essays are highly literary [Academic; Craft Mixed Genre; College
and Older Writers] (PP)
Matthews, Dorothy, ed, 1981. "Producing Award Winning Poets: Tips
front Successful Teachers:' The ll linok, English Bulletin 68 (3): [entire
issue].

Ten articles that describe methods used by te.3chers and high school
English departments to develop poets. The issue includes mzteriz
on teaching the techniques of traditional and modem verse; teaching

imagery; helping students understand the importance of rhythm
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over rhyme; providing accessible models for students to emuiate;
eocouraging reluctant writers. It also shares guidelines from an
English department renowned for its excellent student poets. [Acariemic; Craft Poetry; Secondary] (SH)
McKim, Elizabeth, and Judith W. Steinberg. 1983. Beyond Words: Writing

Poems with Children. Green Harbor, Mass.: "Jampeter Press.

These authors demonstrate their own class structure and lessons
(essentially invention/exploration units; 'or teaching p ztry and
illustrate activities with student writings. McKim and Steinberg offer
a good expansion of the basic Kenneth Koch scheme and also cover

revision, although they offer little concrete direction in this area.
The invention sequence moves from "What Is Poetry" to "Word
Games!' "Making Connections," "Listening," Special Places!' "Persona!' "Instructions," and so on. [Academic; Craft Poetry; Elementary and Secondary]
McLaughlin, Gary L. 1988. "Patterns, Images, and Annotations: A
Way into Poetry." Exercise Exchange 33 (2): 17-18.

McLaughlin offers an assignment sequence to interest secondary
students in poem writing that includes reading ar,d analysis of
sample poems, and then writing thirty lines of poetry with a set
pattern and number of required images but on open topics. On a

separate sheet, the writer annotates the poem, describing what
choices were made to achieve 'he final piece. The annotations are
equally or more useful to student and teacher than the poems and
spark class discussion. [Academic; Cro" Poetry; Secondary]
Melton, David. 1986. How to Capture Live Authors and Bring Then: to
Your Schools. Kansas City, Mo.: Landmark Editions.

In this handbook for teachers and libr...,:uns, Melton discusses
methods for setting up visits from writers and offers extensive quotes
from visiting writers who recount successful or unsucceseful school

interactions. Using a simple Question/Answ

format, he helps

readers define their own needs and discusses possible types of visits
and how to contact authors, negotiate fees and responsibilities, and
prepare students for author visits. A useful text for those setting up
local, pre-college programs and visits. [Academic; Writers on Writing.
Elementary and Secondary]
Meyer, Sam. 1988. "Prose by Any Other Name: A Context for Teaching
the Rhetoric of Titles!' Journal if Advanced Composition 8: 71-81.
From a text analysis of fiction and nonfiction titles, Meyer identifies

four main types used by authors: (1) normative, (2) imagistic or

2 1, 0n
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figurative, (3) allusive, and (4) special effect. He illustrates each title

type and suggests teachers may find it useful to "teach" titles and
title analysis to enable students to understand how titles function
in their own work. [Academic; Essays on Writing; College]
Mills, Ralph J., Jr., ed. 1965. On the Poet and ins Craft: Selected Prose
of Theodore Roethke. Seattle: University of Washington Press.
A revered teacher of poetry writing, Roethke's essays include his
advice to instructors, memories of fellow poets, and selected reviews.
[Academic; Writers on Writing; College]
Minot, Stephen. 1982. Three Genres: The Writing of Poetry, Fiction, and
Drama. 3rd ed. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall.

In this widely used creative writing text, Minot presents advice
intended to be useful inside and outside of the classroom and for
students of literature as well as for students of aeative writing. The

organization of the text allows Minot to explore the genres and
indude traditional craft discussions in each area as well as to include
sample readings by professional writers and brief sets of invention
suggestions and writing guidelines for each genre. [Academic; Craft
Mixed Genre; Advanced Secondary and College or Older Writers]

Morgan, Jean. 1979. "The New Journalism: A Transition to Fiction
Writing tor Beginning Creative Writers!' Paper presented at the
Annual Meeting of the Popular Culture Assodafion of the South.
Louisville, Kentucky, October 18-20. [ERIC Document Reproduction
Service No. ED 178 941.1

Morgan feels new journalism-type assignmentsthat tell a story
by moving from scene to scene, record natural dialogue, use thirdperson point of view, -tilize close detail of scene and personcan
all help developing writers move from nonfiction to fiction writing.
[Academic; Essays on Writing; Secondary and College]

Moxley, Joseph, ed. 1989. Creative Writing in America: Theory and
Pedagogy. Urbana: National Council of Teachers of English.
Moxley's volume consists of 23 articles divided into the categories
(1) Assumptions, Problems and Prospects [four articles on creative
writing programs]; (2) Craft and the Creative Process [thirteen articles

on making assignments, reading like a writer, teaching dialogue,
etc.]; (3) Editing and Publishing [three articles]; (4) Maxims, Methods

and Goals [two articles]. The volume includes "America's Master
of Fine Arts Programs: Course Requirements" as an appendix.
[Academic; Essays on Writing; College]
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Muller, Lavonne, and Jerry D. Reynolds. 1977. Creative Writing. Irvine:
California Laid law Brothers.

A detailed book that begins with basic writing techniques such as
keeping a journal and developing a writing routine, and includes
traditional information on techniques for witing poetry (rhyme and
stanza forms) and fiction and plays (dialogue, diction, tags, and
pacing). [Academic; Craft Mixed Genre; Pre-college] (TM)
Murray, Donald. 1982. Learning by Teaching: Selected Articles on Writing

and Teaching. Upper Montclair, N.J.: Boynton/Cook. [Also, ERIC
Document Reproduction Service No. ED 230 962.]
Throughout this collection of articles, Murray suggests teachers can
learn from their own writing and apply that learning to the writing
workshop. Articles cover writing process and teaching as a process,
writing evaluation, and student/teacher imeractions. See, especially,
"Why Creative Writing Isn't or Is." [Acaderr :; Writers on Writing;
Secondary and College]
.

"Listening to Writing!' in Learning by Teaching: Selected Articles

on Writing and Teaching, 53-65. Portsmouth, NH.: Boynton/Cook,
Heinemann.
In discussing writers' silences and the waiting and listening for inner
voice that many writers seem to experience, Murray details his own
revision and writing process, illustrating with samples of a poem in
progress. He advocates listening, withholding early criticism, and
aidng questions about the poem in progress. His list of questions
^raid be used for a student writer self-critique. [Academic; Writers
on Writing; Secondary and College]
.

"Writing and Teaching for Surprise." College English 46 (1):

1-7.
In this personal essay, Murray explains the usefulness of training
students to look for "surprise" in their writing by expecting it,
getting in the habq of writing regularly, writing freely, and striving
for recognition, pounceability, and acceptance; an alternative way
to look at inspiration and writ. ag. [Academic; Writers on Writing;
Secondary and College]
Nims, John Frederick. 1983. Western Wind: An Introduction to Poetry.
2nd ed. New York: Random House.

A craft book with an anthology of 200 poems (the anthology is
new to this edition), Nims organizes his detailed discussions of
poetry, poetic techniques and effects, in sections entitled "The

Z
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Senses" (image, simile, metaphor, symbol, paradox), "The Emotions," "The Words," "The Sounds," "The Rhythms," and "The
I /find," and ends with the anthology of poems. The discussions are
heavily illustrated with exemplary poems and technique boxes (lists
of examples of synecdoche, for instance). The exercises and diversions are more discussion prompts than invention exercises leading
to student poems. This is one of the most vivacious (well formatted
and packaged) of traditional craft texts and could also function as
a text in an introduction to literature (poetry) comse. [Academic;
Craft Poetry; Advanced Secondary and College]

Ostrom, Hans. 1989. "Undergraduate Cteative Writing: The Unexamined Subject!' Writhg on the Edge 1 (1): 55-64.
Ostrom details the prejudices that exist concerning undergraduate
creative writing instruction, pointing out that the term "creative"
irritates people and makes some English department members
suspicious that such wrffing is just "therapy" or a less "real" activity
than other academic endeavors. Ostrom explores such prejudices

and argues that creative writing is an important, if not essential,
component of English curriculums, that it can be taught, and that
it is particularly valuable in training undergraduates to develop
crucial critical and writing abilities. Overall, he stresses that a well-

run creative writing workshop is not the "soft" course that many
assume it is, since creative writing workshors allow students to
assimilate other aspects of their learning and to improve the way
they read. [Acedemic; Essays on Writing; College]

Otten, Nick, and Marjorie Stelmach. 1988. "Changing the Story That
We All Know!' English Journal 77: 67-68.
There is a long tradition of rewriting great literary works (Romeo
and Juliet becomes West Side Story, for example), state the authors,
and it is useful for students to explore this tradition. Rewrites are
good ideas because students do not need to think about structure
or come up with the plot, "but details are wide open possibilities
and so the writers are free to make up anything they are creative

enough to imagine!' An exercise of this sort is a fun way to get
students to study great literary works. [Academic; Literature with
Writing; Secondary and College] (SB)
. 1988. "Sight Versus Sound in Poetry" English Journal 77: 74
75.
Otten and Stelmach claim that "high school sttr'-- _.5 tend to think
poetry is something to read in print!' Students need to be introduced
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to oral-based poetry and to understand the differences between
visual and oral poetry The authors provide four poems at the end

of the article, which are to be used in an exercise where the
instructor asks his/her students, "Does the poet want us to fo -us
on the pictures or listen to the music?" [Academic; Craft Poetry;
Secondary] (SB)

. 1988. "A Writer Is Someone Who Can Do It Twice." Eng Her
Journal 77: 92-93.
Otten and Stelmach provide two different beginnings to two different

stories by the same author. Having students analyze the two
beginnings for similarities and differences is a useful creative writing
exercise. Students who do this exercise will learn to recognize that

individual writers will repeat artain stylistic techniques, but tha
no two works by the same author are ever alike. This exercise
shows that all good writers achieve a balance of style and repetition
and variation. [Academic; Craft Fiction; Secondary and College] (SB)

Owens, Peter. 1984. "Creative Writing with Computers." Popular
Computing 3 (3): 128-30,132.
Owens reviews computer software packages that might be used for
teaching creative writing including "Poetry Writing," "Story-Maker,"
and others, and suggests his own plan for instruction. [Academic;
Essays on Writing; Secondary and College]
Packard, William, ed. 1987. The Poet's Craft. New York: Paragon House.

Packard, editor of The New York Quarterly, interviews twenty-five
poets about their styles, techniques, habits, and beliefs about poetry
and the writing and teaching of poetry Among the poets are Snyder,
Wilbur, Auden, Ashbery, Clmsberg, Shapiro, Levertov, and Rukeyser.

While most of the questions center on the poet and his/her craft,
some focus on teaching, the workshop, and advice to young poets.
Those writers who talk most about teaching or the workshop are
Leo Connellan, Amiri Baraka, Gary Snyder, Helen Adam, Richard
Eberhart, W D. Snodgrass, and Richard Wilbur. [Academic; Writers
on Writing; College and Older Writers] (PP)

Parisi, Peter. 1979. "Close Reading, Creative Writing, and Cognitive
Developmenr College English 41 (1): 57-67.
Parisi argues that the study of creative writing provides a transition
into critical, expository writing and aids in the discussion and analysis
of literary works. [Academic; Literature with Writing; College]
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Parris, Peggy Baldwin. 1983. "Setting Free the Birds: Heuristic Approaches to the Teaching of Creative Writing at the College Level."
Ph.D. Diss. Drake University. DA44: 2463A.
Parris studied the use of heuristicstagmemic invention, Burke's

pentad, freewritingas adapted for beginning writers and found
that students using heuristics generated more raw material at the
prewriting stage, got started on writing projects, used concrete
details, and continued to use heuristics on their own. Survey results

showed students gained insight into and some control of their
creativity. Parris claimed no current creative writing texts were
adeq,...ately utilizing such heuristic techniques. [Academic; Research
on Writing/Literature; Secondary and College]

Percy, Cernard. 1981. The Power of Creative Writing: A Handbook of
Insights, Activities, and Information to Get Your Students Involved.
Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall.
One author's effusions about the power of creative writing which
is grounded neither in a literary tradition nor a firm psychological

theory. Percy gives anecdotal witness to the effects of sensitive
creative writing instruction on (primarily) young writers. In general,

a compilation of aphorisms and questions: "Help students write
toward a goal ..." and "Is teaching creative writing impossible?"
Often the observations or rules do seem accurate, based On writers'

common sense, but the effect of the whole is disturbingly ungrounded. Perhaps the way in which author "talks down" to the
elementary teacher, or perhaps the opening acknowledgment to L
Ron Hubbard, inclines the reviewer to skepticism. [Non-academic;
General How-to; Elementary and Secondary]
Porosky, Peter. 1986. rim to Find Your Own Voice: A Guide to Literary
Style. Lanham, Md.: University Press of America.

Porosky offers a uniquely angled craft book based on close text
analysis. He analyzes writers' styles for linguistic and tonal choices
and then offers exercises for applying such analysis to a work in
process. [Academic; Craft Fiction; College]
Powell, Brian S. 1973. Making Poetry. Ontario, Canada: Collier-Macmillan.
A teacher of young writers (nine to fourteen years of age), Powell
intends to teach teachers how to introduce poetry into the classroom.
He utilizes invention to illustrate form and content; discusses evaluation on the basis of word choice, structure, accuracy, appropri-
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ateness, simplicity; and offers impressionistic discussions/descripflow.; of good writing teachers and a small anthology of poems.
Many of the invention techniques are worth lookinz at. [Academic;
Craft Poetry; Elementary and Secondary]
Rainer, Tristine. 1978. The New Diary. Los Angeles: Jeremy P. Tarcher,
Inc.

This book addresses topics of interest to people who already keep
a journal, as well as to those who have never kept one before. It
includes discussions of how to begin; whether to share or not to
share; eleven "diary devices," including catharsis, description, freeintuitive writing, reflection, list, portrait, map of consciousness,
guided imagery, altered point of view, unsent letter, and dialogue;
and special topics such as transforming personal problems, discovering joy, dream work, eroticism, overcoming writing blocks, and
making connections with the past and future. An extensive list of
annotated "Readings of Interest to Diarists" is included at the end
of the book. [Non-academic; How-to Special GenreJournals; College and Older Writers] (CK)
Reed, Kit. 1982. Story First: The Writer Inside. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.:
Prentice-Hall.

Reed stresses the :d to learn to write fiction "from the inside."
Elements of fiction such as theme and symbol cannot be imposed.
The book is designed as a "partial map" of the inner, unfamiliar
landscape of a writer's inner world, intended for beginning writers.
But it is Reed's inner landscape, and the book is constituted more
of advice-to-writers-based-on-my-own-experience, than of pedagogically useful information. Toward the end of the book, there are
eight pages of exerises and assignments which might be consulted
ft r ideas. [Academ -; Craft Fiction; Non-specialized] (JR)
Regan, Sally, ed. 1987. "Special Issue: Teaching Creative Writing." The
Iowa English Bulletin 35 (1).

A collection of twelve essays that discuss reasons for teaching
creative writing; methods of instruction; theoretical comparisons
1,etween teaching poetry, music, and philosophy, and so on. Includes

an article on the background of the historical poem, and helpful
articles (including exercises) for beginning instructors of creative
writing, and for instructors working with minority students whose
English skills may be widely divergent. [Academic; Craft Mixed
Genre; Secondary and College] (SH)
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Reuzu lli, Joseph S. 1978. "What Makes Giftedness?" Phi Delta Kappan,
November: 180-84, 261.
Renzulli analyzes and defines giftedness as the interaction of three
ingredients: above average ability creativity, and task commitment.

He argues that it is easy to overemphasize superior abilities and
not acknowledge the influence of creative thinking or task commitment. [Academic; Essays on Writing; Secondary or College]

Rid land, Muriel. 1988. "Group Presentations of Poetry:' In Focus on
Collaborative Learning, edited by Jeff Golub, 67-74. Urbana: National
Council of Teachers of English.

Rid land suggests students benefit by performing oral class presentations of dramatic poetry which helps them analyze and understand
the piece they are presenting. The exercise could be usefully adapted
to the creative writing classroom. [Academic; Literature with Writing;
Secondary or Co Hege]'

Robinson, Jill, 1989. "Cliches: Finding Fresh Language." Exercise Exchange 2: 16-20.
Robinson Provides an activity to sensitize students to the productive
and nonproductive uses of clichés through identification, analysis,
and sharing of regional cliches and sayings. [Academic; Craft Mixed
Genre; Secondary or College]

Schwartz, Mimi. "Wearing the Shoe on the Other Foot: Teacher as
Student Writer." College Composition and Communication 40 (2): 203
9. [Also available in Moxley's Creative Writing in America.]

Schwartz suggests teachers return to the classroom by enrolling in

a creative writing course. This experience allowed Schwartz to
understand her students better, experiment with a new genre, take
chances with her writing, and take "creative writmg"classes she
hadn't been confident enough to take twenty years earlier. [Academic; Essays on Writing; College]

Scollon, Ron, and Suzanne B.K. Scollon. 1980. Interethnic Communication. Fairbanks: Alaska Native Language Center.
Useful for teachers with cross-cultural creative writing classrooms,
this booklet was written to accompany a thirty-minute videotape

by the same name, aiso available through the Alaska Native
Language Center. It may be used, with or without the videotape,
by individuals or in workshops/training sessions on cross-cultural
and interethnic communication. Problems in Athabaskan-English
interethnic communication are the focus of the text, but the examples
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and discussions are applicable to mill; other interethnic groups.
The Scollons cover basic principks of interethnic communication
in Alaska, ethnic stereotyping, gate-keeping, communicative style,
and conflicting-styles of politeness. Three basic steps for improving
interethnic communication are discussed: percepfion, acceptance,
and repair. Their recommendations include (1) listen until the other
person is finished, (2) allow extra time, (3) avoid "crowded" situations, (4) talk openly about communication, (5) talk openiy about
discrimination, (6) seek help, and (7) learn to expect and appreciate
differences. [Academic; Research on Writing/Literature; Non-specialized] (CK)

Scott, Wilbur. 1977. Skills of the Poet. New York: Harper & Row.

In his skills approach to teaching craft, Scott uses word games
(answers listed upside down) and an examination of sample poc.ns.
He provides exercises for diction (denotation and connotation) and
so on which may be useful on occasion. His presentation of technical
analyses of meter as games will have obvious drawbacks and could

fragment a student's learning (if not applied to a student's own
poems) and result in a type of poetic trivial pursuit; still, the games
could engage some students and lead to real exploration. [Academic;
Craft Poetry; Secondary and College]

Sears, Peter. 1981. "Teaching Poetry by Cormption." Teachers and
Writers Magazine 13 (2): 6-9.

Suggests that students develop analysis and revision skills when

they compare and contrast "corrupted" vasions of exemplary
poems. [Academic; Craft Poetry; Secondary and College]
. 1985. "What Do You Say about a Terrible Poem?" Teachers
& Writers, May-June: 1-3.
Essentially, Sears advocates careful conferencing to bring around

writers of "terrible poems:' Rather vaguely, he suggests asking
students questions about the writing, which leads to analysis by
getting the students talking. [Academic; Craft Poetry; Elementary
and Secondary]
Shaughnessy, Shari E. 1987. "Creating Poetry" Exercise Exchange 32:
45-53.

Shaughnessy provides specific lessons and activities for students
that teach similes, and so ongeared toward writing finished poems,
and includes samples of her class handouts. Her activities often
teach appreciation of words, such as an exercise using the thesaurus,
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and are entertaining. [Academic; Craft Poetry; Elementary and
Secondary] (TM)
Shelnutt, Eve. 1989. The Writing Room: Keys to the Craft of Fiction and
Poetry. Marietta, Ga.: Longsfr2et Press.

Shelnutt discusses ways to generate fiction and develop point of
view and describes the 1.-iprenticeship of a fiction writer, illustrating

her points by describing the process of writing one of her own
short stories. She includes several stories by (fellow) writers (sometimes former students) who also explore their writing processes for

their included works. Author Herbert Scott introduces the art of
writing poetry covers invention and drafting, and overviews poetic
terms and craft issues: metaphor, formal verse, symbol, and '.o on.

He also illustrates with his own work, and then his se .1 on is
followed by ten authors mriting about their own poetic craft and
process (one of the ten is Shelnutt). [Academic and Non-academic,
How-to Fiction and Poetry; College and Older Writers]
Shiflett, Betty 1973. "Story Workshop as a Method of Teaching Writing."
College English 35: 141-60.

The Story Workshop is presented as an alternative method for
teaching writing. Shiflett teaches students how to visually perceive
the images they read and to transfer their own images onto paper
without outside interference. The Story Workshop de-emphasizes
the importance of grades and classifies grammar, punctuation, and
syntax as secondary concerns. Instead, it stresses the importance of
the rewriting procesb and is designed to guide students toward selfdiscovery of the secrets of writing. Telling, reading, and writing
exercises are used to teach the student how to put his/her perceptions
on paper and how to write in his/her own voice. [Academic; Essays
on Writing; College] (TW)
Sommers, Jeffrey. 1980. "Multiple-Choice Story Writing: An Approach
to Teaching Characterization!' Teaching English in the Two-Year
College 6 (2): 113-16.
Sommers offers an invent;..1 activity for teaching characterization

where students choose from a set of personality characteristics,
dialogue nnes, and action possibilities; this develops students' ability
to name literary devices and perform critical reading. [Academic;
Writing with Literature; College]
Spacks, Barty 1980. "Pogo's Bear!' College English 42 (2): 130-32.
Spades argues that the function of creative writing classrooms is as
much to teach critical reading and appreciation of poetry as to teach
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writer's craft; this can be optimized by helping students make
personal connections. [Academic; Essays on Wriling; College]

St. Clair, Philip. 1987. "A Wilderness with a Map: Teaching the First
Course in Creative Writing:' The Iowa English Bulletin 35 (1): 43
55.

Clair suggests a flexible structure for the beginning creative
writing instructor at the college level; he includes brief, clear
St.

discussions about creating class atmosphere (from both students'
and instructors' perspectives), methods of teaching "texts, terms,
and techniques," workshop approach, and evaluation, A comprehensive list of terms, a creative writing evaluation "rubric," and an
adaptation of Della-Piana's circular model of the writing process
..tre included. [Academic; Craft Mixed Genre; College] (SH)

Sthfford, William. 1978. Writing the Australian Craw/. Ann Arbor:
University of Michigan Press.
The essays in this collection concentrate on the writing process,
discovering daily experience as poetic, where pnems come from,
the poetic voice, 2,nd "some arguments against good diction."
Stafford's aim ic to show that writing can be simple if we listen
enough and let the material of the poem take us where it would
like to go. He also concentrates on what makes a good poem and
writing as a vocation. Some essays HI- "I Way of Writing" and
"Writing the Australian Crawl" are us, al to any process oriented
writing class. [Academic; Craft Poetry; College and Non-specialized]
(PP)

. 1986. You Must Revise Your Life. Ann Arbor: University of
Michigan Press.

Stafford centers on the writing process in a writerly manner. His
book is divided into five sections: "Sources and Resources," "Poems
on Writing," "Where Do Poems Come From?", "Glimpses of How
It ls: Angles by Distinctive Interviewers," and "Teaching and Writing
as Performing:' There are useful essays for the teacher of poetry as

well as essays for the beginning writer. While the essays offer
information on craft, they also handle writing as process and
inspiration. [Academic; Essays on Writing; College and Older Writers]
(PP)

Stem, Jerome. 1990. Making Shapely Fiction. New York: W. W. Norton.

Stern gets readers writing and shaping fiction with activities that
explore "The Shapes of Fiction" (examples: facades, icebergs, climb-
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ing the cliff) and that illustrate and lead to underlying principles of
fictional ,composition. His accessible discussions cover subjects ("Write

What You Know"), problems ("Don't Do This"), publishing, and
resource books. Believing fiction writers need to know everything
at once, yet also need continually to relearn aspects of craft, Stern
provides an extensive, cross-referenced "Alphabet for Writers of
Fiction" which allows "random access browsing" on many useful
topics. [Academic and Non-academic; How-to Fiction; College and
Older Writers]

Stoneham, Joyce Keever. 1986. "What Happens When Students Have
a Real Audience?" Journal of Teaching Writing 5 (2): 281-87.
Stoneham developed a writing project that included eighth-grade
students writing stories for a second-grade class. The eighth graders
wrote letters to the second graders to find out their story preferences,
reviewed books suitable for that age, wrote and revised stories with

specific pen pals in mind, met with the second graders and read
their stories to them, and then asked their "real" audiences for
revision advice. :Academic; Craft Fiction; Elementary and Secondary]

Tomlinson, Barbara. 1986. "Cooking, Mining, Gardening, Hunting:
Metaphorical Stories Writers Tell about Their Composing Processes:'
Metaphor and Symbolic Activity 1 (1): 57-79.
Analyzing the self-reports of writers from 2,000 published literary
interviews, Tomlinson identified metaphors writers use to ci;---Iss
their composing habits. She found cooking, mining, gardening, ...id
hunting were the primary narratives used by writers to describe the

act of writing. Tomlinson piints out t!tat eacn story about writing
highlights some aspects of the process but hides other aspects;
writers and teachers of writers will want to compare the metaphors
to learn more about writers' processes and preconceptions concerning
composing. [Academic; Research on Writing; College]
.

1988. "Tuning, Tying, and Training Texts: Metaphors for

Revision." Written Communication 5 (1): 58-81.
Analyzing the self-reports of writers from 2,000 publishPA literary

interviews, Tomlinson focused in this article on the metaphors
writers use to discuss revision. This article discusses eight primary,
metaphorical stories writers use to explain this part of their writing

process: refining ore, casting and recasting, sculpting, painting,
sewing and tailoring, tying things off, fixing things, and cutting.
These revision stories can amplify our understanding of the writing
process and add professional writers' intuitive insights to knowledge
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about the writing process that is being developed through cognitive
research. [Academic; Research on Writing; College]

Torgersen, Eric. 1988. "Loving (Hating) the Messenger: Transference
and Teaching." AWP Newsletter November: 1, 12, 14-15.
Ttrgersen argues for clarity in student-teacher relationships, warning
that students undergo psychological transference (as in Freudian
analysis) that can stunt their development. Such students expect

teachers to turn them on to writers and to offer themselves as
models and charismatic mentors. Students in such a relationship
may fail to develop their own writing and identity. [Academic;
Essays on Writing; College]

Treat, Lawrence, ed. 1976. Mystery Writers Handbook. Cincinnati:
Writer's Digest.
Designed for the writer interested in the genre of the mystery novel,
this collection consists of essays written by a variety of successful
mystery writers and covers idea generation, development of plots,

story structure, the use of outlines, authenticity, characterization,
point of view, dialogue, style, and revision. Trek. includes a number
of surveys in which mystery writers reveal their writing habits and
their tricks of the trade. [Non-academic; How-to Special Genre
Mystery Writing; Older Writers] (TW)

Trefethen, Florence. 1970. Writing a Poem. Boston: The Writer, Inc.

Trefethen discusses the progressive stages involved in writing a
poem: planning, work with language and form, evaluation, and
revision. She approaches problems that may be encountered in any
of these stages, and provide- examTles of successful poems. The
book contains many options and suggestions for every stage (which
are helpful because they approach problems from a wide variety
of possible Fng les), and journal projects at the end of chapters are
based on chapter content, i.e., point of view, or finding fresh allusions
for abstractions. [Academic; Craft Poetry; College] OR)

Trepanier-Street, Mary L., and Jane A. Romatowski. 1986. "Sex and
Age Differences in Children's Creative Writing!' Journal of Humanistic Education and Development 25 (1): 18-27.

The researchers studied stories written by elementary school-age
boys and girls for sex and developmental differences and found
that female authors tended to assign emotional states and prosocial
behaviors to their characters more often than did male writers, and
r 31e writers assigned aggressive behaviors to their story characters
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more often than did female writers. As age increased, children
overall assigned more emotional states and prosocial and aggressive
behaviors to characters, and female writers at fifth- and sixth-grade

levels assigned more stereotypical feminine behaviors to female
characters. Overall, the research found strong sex- yping characteristics in the children's writing. [Academic; Research on Writing/
Literature; Elementary]

Tsujimoto, Joseph I. 1988. Teaching Poetry Writing to Adolescents.
Urbana: National Council of Teachers of English.
A l'andbook that provides a step-by-step approach to designing the
junior high school poetry writing classroom. Tsujimoto presents
specific chapters on models and teaching designs, as well as many
examples of assignments that range from "Found Poems" and
"Two-word Poems" to "List Poemsr "Bitterness," and "Paradox"
poems. He illustrates his text with many examples of student writing
and includes a helpful, if brief, bibliography. [Academic; Craft Poetry;
Secondary and College] (SH)

Turner, Alberta. 1977. Fifty Contemporary Poets. New York: David
McKay.

After Turner asked over 100 poets to choose a poem and explain
how he/she wrote it, she received fifty responses which she collected

in this volume. The questionnaire she uses is included and can
function as a self-critique guide with questions such as "How did
the poem start" or "Who do you visualize as your readerr and so
on. Poets are arranged alphabetically and include Bell, Edson, Gluck,
Haines, Kumin, etc. On the whole, poets were reluctant to explicate
process but all exhibited a variety of invention/revision strategies.
[Academic; Writers on Writing; College]
.

1980. Poets Teaching: The Creative Process. New York: Long-

man.

Turner asked groups of pueth to discuss selected (student) poems
and explain how they would conduct a workshop and/or critique
the poems. Some teacher-poets offer their own revisions, prioritize
teaching concerns, and illustrate their own writing preferences.
(Academic; Writers on Writing; College]
1982. To Make a Potm. New York: Longman.

Turner assumes that poetry can be taught and taught to anyone.
Her text is divided into four sections: (1) how to "invite" the raw
material of poems, (21 how the student can "make" poems from
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raw material, (3) exercises and journal activities that help the writer
move towards making poems alone, and (4) a collection of poems

to be used for further discussion. A good half of the book is

comprised of section 2divided into st-bsections such as "concreteness snd abstraction," "structure," "rhythm!' "sound!' "multiple
meanings," and "metaphor!' [Academic; Craft Poetry; Secondary
and College) (PP)
Wallace, Robert. 1987. Writing Poems. 2nd ed. Boston: Little, Brown.

An exhaustive craft text with illustrations a.,c1 anthology. Wallace

divides his book into form, content, and process sections. Each
section is further subdivided to cover for example, types of free
verse, types of mete metaphor, revising (two coapters), and, finally,

the odds and ends of writing such a: poetic fashions, editing,
publishing, etc. Each chapter ends with poems to consider, questions,

and suggestions. The final chapter ends with a selection of poems
about writers and writing. [Academic; Craft Poetry; Advanced
Secondary and College]
West, William W. 1983. "Using Creative Writing to Teach Exposition/
Artistic/Report Wrihng." Paper presented at the Annual Meeting of

the Florida Council nc Teachers of English. Fort Walton Beach,
Florida, October 13-15, 1983. [ERIC Document Reproduction Service
No. ED 236 696.]

West argue; that aesthetic writing activities aid exposition and
suggests teaching and using narration, chronological sequence, ep-

isodic rather than semantic memory, metaphors, conversations,
visual concepts, and so on. [Academic; Essays on Writing; College]
Whitman, Ruth, and Harriet Fein'oerg. 1975. Poemmaking: Poets in the
Classrooms. Lawrence: Massachusetts Council of Teachers of English.
A collection of essays by poets who worked in the Massachusetts

public schools. These are personal "how I teach" discussions that
include invention exercises and student samples (shaping poems
concrete poetry, bilingual poeby, tved poetry, etc.). [Academic; Craft
Mixed Genre; Elementary and SA,ondary]
Wilhoit, Stephen. 1986. "Moffett and Point of View: A Creative Wrifirz
Assignment Sequence." Journal of Teaching Writing 5 (2): 297-305.

Wilhoit suggests that, after being trained ir group work, students
should follow a sequence of writing assignments based on the work
of James Moffett to explore point of view. Wilhoit argues that the
sequence offers an understanding based "not on difficulty or q,.ality,
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but on increased distance between the major components of story
telling: the narrator, narrative, and audience." The sequence begins
with interior monologue and moves to correspondence, dramatic
monologue, diary detached autobiography, memoir or observed

narration, and four types of biography with changing points of
view. [Academic; Craft Fiction; College]
Willis, Meredith Sue. 1984. Personal Fiction Writing. New York: Teachers

and Writers Collaborative.

An enormous collection of invention techniques for writing fiction,
especially for writers at the precollege level but also adaptable for
older writers. Willis divides her 355 ideas into six categories (describing place; describing people; describing action; writing dialogue;

writing monologue; creating structure) and also includes a short
revision discussion. She illustrates her techniques using student and
professional samples; an excellent sourcebook. [Non-academic; Howto/Fiction; Elementary and Secondary]

Wyman, Linda, ed. 1984. "Poetry in the Classroom:' Missouri English
Bulletin 42 (6). [Also ERIC
cument Reproduction Services No.
ED 265 549.]

This collection of fourteen articles focuses on reading and writing
poetry at all levels. Wyman has included articles by cla. sroom

teachers that cover a range of topics from "Teaching Poetry to
College Freshmen: A Systematic Approach" to "Boredom, Beowulf,
and Other Important Battles in Teaching Poetry:' [Academic; Craft
Mixed Genre; Secondary and College]

Zancanella, Don. 1988. "On the Nature of Fiction Writings' Language
Arts 65: 238-44.

Zancanella evaluates fiction writing at the elementary level and
argues that, for children, "fiction writing can be a kind of play;"
such play should be encouraged. He also argues that standards for
judging elementary-level fiction writing need to be re-examined.
Teachers have inflated standards because they tend to compare their
students' fiction with that of professional writers. Zancanella says
teachers can help young fiction writers grow by exposing them to
quality literature and by allowing them to write "personal fictions
that may be of little interest to others." [Academic; Essays on
Writing; Elementary and Secondary] (SB)

:.;
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Zavaky, Bill, and Rod Padgett, eds. 1977. The Whole Word Catalogue
2. New York: McGraw Hill.
Everyone will dip into this volume and come up with a different,
favorite teaching activity or idea. The compendium starts out with
short essays on teaching writing, moves to a large section on teaching
ideas and activities, and finishes with a final secfion on drama, film,

music, art, and publicationsa great sourcebook. [Academic and
Non-academic; Craft Mixed Genre; Pre-college and College]
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